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Zusammenfassung
Der Schwerpunkt dieser Arbeit lag in der Untersuchung der Entstehung und Entwicklung
von Feldgalaxien auf Grundlage von Beobachtungen.
Mit Hilfe von weiträumigen und tiefen Durchmusterungen habe ich die Entstehungsge-
schichte von Galaxien bzgl. ihrer stellaren Materie, die Entwicklung ihrer struktu ellen Ei-
genschaften und die gesamtheitliche Entwicklung des Aufbaus stellarer Mateie im Univer-
sum untersucht.
In kürzlich ver̈offentlichter Arbeit haben meine Mitarbeiter und ich zeigen kö nen, dass
schon beiz ≈ 1 - d.h. als das Universum nur halb so alt war wie heute - etwa die Hälfte der
heute existierenden Sterne vorhanden waren. Wir haben bestätigt, dass die Entwicklungsge-
schichte von Galaxien durch ihre Masse beeinflusst ist. MassereichereObjekte haben den
Großteil ihrer stellaren Materie früher aufgebaut als entsprechend masse¨ rm re Objekte, ein
Pḧanomen das gemeinhin alsdownsizing scenariobezeichnet wird.
Trotz der Erfolge der vergangenen Jahre sind die vorliegenden Datennoch nicht in der La-
ge die heutigen, hierarchischen Modelle der Galaxienentwicklung mit Sicherheit zu
besẗatigen oder zu wiederlegen. Hierarchische Modelle versuchen die beobachteten Eigen-
schaften von Galaxien im Rahmen der hierarchisch gewachsenen Strukturen D nkler Mate-
rie, die in kosmologischen N-K̈orper-Simulationen beobachtet werden, zu verstehen. Hierzu
müssen vereinfachende - jedoch physikalisch und aus Beobachtungenmotivierte - Annah-
men über die Entwicklung der diffusen baryonischen Komponente gemacht werden. Laut
dieser Modelle entstehen zum einen massereiche Galaxien durch Verschmelzung kleine-
rer Objekte, zum anderen werden Bulge-dominierte Galaxien durch Verschmelzungen aus
Scheiben oder durch dynamische Instabilitäten gebildet. Daher ist zu erwarten, dass gleich-
zeitig die Zahl der extrem massereichen Objekte sowie die Anzahl der Bulge-dominierten
Galaxien mit zunehmender Rotverschiebung abnehmen.
Aus diesem Grund stellt neben der Entwicklung der Masse die Untersuchung der Struk-
tur von Galaxien als Funktion der Rotverschiebung einen wichtigen Test der hierarchischen
Modelle dar.
So ist das Ziel meiner Arbeit dem weitgehend akzeptiertendownsizing scenarioeben diese
strukturellen Charakterisierungen hinzuzufügen.
In der Anfangsphase meiner Arbeit war ich an dem Aufbau von tiefen Multiwellenlängen-
Katalogen beteiligt, die sich als wichtige Grundlage für aktuelle extragalaktische Astronomie
erwiesen haben. Die vorliegende Arbeit macht intensiv Gebrauch von solchen Katalogen.
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Sie erlauben die Bestimmung photometrischer Rotverschiebungen, stellarer Massen und der
Entwicklung von Sternentstehungsraten der katalogisierten Galaxien. Natürlich ist die Ge-
nauigkeit der abgeleiteten Eigenschaften dabei eine direkte Folge der Sorgfalt mit der diese
Kataloge erstellt wurden.
Unter Verwendung von hochauflösenden HST/ACS Bildern habe ich eine parametrische,
morphologische Analyse für große, tiefe Stichproben von Galaxien aus dem Fors Deep Field
(FDF), dem GOODS-South Feld und dem Cosmic Evolution Survey (COSMOS) durch-
geführt. Die zweidimensionale Flächenhelligkeitsverteilung jeder Galaxie wurde jeweils
durch ein Śersic-Profil, welches mit der entsprechenden Punktverbreiterungsfunktion (PSF)
des Bildes gefaltet wurde, modelliert. Hierbei habe ich großes Gewicht auf die Absicherung
der Zuverl̈assigkeit und Robustheit der Methode gelegt. Zum einen wurden systematische
Effekte wie zum Beispiel die Variation des Signal-zu-Rausch-Verhältnisses oder der PSF
über das Sichtfeld und zum anderen die Zuverlässigkeit der verwendeten Software und Klas-
sifikationsmethoden einer genaueren Betrachtung unterzogen. Die Ergebniss verschiedener
Algorithmen und klassischer visueller Klassifikation wurden detailliert verglichen. Simulier-
te Bilder mit den gleichen Charakteristiken wie denen von echten Daten wurden mit genau
derselben Methode untersucht, um eine Aussageüber die Zuverl̈assigkeit der ermittelten
Ergebnisse treffen zu k̈onnen.
Wie oben dargestellt, werden neben einer zuverlässigen morphologischen Charakterisie-
rung außerdem die stellaren Massen der Galaxien benötigt. Diese habe ich auf Grundla-
ge der Multiwellenl̈angen-Kataloge durch Anpassung von Modellen zur stellaren Populati-
onssynthese an die spektralen Energieverteilungen (SEDs) der Galaxien abg leitet. Durch
Gegen̈uberstellung der Ergebnisse der morphologichen Untersuchung zum einen und der
stellaren Massen zum anderen konnte ich die Entwicklung der stellaren Massendichten f̈ur
verschiedene Klassen von Galaxien untersuchen: In Abhängigkeit von ihrem Śersic-indexn
wurden die Galaxien als “frühe” (n > 3.5), “mittlere” (2 < n < 3.5) oder “sp̈ate” Typen
(n < 2) klassifiziert.
Einige andere Arbeiten haben sich kürzlich mit der Gegen̈uberstellung der Entwicklung
von Morphologie und stellarer Masse als Funktion der Rotverschiebung bescḧaftigt.
Während dies in vergleichbarer Art und Weise wie in der vorliegenden Arbeit geschah, sind
all diese Arbeiten auf Grund der relativ kleinen Felder der meisten tiefen Durchmusterungen
potentiell durch kosmische Varianz betroffen. Aus diesem Grund widmete ich mich in dem
letzten Teil meiner Arbeit einer Studie im COSMOS-Feld. Auf Grund seiner niezuvor er-
reichten Fl̈ache und Tiefe erlaubt COSMOS systematische Eff kte der kosmischen Varianz
auszuschließen.
Darüber hinaus erlaubte die große Anzahl von Galaxien in COSMOS erstmals dieEnt-
kopplung der Effekte des Umfeldes der Galaxien auf ihre Entwicklung für eine große, ho-
mogene Menge von Feld-Galaxien. So war es mir möglich die Entwicklung der stellaren
Massen in drei verschiedenen Kategorien des Umfeldes bzgl. der lokalen Massenḧaufung
(unterdicht, durchschnittlich und̈uberdicht) zu untersuchen.
Die Definition einer “̈Ubergangsmasse” erlaubte die Quantifizierung der relativen Beiträg
6
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von Galaxien unterschiedlichen Morphologischen Typs zur Massenfunktion. Die
Übergangsmasse wurde für jede Rotverschiebung definiert als diejenige Masse bei der der
Übergang vom Bulge- zu Scheiben-dominierten Massenbudget stattfindet. Die Untersuchung
der Entwicklung mit der Rotverschiebung hat eine monotone Entwicklung mit der Zeit erge-
ben: Je gr̈oßer die Rotverschiebung, desto stärker ist die Gesamtmasse durch Scheibensyste-
me dominiert. Ẅahrend bei einer Rotverschiebung vonz∼ 0.7 der Wert der̈Ubergangsmasse
ungef̈ahr dem heutigen Wert entspricht, so tragen beiz∼ 1 Galaxien fr̈uhen und sp̈aten Typs
im ann̈ahernd gleichen Maße zur Gesamtmasse bei.
Der Verlauf der stellaren Massenfunktion von Scheiben-dominierten Galaxien erscheint
konstant bzgl. der Rotverschiebung. Die Anzahl der Scheibengalaxien nimmt im Massebe-
reich von log M∗ = 10.6 bis log M∗ = 12 um mehr als eine Größenordnung ab. Dahingegen
ist die Massenfunktion von Bulge-dominierten Galaxien ungefähr flach. Die Anzahldichte
der Galaxien erscheint also konstant bzgl. ihrer Masse. Der Normierungswert dieser Mas-
senfunktion scheint jedoch mit zunehmender Rotverschiebung kontinuierl ch abzunehmen.
Aus der Steigung der Massenfunktion von Scheiben-dominierten Galaxienzum einen und
der Änderung der Gesamtzahl von Bulge-dominierten Galaxien bei ungefähr flacher Mas-
senfunktion zum anderen resultiert in natürlicher Weise die beschriebene Entwicklung der
Übergangsmasse mit der Rotverschiebung.
Meine Untersuchungen haben ergeben, dass beiz ∼ 1 die in massereichen Objekte ent-
haltene stellare Masse ungefähr halb so groß war wie die in massiven Objekten enthaltene
Masse im lokalen Universum. Dabei entwickelt sich nicht die Form der Massenfunktion
sondern ihre Normalisierung.
Erstmalig habe ich die Entwicklung der spezifischen Sternentstehungsrate (SSFR), also
der Sternentstehungsrate pro stellaren Einheits-Masseintervall, als Funktion des morpholo-
gischen Typs und der Umgebung untersucht. Es hat sich ergeben, dass die Positionen von
Galaxien fr̈uhen und sp̈aten Typs in der stellare Masse–SSFR–Ebene für alle Rotverschie-
bungen unterschiedlich sind. Galaxien mittleren Typs fallen dabei zwischendiese beiden
Regionen, was ihre Natur als̈Ubergangsobjekte bestätigt. Galaxien fr̈uhen und sp̈aten Typs
weisen einen signifikanten Unterschied in der Masse auf: Scheibengalaxien dominieren die
Systeme mit niedrigen Massen, während Galaxien fr̈uhen Typs das massenreiche Ende domi-
nieren. Galaxien fr̈uhen Typs sind also maßgeblich für die Abnahme der Sternentstehungsra-
te in massereichen Objekten von Rotverschiebung 1 bis zum lokalen Universum verantwort-
lich. Während dieses generelle Bild für alle Umgebungen̈ahnlich zu sein scheint, existiert in
Umgebungen von geringer Massendichte eine Population von relativ massereichen Galaxien
frühen Typs mit großen SSFRs und blauen Farben.
All dies weist in Richtung eines Szenarios, in dem massereiche Objekte ihre Massen von
z ∼ 1 bis 0 ann̈ahernd verdoppeln und zunehmend Bulge-dominiert werden. Durch Be-
stimmung der Sternentstehungsraten konnte ich zeigen, dassin situ Sternentstehung nicht
ausreichend ist, um die Entwicklung des Massenbudgets in massiven Galaxien zu erkl̈aren.
Hieraus schließe ich, dass Verschmelzungen oder noch wahrscheinlichr d e Einverleibung
vieler kleinerer Objekte durch größere eine Schlüsselrolle im “Massenfluss” von Scheiben-
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zu Bulge-dominierten Systemen spielen.
Wie schon oben beschrieben erlaubte die große Fläche von COSMOS die Untersuchung
des Einflusses der lokalen Massendichte auf die Eigenschaften der Galaxien. Ich konn-
te die bereits etablierte Morphologie-Massendichte-Beziehung f¨ r alle Rotverschiebungen
besẗatigen: Lokalüberdichte Regionen enthalten einen relativ größeren Anteil von Bulges
gegen̈uber Regionen mit niedrigerer lokaler Massendichte.
Schließlich konnte ich Dank des sehr homogenen COSMOS Datensatzes dasAlter von
massereichen Galaxien frühen Typs als Funktion der lokalen Massendichte untersuchen. Die
Altersverteilung weist signifikant unterschiedliche Mittelwerte für alle Rotverschiebungen
auf. Die Untersuchungen in dieser Arbeit bestätigen die Ergebnisse anderer aktueller Stu-
dien. Unser Ergebnis zeigt, dass sich junge (blaue), massereiche Galaxien frühen Typs vor-
zugsweise in Umgebungen mit niedriger lokaler Massendichte aufhalten, wohingegen die-
jenigen Galaxien, die diëaltesten Sterne beherbergen, sich vorzugsweise in Regionen mit
großer lokaler Massendichte aufhalten. Nichtsdestotrotz weisen die meistenSysteme fr̈uhen
Typsähnliche charakteristische Alter, Farben und SSFRs auf, was auf einenäh lichen Ent-
stehungszeitpunkt schließen lässt.
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Summary
This thesis work has been focused on the formation and evolution of field galaxies from an
observational perspective.
I have used large deep surveys to study the mass assembly history of galaxies, the evolu-
tion of their structural properties, and the history of star formation in the Universe.
In recent work, my collaborators and I have shown that about half of the present day stars
were already in place at z≈ 1, i.e. when the age of the Universe was half of its present
value. We have also confirmed that galaxy evolution depends on mass, moremassive objects
having assembled the bulk of their stellar mass earlier than their lower mass counterparts.
This behavior is commonly termed asthe downsizing scenario.
Despite continuous progress has been made in the last years, present data are not yet
able to put firm constraints on current models of galaxy formation and evolution within
the hierarchical paradigm. These latter try to link the hierarchical growth ofdark matter
structures derived using cosmological N-body simulations to the observedgalaxy properties,
by means of simplified, yet physically and/or observationally motivated assumptions about
the evolution of the diffuse baryonic component. According to these models not only massive
galaxies form by merging of smaller ones, but also bulge dominated galaxies form from
disks, either through mergers or by dynamical instabilities. Therefore, atthe same time, both
the number density of the most massive objects and the fraction of bulge-dominated galaxies
are expected to decrease at high redshift.
For this reason, effective constraints can be put on such models if, beside the study of the
redshift evolution of the galaxy stellar mass function, one is able to understand where the
stars were located at different look-back times, in other words what was the morphology of
their host galaxies.
This has been the main aim of my thesis work, namely the addition of a morphological
characterization to the well establisheddownsizingscenario.
During the first stages of my PhD research, I have been involved in the build–up of deep
multiwavelength catalogs, which turn out to be an essential tool of modern extragalactic
astronomy. Such catalogs are the fundamental basis of all the work presented in this Thesis.
They allow to estimate photometric redshifts, stellar masses and star formation histories for
each galaxy in the catalog. The attention which is put in producing catalogs in acareful way,
directly reflects in the accuracy of the derived galaxy properties.
I have then taken advantage of the superior quality, in particular the very high angular
resolution, of the HST/ACS images to perform a parametric morphological analysis of large,
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deep galaxy samples extracted from the Fors Deep Field (FDF), the GOODS-South and the
Cosmic Evolution Survey (COSMOS). The two–dimensional surface brightness distribution
of each galaxy was modelled by a Sersic profile convolved with the point spread function
(PSF) of the image. I put extensive effort in understanding and quantifying the reliability and
robustness of the modelling, both in terms of systematics due to characteristics of the data
(as for instance dependence on the signal–to–noise ratio or PSF variations over the field of
view), and in terms of reliability of the codes and classifications used, comparing the results
obtained with different softwares as well as with the classical visual classification. Simulated
images, with the same characteristics of true images and analyzed in exactly the same way
as the original data, were used to accurately quantify the reliability of the fit rsults.
Beside a robust morphological characterisation of the galaxy samples, thepursuit of the
line of research described above requires an estimate of the galaxy stellarmasses. I thus
derived stellar masses from the multiwavelength catalogs, by means of SED fitting wi h
stellar population synthesis models.
By adding together the morphological and stellar mass properties of the wholegalaxy
sample, I have been able to investigate the evolution of the stellar mass density for different
classes of galaxies: according to their Sérsic indexn, galaxies were in fact classified as
“early”, “intermediate” and “late” types (n > 3.5,2< n < 3.5,andn < 2, respectively).
While recently also a few other studies have been carried out by cross–correlating the
morphological and stellar mass evolution with redshift in deep galaxy surveys, in a similar
fashion as I did in this work, all these works were potentially significantly affected by cosmic
variance, due to the small areas of most deep surveys. For this reason,the last part of my PhD
work has been devoted to a follow–up study in the COSMOS field. Due to its unprecedented
coupling of wide area and depth, COSMOS allows cosmic variance to be beaten.
Moreover, thanks to its huge statistic, I could also disentangle for the first timehe environ-
mental effects on galaxy evolution for an homogeneous sample offield galaxies. Therefore,
I also studied the evolution of the morphologically split galaxy stellar mass densityi three
different environments (underdense, average, and overdense).
In both my works on the FORS Deep Field plus GOODS-South and on COSMOS,I have
found that, at all redshifts, early–type galaxies dominate the high–mass end. Going to pro-
gressively lower stellar masses, the relative contribution of late–type objectsomes more
and more important, tending to dominate the total mass density.
To better quantify this change in the relative contribution of galaxies of different mor-
phologies to the total mass function, atr nsition masscan be defined at each redshift, as the
mass where the transition from a bulge–dominated to a disk–dominated stellar massbud-
get takes place. By studying the redshift evolution of this transition mass, I found that the
morphological mix evolves monotonically with time: the higher the redshift, the more disk
systems dominate the total mass content. While atz ∼ 0.7 the value of the transition mass
is approximately consistent with the local value, at z∼1 the contribution from early and late
type galaxies to the total mass budget is found to be nearly equal.
The shape of the stellar mass function of disk dominated galaxies is consistentwith being
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constant with redshift; the number density of disk galaxies declines by more that one order of
magnitude from masses of log M∗ = 10.6 to log M∗ = 12. Instead, the stellar mass function of
bulge dominated galaxies is roughly flat (number densities are similar at all masses), but its
normalisation constantly declines with increasing redshift. The steepness ofthe disks stellar
mass function, together with the decline in normalisation of the bulges stellar mass function,
naturally sets the evolution of the transition mass with redshift.
I have found that at z∼1, massive objects host nearly half the mass contained in similarly
massive objects in the local universe: this means that the global mass function does not
evolve in shape but only in normalization with redshift.
For the first time, I investigated the evolution of the specific star formation rate (SSFR,
i.e. the star formation rate per unit stellar mass) as a function of morphologicaltype and
environment. I have found that the locations of early and late–type galaxiesin the stellar
mass vs. SSFR plane are very well separated at all redshifts and in all environments. The
intermediate type galaxies fall in between, confirming their nature of transition objects. The
early– and late–type galaxy populations exhibit a significant segregation inmass: disk galax-
ies dominate at low masses while early–type objects completely dominate the high masstail.
Therefore early–type galaxies drive the global decline of star formationfrom redshift 1 to
the local Universe in massive galaxies. While in general this picture seems tobe quite sim-
ilar in all environments, in low density regions there is a population of relativelymassive,
early–type galaxies, having high SSFR and blue colours.
All together these findings point towards a scenario in which massive objects almost dou-
ble their mass from z∼1 to 0, and become more and more bulge-dominated as time goes by.
By means of estimates of the star formation rates for the whole sample, I have shown thatin
situ star formation is not sufficient to explain the evolving mass budget in massive objects.
This argument let me conclude that merging events, or more likely the accretionof numerous
small mass objects, must play a key role in themass pouringfrom disks to bulges.
As explained above, thanks to the wide area of COSMOS I was able to investigat also the
influence of the local environmental density on galaxy properties. I havefound evidence of
an established morphology density relation at all the redshifts probed in this work: overdense
regions contain a higher relative fraction of bulges with respect to lower density regions.
Finally, thanks to the very homogeneous COSMOS dataset, I have studied theages of
stellar populations in massive early–type galaxies stellar as a function of environment. The
age distributions show significantly different mean ages at all redshifts. The results found
in this work are in agreement with other recent studies. Our results suggest that young
(blue) massive early–type galaxies preferentially live in low density enviroments, while the
galaxies hosting the oldest stars in the Universe preferentially belong to thehig st density
regions. Nonetheless, most early–type galaxies have similar characteristicages, colors, and
SSFRs, hence a similar formation redshift.
11
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1
Galaxy formation and evolution in the
cosmological framework
Abstract
In this chapter I describe the motivation behind this Thesiswork. I briefly review
the main theoretical aspects and the very broad observational scenario, explaining the
fundamental goals of this work and summarizing its most relevant contributions to
the study of galaxy evolution. The review of previous work, both observational and
theoretical, is by no means to be intended as exhaustive nor complete, and I certainly
by–pass to mention several important steps in extragalactic s ronomy research, as well
as to address many issues which are still relevant today. It is only meant to set this work
in a context, thus allowing its fundamental aspects to be highlighted.
1.1 The hierarchical Universe
The Aristotelian cosmology (see Figure 1.1) dominated the Western thinking forearly 2000
years. Aristotle’s Cosmos was a brilliantly integrated whole, which holistically linked Mat-
ter, Place, Motion, Cause, and Value. The relations between Man, Nature, nd God were
never in doubt. Everything was connected and reinforcing.That mainly explains why the
Copernicus’ innocent suggestion raised such furor.
The current, only few tens of years old, standard model for our Universe, the Hot Big Bang
model, draws everything we see today from an initial state of exceedingly high temperature
and density. Starting from this initial condition, the Universe expanded foralmost 14 billion
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Figure 1.1: The Aristotelic Ptolemaic astronomical system, engravingfrom Peter Apian’s
Cosmographia (1524).
years, and continues expanding, following Einstein’s theory of General Rel tivity. Today’s
concordance model is a low-density, vacuum dominated Universe (ΩM=0.3,ΩΛ=0.7).
Most of the matter in the Universe is thought to be non-baryonic “cold darkmatter”, which
only interacts through gravitation. Dark matter is fundamental in explaining the origin f the
structures observed in the Universe starting from the highly homogeneousinitial density field
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observed as the Cosmic Microwave Background.
Being weakly interacting with the radiation, cold dark matter detaches earlier than baryons
from the relativistic matter-radiation plasma. The structure formation is then dueto gravi-
tational instability, starting from primordial quantum fluctuations in the global density field
which were amplified during the inflation epoch. Later on, at the epoch of rec mbination,
baryons decouple from the relativistic radiation field and start falling in the “structure seeds”
already present in the density field. While more and more matter is accreted ontothe seeds,
these overdense regions will no longer follow the general expansion ofthe Universe, but will
slow down and eventually detach from the so–called Hubble flow, collapsing toform bound
systems. In the currently favored Cold Dark Matter scenario, this process leads to the forma-
tion of small systems (sub–galactic scales) that will then merge to form larger systems: the
bottom–up hierarchical process of structure formation.
1.2 The formation and evolution of galaxies
The modern picture of galaxy formation and evolution has the beautiful feature to natu-
rally place the existence of galaxies into the cosmological framework (see Figure 1.2 for
a schematic picture). Indeed, what we observe as a galaxy is, in this picture, a baryonic
component in such a hierarchically assembled (mainly) dark matter system – a dark halo.
Baryons fall in the cores of the dark haloes inducing “typically baryonic”processes: bary-
onic gas cools, collapsing to form stars in a complex, poorly known process.
The modelling of galaxy formation and evolution is an essential tool to provide predictions
to be contrasted with the observations, and at the same time to help the interpretation of what
we observe, as well as possibly to devise new observations.
At the same time, observations give fundamental inputs to such modelling at the present
stage. In fact, while the gravitational processes involving dark matter appear to be convinc-
ingly reproduced, the physical processes related to baryonic matter aremuch less known.
On the theoretical side, two approaches have been used thus far: the hydrodynamical
simulation (which directly follows the dynamics of the gas, thus being very numerically–
expensive), and the so–called semi–analytic models coupled with the calculated/simulated
evolution of dark matter structure (which model each known process by means of physically
and/or observationally motivated prescriptions).
On the other hand, galaxy evolution is observed in two different ways: i) the observation
of galaxies at high redshifts, providing a direct view of the galaxy populations at previous
cosmic times, and ii) the exploitation of the so–called fossil record, that is the imprint left by
the evolutionary history on the populations of nearby galaxies.
This work relies on the first approach, to study the evolution of massive galaxies in the
last 9 billion years. While this may look the more natural approach, and in some sens even
the more straightforward, nonetheless it is complicated by a series of problems and caveats.
First, this approach assumes that the portion of the Universe that we observe at high redshift
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Figure 1.2: A schematic outline of the cosmic history (http://abyss.uoregon.edu/ js)
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will evolve into the local Universe. This is in principle true only on very largescales, and
until very recently there were no surveys at the same time deep and wide enough to assure
the observation of the distant Universe without being limited by the influence of cosmic
variance. Moreover, to compare galaxy populations at different redshifts it is essential to de-
fine complete, well defined samples whose galaxy properties can be meaningfully contrasted
with each other. This often implies observational challenges, and both the definition of such
samples and the derivation of their galaxy properties always rely, at least to some extent, on
assumptions and models.
I will now briefly describe the different aspects of galaxy evolution that are considered in
this work.
1.2.1 Morphological properties
The discovery of ‘nebula’, fuzzy objects in the sky that were not planets, comets or stars,
is attributed to Charles Messier in the late 1700’s. His collection of 103 objects isthe first
galaxy catalog. Herschel (1792-1871) used a large reflecting telescop to produce the first
General Catalog of galaxies. Edwin Hubble showed in the 1930’s that mostof the ‘nebula’
seen in the sky are, in fact, external galaxies, systems composed of billionsof stars well
outside the Milky Way.
Once the existence of external galaxies was definitively established, it became customary
to divide them into a number of classes based on their morphology, that is, their apparent
shape and structure. The goal of any classification system, either in biology r astronomy,
is to reveal underlying physical properties, which in our case may lead to understanding the
formation and evolution of galaxies. Almost all current systems of galaxy classification are
outgrowths of the initial scheme proposed by Edwin Hubble in 1926. In Hubble’s scheme,
which is based on the optical appearance of galaxy images on photographic plates, galaxies
are divided into three general classes: ellipticals, spirals, and irregulars (see Figure 1.3).
Trying to link physical observables to the morphological appearance, astronomers started
to use fitting formulae to describe the light profile of galaxies. These fitting formulae had no
physical motivation but at the same time they did such a good job in describing thegalaxy
light profiles that it was put much effort in building dynamical models that could explain
such formulae. The de Vaucouleurs profile (de Vaucouleurs 1948) for giant ellipticals and
the exponential profile (Freeman 1970) became for decades the standard ways to describe an-
alytically the galaxy morphology. In fact they turned out to be the main ingredients of galaxy
scaling laws such as the Fundamental Plane relation for elliptical galaxies (Drsle et al.
1987; Djorgovski & Davis 1987; Bender et al. 1992) and the Tully–Fisher (1977) relation
for disk galaxies.
More generally speaking, ellipticals have light profiles well described by the more general
Sérsic law (1968). The Śersic profile has the following form:
Σ(r) = Σe e
−κ
[
( rre )
1/n−1
]
(1.1)
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Figure 1.3: The Hubble tuning fork (courtesy of “Windows to the Universe”,
http://www.windows.ucar.edu).
where re is the effective radius of the galaxy,Σe is the surface brightness atre, n is the
power-law index, andκ is coupled ton such that half of the total flux is always withinre.
The original de Vaucouleurs (1948) profile is a special case withn = 4 andκ = 7.67. While
the de Vaucouleurs profile is well suited for “classical” bulges, some bulges, the psuedo
bulges, may be better represented by exponential profiles (e.g., Kormendy & Bruzual 1978;
Shaw & Gilmore 1989).
The Śersic index n for elliptical galaxies shows a relatively wide distribution with values
in between 2 and 6. The Sérsic index results to be correlated to the absolute luminosity of
the galaxy: more luminous the galaxy, the higher its Sérsic index.
The light profile of the bulges in spiral galaxies have been found to be very similar to
elliptical galaxies of similar luminosities; i.e., they are well-described by a Sérsic profile.
The advantage of the Sérsic profile is that it can easily describe the whole galaxy zool-
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ogy, with a continuous sequence from a Gaussian (n = 0.5) to an exponential (n = 1) to a
de Vaucouleurs (n = 4) profile, simply by varying then exponent.
For this reason by fitting a Śersic profile to the surface brightness of each galaxy in the
sample, and defining a criterion for the separation of different galaxy classes based on the
Sérsic index (see for instance chapter 4), one can divide the galaxies in the sample in broad
morphological classes.
The study of galaxy structures yields considerable information on the way they have
formed. In fact, the structure of a galaxy mainly reflects its dynamical status:disk galaxies
have exponentially declining light profiles and their dynamics is made of ordered motions
of stars around the azimuthal axis. The total angular momentum is relatively high and such
galaxies are usually classified ascoldsystems because of the low velocity dispersion around
the mean velocity.
Bulge galaxies instead have centrally concentrated light profiles and their dynamics is
made of chaotic motions of stars around the object center. The total angularmomentum
is quite low and these galaxies are usually referred to ashot systems because of the high
velocity dispersion.
Figure 1.4: Three disky galaxies at z= 2 are interacting and finally merging all together at
z = 0 to form a giant elliptical (Dubinski et al. 1998).
In the currently favored scenario, the bulk of the stars generally start forming in disky
structures, thus creating disk galaxies first. Later on, these disk galaxiesmay transform into
bulge galaxies through processes of gravitational instability and/or merging (e.g. Toomre &
Toomre 1972, see figure 1.4).
On the other hand, in the “historical” picture for the formation of elliptical galaxies, the
so–called monolithic collapse (e.g. Eggen et al. 1962; Larson 1974), such galaxies formed
as already massive objects in one single star formation event at high redshift.
Even though peculiar objects are indeed observed which are considered as evidence of the
occurrence of the transformations in galaxy structures, and in particularof merging events, it
is not yet clear in which measure merging is actually important in the galaxy formation nd
evolution process, nor its consequences in terms of induced star formationin the remnant
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Figure 1.5: The influence of initial conditions of the protogalactic cloud on the resulting
galaxy structure (c© 2004 Pearson Education, publishing as Addison Wesley).
galaxy, as well as structural modifications, are yet completely understood.
Moreover, apart from the general cosmological framework, the detailsof the galaxy for-
mation process might be determined also by the initial conditions in the protogalacticcloud
(such as angular momentum and density of the protogalactic gas, see figure1.5).
The morphological analysis of large and unbiased galaxy samples is thus able to discrimi-
nate between the predictions of different formation and evolutionary scenarios. For this rea-
son, it became very important to obtain morphological analysis of thousandsof galaxies up
to high redshift, with a method as much as possible objective and whose resultscould be re-
liably reproduced by different observers. While visual morphological analysis (that is, visual
classification of a galaxy by eye) was the natural approach in the beginninof morphological
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studies, nowadays – especially for large samples in deep fields – the most common choice is
morphological classification by comparison with analytic surface brightnessprofiles.
1.2.2 Star formation and colors
Star formation is the process that actually forms what we observe as a galaxy. When a star
formation event occurs in a galaxy, the newborn population of stars is formed according to
the initial mass function (IMF, i.e. the mass distribution of stars). The IMF is parametrised
by a power law:φIMF (M) ∝ Mα, with α < 0. Therefore, massive stars are much less
numerous than low mass stars.
Massive stars burn their hydrogen fuel, by thermonuclear fusion, extremely fast. Thus,
they are bright and hot (i.e. the maximum of their Planckian emission is at blue/UV wave-
lengths). Low mass stars instead are much cooler in surface temperature (thus their emission
peaks in the red) and much fainter. All this is shown in the Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram
(see figure 1.6).
A young stellar population has a mean color that is blue, since most of the light iscoming
from the massive, hot stars. However, since such massive, blue starsu e their core fuel much
faster than the fainter, cooler red ones, they die sooner. Therefore,a progressively older
stellar population turns redder because all the massive blue stars have died off (turned into
red giant stars) leaving the faint, cool, red stars.
The stellar populations hosted by a galaxy mainly determine the galaxy colour, together –
and unfortunately in a degenerate fashion – with other properties like the metal enrichment
history and dust content of the interstellar medium.
In the nearby Universe, the galaxy colour is found to strongly correlatewith the galaxy
structure: elliptical galaxies (as well as dominating bulges in spiral galaxies)show red
colours, while disks and irregular galaxies exhibit bluer colours. In fact, in a single galaxy
different components (like bulge, disk, bars, etc.) may have diff rent colours depending on
the local stellar population properties. Looking at their colours, it is foundthat in general,
and modulo the just cited degeneracies, elliptical galaxies host old stellar populati ns while
younger populations inhabit disk galaxies. This means that the star formationhist ry of these
two classes of galaxies is clearly different, pointing toward a short, intense episode of star
formation at high redshift for the ellipticals, and a more quiet and prolongedstar formation
history in spirals, as shown in figure 1.7.
1.2.3 The Cosmic Star Formation History and Mass assembly
Even though the star formation process is still poorly understood from the theoretical point
of view, the star formation rate of a galaxy may be quantified by using several different indi-
cators. As explained above, the light distribution (spectral energy distribution, SED) emitted
by a galaxy is indicative of its stellar populations, and more specifically of the amount of
present/recent star formation.
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Figure 1.6: The Hertzsprung–Russel Diagram. The Temperature on the horizontal axis
refers to the photospheric stellar temperature. On the vertical axis the solar luminosities
emitted from the different kind of stars are shown . Colors refer to the wavelengthat which
the stellar (pseudo–plankian) emission has its maximum. The star locus shown is themain
sequencestage of the stellar evolution: this is the locus where starsspend most of their
life and it is actually the period over which stars burn theirhydrogen and transform it into
helium (http://abyss.uoregon.edu/ js).
At the same time, the SED of a galaxy allows an estimate of the galaxy mass in stars. In
fact, as explained above, the red/near–infrared part of the galaxy SED is dominated by the
light from low mass stars, which dominate in mass the stellar populations. Therefor , from
the galaxy flux emitted at red wavelengths it is possible to estimate, in a relatively robust
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Figure 1.7: The different star formation histories of typical elliptical and spiral galaxies
(http://abyss.uoregon.edu/ js).
way, the total mass of the galaxy stellar populations, as will be explained in moredetails in
chapter 5.
These two quantities, namely the instantaneous star formation rate and the total stellar
mass of a galaxy, are fundamental tools in modern astronomy. By observinggalaxy samples
at different redshifts, and measuring their star formation rates, it is possible to trace the star
formation history of the Universe.
In recent years, several deep extragalactic surveys allowed the cosmic star formation his-
tory to be measured: all these studies point towards a substantial amount ofstar f rmation at
early cosmic epochs (see figure 1.8).
At the same time, a number of studies have been able to measure directly the stellarmass
density up to high redshifts. The two independent approaches are in a remarkably good
agreement, and consistently suggest that about half of the present–days ars were already in
place at z≈ 1, when the Universe was half of its present age (see figure 1.9).
The assembly of the stellar mass through cosmic time is a crucial test for models ofgalaxy
formation and evolution. As explained in section 1.2, in the currently favoredmo els bulge
dominated galaxies are thought to form from disks, either through mergersor by dynamical
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Figure 1.8: The cosmic star formation history from a compilation of different surveys
(Bowens et al., 2004).
instabilities. Therefore, even though detailed predictions do not exist, the qualitative expec-
tation is that the fraction of bulge–dominated galaxies decreases at higher redshifts. As also
stated in section 1.2, in a hierarchical picture one also expects massive galaxies to assemble
at later cosmic times, by merging of smaller objects.
In order to put sensitive constraints on the models, it is thus very important tomeasure at
the same time the mass assembly and the evolution of the structural properties of galaxies as
a function of cosmic time. In chapters 4 and 5 I present a study based on themeasurement of
stellar masses and structural properties of large samples of galaxies up to redshift 1. Since,
in a hierarchical scenario, merging is driving both mass assembly and dynamical evolution,
these studies offer a direct probe of the role of this process in galaxy evolution.
1.2.4 The Environmental dependence of galaxy evolution
The link between galaxy evolution and environmental properties has been observed since
years as being very tight. The hostile clusters environment influences through different pro-
cesses, namely strangulation, ram-pressure and close-encounters, bo h the dynamical status
and the star formation activity of a galaxy.
Elliptical galaxies living in galaxy clusters are always found to show a tight relation be-
tween their magnitudes and colours, the so–called red sequence, which is expected to be the
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Figure 1.9: The total stellar mass density as a function of redshift, from a compilation of
different surveys (Drory et al., 2005).
outcome of processes which stop the star formation activity, so that the stellarpopulations of
red sequence galaxies result to be all consistently red/old.
Furthermore, it is well observed that in overdense regions the fraction of elliptical galaxies
increases with respect to average density environments, while that of spirals/irregulars de-
creases. This morphology–density relation is also thought to be the outcome of the processes
typical of overdense environment, which transform the galaxy structural properties.
The linear theory of the structure growth predicts that, starting from the initialdensity
fluctuations field, overdense regions tend to become more and more overdens as time goes
by. Conversely, underdense regions tend to loose more and more matter. As described in
section 1.1, the highest density peaks of the dark matter large scale structure are supposed
to first detach from the Hubble flow and collapse. Therefore, these arethe places were also
the first galaxies are supposed to start out and grow during the cosmic time.The higher
the density the earlier star formation is supposed to start in small sub-galactic units. These
sub-galactic units will ultimately merge together to form the biggest objects. Suchbiggest
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objects will hence be made of the oldest stars in the Universe.
Such a picture nicely explains the observeddownsizedflavour of the Universe: the most
massive objects are observed to host the oldest stellar populations, and their contribution to
the cosmic star formation history is very early in cosmic times. This was originally thought
to be in contradiction with the hierarchical picture of galaxy formation, because the most
massive galaxies, which were predicted to be the younger, latest products of the hierarchical
assembly, were instead found to be the older ones when examining the age oftheir stars.
However, if no significant star formation is triggered by the subsequent merging events, the
hierarchical merging process goes on by assembling small galaxies with already evolved stel-
lar populations, thus while the resulting massive galaxy is actually assembled very rec ntly
(so its “age” as a single object is very young), the stellar populations it hosts were formed
much before in the smaller galaxies, thus being much older.
1.3 This Thesis
The main aim of my thesis work has been to add a morphological characterization to the
well-establisheddownsizingscenario.
I have performed a parametric morphological analysis based on the deep high resolu-
tion HST/ACS imaging available for three deep surveys, the Fors Deep Field (FDF),the
GOODS-South surveys and the Cosmic Evolution Survey (COSMOS). I modeled the two-
dimensional surface brightness of each galaxy in these large samples up toredshiftz ∼ 1
(down to a limiting magnitude IAB=24) with Śersic profiles, obtaining a quantitative measure
of the morphological properties of these objects. I put extensive effort in understanding and
quantifying how various kinds of systematics could affect the modelling results. An exhaus-
tive description of the data used in this work is given in chapter 2, while the morphological
analysis is explained in full details in chapter 3.
Also the technical treatment of the data took an important part in this work. Forinstance,
the last part of this work, which is based on the HST/ACS COSMOS survey dataset, consists
of the morphological analysis of about 1 square degree of the sky. Whilesuch a huge volume
allows us to put firmer constraints on our results, it involved the morphologicalanalysis of
more than 400 separate ACS images, and it has been possible thanks to a deep use of Python
scripting which let me handle this ”Tera-byte domain” amount of data in a reasonable time.
Once a robust morphological characterisation was secured for the whole sample, I es-
timated by means of SED fitting the stellar masses of the galaxies, making use of the
very high–quality, multiwavelength datasets available for all the three deep fields studied.
Putting together the information about structural properties and stellar masses, I have been
able to investigate the evolution of the stellar mass density for three diff rent classes of
galaxies, i.e. early, intermediate and late types, selected according to the Sérsic index,n
(n > 3.5, 2 < n < 3.5, andn < 2, respectively). Chapters 4 and 5 present the results of
this analysis, obtained on the FORS Deep Field, the GOODS-South and on the COSMOS
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survey, respectively. As of today, this is the analysis of combined mass and morphological
evolution in galaxies based on the largest galaxy sample.
Thanks to the huge statistic available in the COSMOS survey, I could also, forthe first
time, disentangle the environmental effect on galaxy evolution for a homogeneous sample
of field galaxies. Therefore, I also studied the evolution of the morphologically splitgalaxy
stellar mass density in three different environments (underdense, average, and overdense).
I have also analysed both the bulge-to-total and the bulge-to-disk fractions at different
redshifts and for different environments. Firstly, at all redshifts I have found evidence of a
well established morphology–density relation: more dense volumes contain a higher relative
fraction of bulges as respect to lower density volumes.
Furthermore, in this work for the first time the evolution of the specific star formation rate
(SSFR, i.e. the star formation rate per unit stellar mass) was investigated as a function of
morphological type and environment. In agreement with previous studies, ths work found
that the most massive galaxies have the lowest amount of star formation per uit stellar mass
up to the highest redshift probed, and hence they cannot have formedthe bulk of their stars in
this redshift range (i.e. the last 9 billion years). This pushes the bulk of their star formation
at much earlier cosmic epochs, in agreement with the downsizing scenario. In fact, previous
studies have generally neglected both galaxy morphological properties and environmental
conditions. I have been able to plug in also these two further variables, thusproducing a
wider view of this complex picture. In particular, the SSFR in massive early–types is found
to significantly evolve with redshift, while it remains pretty constant sincez ∼ 1 in massive
disks. On the other hand, the high–mass end of the galaxy populations is always dominated
by early–type objects, which thus drive the decline in star formation rate at high masses.
While in general this picture seems to be quite similar in all environments, in low density
regions there is a population of relatively massive, early–type galaxies, having high SSFR
and blue colours.
Finally, I have studied, with the highly homogeneous dataset available, the ages of the
stellar populations in massive early–type galaxies as a function of the environment. The
age distributions show different mean ages at all redshifts, in agreement with other recent
studies. The results found in this work suggest that young (blue) massive early–type galaxies
preferentially live in low density environments, while the galaxies hosting the oldest stars in
the Universe preferentially belong to the highest density regions. Nonetheless, most early–
type galaxies have similar characteristic ages, colors, and SSFRs, hencea similar formation
redshift.
In chapter 6, I summarise some results obtained in complementary studies I was involved
in, and provide a short description of some of the follow–up work which is already under
way.
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Observing the coloured Universe: the
large deep surveys
Abstract
In this chapter I describe the spectro–photometric data used in this work. These consist
of multiwavelength UV–to–NIR observations of three extragal ctic deep fields. In this
chapter, details are given about the quality and characteristics of such data, as well as
about the process of building multicolor catalog and estimating photometric redshifts.
Wide and deep surveys are a vital tool in modern astronomy: they provide the large
datasets of objects needed (both at high and low redshifts) to improve our kn wledge of
the physical mechanisms driving galaxy formation and evolution.
Recent wide field surveys, such as 2MASS, SDSS and 2DF, ( Jarrett et al. 2000; York
et al. 2000; Colless et al. 2001) provide an unprecedented wealth of information on the
structure of thelocal Universe.
On the other hand, the complementarypencil beamdeep surveys (i.e. relatively small
patches of the sky observed in several bands with high angular resolution and high S/N ratios
at faint magnitude levels) allow us to investigate the high-zUniverse (z& 1), providing large
sets of distant galaxies to constrain the different evolutionary scenarios.
The Hubble Deep Fields (Williams et al. 1996) has marked a cornerstone in our un-
derstanding of galaxy evolutionary processes, providing unprecedent constraints on the
theoretical scenarios for galaxy formation and evolution.
Later on more deep surveys have been performed using space and ground–based tele-
scopes of the 10m class generation: the Subaru Deep Field (Maihara et al. 2001), the Fors
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Deep Survey (Heidt et al. 2003), Gemini Deep Deep Survey (Abrahamet al. 2004) and
GOODS (Giavalisco et al. 2004).
However, an important drawback of these deep surveys is that the typical field of view has
angular sizes that atz ∼ 1 convert to physical scales relatively small with respect to those
relevant for large-scale structure. Thus, in order to study the properties of distant galaxies
at high redshift in different large scale environments, it is mandatory to control field-to-field
variations, by means of deep surveys along many different lines of sight or extended to larger
contiguous sky areas.
Very recently, the Cosmic Evolution Survey (COSMOS, Scoville et al. 2007)addressed
this issue, by observing a 2 square degree contiguous patch of the sky,providing the whole
community with an unprecedented view of galaxy evolutionwith in the large scale structure
up to high redshift.
2.1 The FORS Deep Field
The FORS Deep Field (Appenzeller et al. 2000) is a multi-color photometric andspectro-
scopic survey of a 7′ × 7′ region near the south galactic pole including the QSO Q 0103-260
at redshiftz= 3.36. The data have been taken with FORS1 and FORS2 at the ESO VLT and
SofI at the NTT.
The data were reduced and calibrated as described in Heidt et al. (2003). The reduction of
the images in the z-band and the medium–band filter at 834 nm required an additional s ep
to remove the characteristic fringing pattern.
The formal 50% completeness limits for point sources are 26.5, 27.6, 26.9, 26.9, 26.8,
∼ 25.5, ∼ 25.8, 23.8, 22.6 in U, B, g, R, I, 834 nm, z, J and Ks, respectively. The seeing
varied from 0.5 arcsec in the I and z band to 1.0 arcsec in the U-band. As the depth of the
images decreases towards the borders, we limited our analysis to the inner 39.81 arcmin2
of the survey field, thus ensuring an optimal photometric homogeneity and preventing any
possible bias in the photometric redshifts determination.
2.1.1 Source detection and multi–band photometry
Object detection was done in the I-band image using SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996),
and the catalogue for this ‘deep’ part of the FDF includes 5636 objects.
Accurate multicolor photometry of the objects is crucial to derive accurate photometric
redshifts, therefore we checked the accuracy of the absolute calibration of ur multicolor
catalog by means of color-color plots of stars. We compared the colors of FDF stars with
the colors of stellar templates from the library of Pickles (1998) convolved with the FORS
filter system. In general, corrections to the photometric zeropoints of only a few hundredth
of a magnitude were needed to obtain an optimal match to the stars and best result for the
photometric redshifts.
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Figure 2.1: The FORS Deep Field.
After checking the accuracy of the photometric calibration, we can measurethe broad–
band spectral energy distribution (SED) of galaxies as sampled by our passbands. In order
to take into account that different images had different point spread function (PSF), all the
images were convolved to the same PSF of FWHM= 1”. Object fluxes were measured in a
fixed aperture of 1.5”.
To avoid contamination from stars, we rely on three sources of information: the star-galaxy
classifier of the detection software SExtractor, the goodness of fit for galaxy objects of the
photometric redshift code and, if available, on the spectroscopic information. We first ex-
clude all bright (I < 22m) starlike objects (SExtractor star galaxy classifier> 0.95). Then we
exclude all objects whose best fitting stellar spectral energy distribution (SED) – according
to the photometric redshift code – gives a better match to the flux in the different wavebands
than any galaxy template (2χ2star < χ
2
galaxy). These objects are subsequently flagged as star
and removed from our catalogue. Further inspection of the images confirms, that none of
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these flagged objects are extended. Finally, we reject all objects spectroscopically classified
as stars. In total 78 objects were classified as stars and removed from ousample. Our final
I-band selected catalogue comprises therefore 5558 objects.
Figure 2.2: Left panel: comparison of spectroscopic (Noll et al. 2004; Böhm et al. 2004)
and photometric redshifts for different galaxy types and quasars in the FDF. Right panel:
histogram of the photometric redshift errors. The error distribution can be approximated
by a Gaussian centered at 0.006 with an rms of 0.028 (dotted lin ). Reproduced from
Gabasch et al. (2004a).
2.1.2 Photometric redshifts in the FORS Deep Field
A redshift probability function P(z) was determined for each object by matching the object’s
fluxes to a set of 29 template SEDs redshifted betweenz= 0 andz= 10 and covering a wide
range of ages and star formation histories. As templates we used (a) local galaxy templates
from Mannucci et al. (2001), and Kinney et al. (1996) and (b) semi-epirical templates more
appropriate for modest to high redshift galaxies. The semi-empirical templates were con-
structed by fitting combinations of theoretical spectral energy distributions of different ages
from Maraston (1998) and Bruzual & Charlot (1993) with variable reddening (Kinney et al.
1994) to the observed broad band colors of about 100 galaxies in the Hubble Deep Field and
about 180 galaxies from the FDF with spectroscopic redshifts. Lyman forest absorption was
parameterized following Madau (1995) and references therein.
The remaining 180 galaxies in the FDF with spectroscopic redshift were used as an inde-
pendent control sample.
In the left panel of Fig. 2.2 the comparison of photometric and spectroscopic redshifts
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Figure 2.3: Redshift distribution of all galaxies in the FDF sample. Theclustering ob-
served in photometric redshift space is probably mostly real, as we see clusteredspectro-
scopicredshifts atz= 0.22,z= 0.33,z= 0.39,z= 0.45,z= 0.77,z= 2.35 and possibly at
z= 0.95,z= 3.15, andz= 3.4. Reproduced from Gabasch et al. (2004a).
of 362 galaxies and QSOs in the FDF is shown (see Noll et al. 2004; Böhm et al. 2004 for
the spectroscopic redshifts). The agreement is very good and we haveonly 6 outliers with
a redshift error larger than∆z > 1. Three of the outliers are quasars or galaxies with a
strong power-law AGN component (crosses). The others are very blue o jects with an almost
feature-less continuum (triangles).
In the right panel of Fig. 2.2 the distribution of the redshift errors is shown. It is nearly
Gaussian and scatters around zero with an rms error of∆z/(zspec+ 1) ≈ 0.03.
The redshift histogram of all objects in the FDF is shown in Fig. 2.3. Most if not all peaks
in the distribution are due to real clustering in redshift space. From the 362spectroscopic
redshifts, clusters, groups or filaments of galaxies with more than 10 identical or almost
identical redshifts were identified atz = 0.22, z = 0.33, z = 0.39, z = 0.45, z = 0.77,
z= 2.35. Other structures are possibly present atz= 0.95,z= 3.15, andz= 3.4.
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2.2 The Great Observatories Origins Deep Survey South Field
Figure 2.4: The portion of the GOODS-South field discussed in this section
The Great Observatories Origins Deep Survey (GOODS) combines extremely deep obser-
vations from the NASA’s space observatories Spitzer, Hubble, and Chandra, ESA’s XMM-
Newton, and from the most powerful ground-based facilities, to surveyth distant universe
across the broadest range of wavelengths.
A fundamental goal of the GOODS survey is the study of galaxy formation and evolution
over a wide range of cosmic lookback time, addressing the mass assembly histor of galax-
ies, the evolution of their stellar populations, and the energetic output from star formation
and active nuclei.
GOODS will survey approximately 300 square arcmin divided into two fields center d on
the Hubble Deep Field North (GOODS–N) and the Chandra Deep Field South (GOODS–
S). These are among the best observed portions of the sky, and are thesites of the deepest
observations ever made from Spitzer, Hubble, Chandra, and XMM-Newton. The space-
based observations are complemented by ground-based imaging and spectroscopy, including
an extensive commitment of ESO and NOAO observing time. While GOODS is a deep
(and not wide) survey, it is much larger than most previous deep surveys. Only recently the
COSMOS survey sampled a significantly wider area.
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GOODS includes an HST Treasury Program which uses the Advanced Camera for Sur-
veys (ACS) to image the two GOODS fields through four broad, non-overlapping filters:
F435W (B), F606W (V), F775W (i), and F850LP (z) (exposure times are 3, 2.5, 2.5 and 5
orbits per filter, respectively). Thanks to the superior resolution of ACS, the combination of
this treasury program with GOODS observations at other wavelengths allows us to map the
evolution of the Hubble sequence with redshift, reconstructing the history of galaxy mass
assembly and star formation of different galaxy populations.
2.2.1 A Ks-band selected galaxy sample in GOODS-S
Adapted from M. Salvato et al, “A Ks-band selected galaxy sample in GOODS-S”, A&A
submitted
The study presented here is based on ground-based optical and near-infrared images ob-
tained by ESO on the GOODS-S field. Optical observations in theU, B,V,RandI bands have
been carried out with the Wide-Field Imager (WFI) at the 2.2-m MPG/ESO telescope. The
datasets have been reduced by two different groups:U andI images are taken from the field
Deep2c of the GOODS/ESO Deep Public Survey (Arnouts et al. 2001), and images in the
B, V andR bands have been provided by the Garching-Bonn Deep Survey (Schirmer et al.
2003).U andI images have a total exposure time of 13.2 and 7.47 hours, respectively. Th
latter were obtained by stacking the images from the GOODS/ESO Deep Public Survey and
supplementing them with archival WFI images. A total exposure times of 15.8, 16 and
17.8 hours were reached in theB, V andRbands, respectively. All optical observations were
obtained under very similar seeing conditions (1′′) with a marginal spread of less than 5%.
The J, H and Ks-band data were observed with ISAAC at the VLT and are part of the
GOODS/ESO release 0.51. The near-infrared observations are split into eight sub-fields,
with a size of 3′×3′ each (plate scale 0.′′148/pixel). They cover the central part of the optical
images which have a field of view of 30′×30′ (0.′′238/pixel). The sub-fields are overlapping
by ∼25′′, which reduces the total analyzed area to 50.64 arcmin2. The exposure times in
each filter differ between the eight sub-fields and range from 2.2 to 4.2, 3.9 to 5 and 5.8 to
7.9 hours in theJ, H and Ks bands, respectively. Moreover, the seeing conditions varied
significantly for the eight sub-fields and between the three near-infrared bands (see Tab. 2.1).
2.2.1.1 Source detection and multi-band photometry
Source detection and multi-band photometry was performed using YODA (Drory 2003).
This package was specifically designed for multi-band imaging surveys. Ittakes into ac-
count that in mosaiced frames as well as in dithered images the background nise is often
inhomogeneous across the field. Furthermore, the frames do not usually sh re a common
coordinate system and/or pixel scale, due to the use of multiple telescopes and imagers. This
is a severe issue, since re-sampling the images to a common coordinate system inevitably
1Available athttp://www.eso.org/science/goods/
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introduces considerable noise, especially for faint sources. The methodology used here is
resembling the method described in Drory et al. (2001b). Below, details on the detection,
image registration and photometric measurements, specific for this analysis, are given.
Detection
Source detection was performed in theKs-band sub-images. Because of the considerable
seeing variability between the individual sub-fields this results in varying limitingdepths for
the sub-fields. Compared to a degradation of the quality of all images to that with the worst
point spread function (PSF), this has the advantage of reaching the optimum depth for each
sub-field.
For a given image, the number of detected sources mainly depends on threeparameters,
namely (i) the threshold level above the background, (ii) the minimum number ofconnected
pixels above that threshold which define an object and (iii) the minimum number ofpixels
above the detection threshold in splitted objects. Playing with the parameters canincrease
the number of (faint) detected sources, but most of these sources are actually noise. In
order to obtain the optimal choice, simulations with different parameter combinations have
been performed for each Ks-band sub-field on the original image as wellas on its inverted
version which was simply obtained by multiplying with -1. Original and inverted image
show the same fluctuations in the sky background, thus, object candidatesfound with the
given parameter combination can be only false detections. Naturally, the sameparameter set
will select false detections of the same kind in the original image. Variation of thesearch
parameters can either yield a vanishing amount of false detections on the inverted image
which goes hand in hand with a small number of detection on the original image obviously
cutting at relatively bright magnitude and leaving real objects undetected. The opposite
extrem is a catalogue containing securely all visible objects but also a huge amount of false
detections on the inverted image indicating that most of the faint sources in the obtain catalog
are not real ones. As we intend to derive statistical investigations (e.g. luminosity functions)
from the catalog we found a false detection rate of 1% as indicated by the inverted image
technique acceptable. We chose a detection threshold of 3.5σ and minimum numbers of 7
and 5 consecutive pixels above the threshold for single and split objects,r spectively. A
source catalogue for each subfield was generated accordingly.
Due to dithering, the borders of the images were not homogeneously exposed, thus leading
to numerous false detections and objects with unreliable photometry. Moreover, ISAAC
images are effected by distortion which can reach 0.2′′at the corners of the images. In order
to limit these effects, all detections located within 50 pixels from the borders were removed.
Nevertheless, an overlap of few arcseconds still remains between neighboring sub-fields.
A cross check between the 8 catalogues revealed the presence of 65 sources with multiple
detections. For these sources only the detection with the largest distance to the b rder of
the image was included into the final source lists. The resulting catalogues consi t f 3294
sources split into 450 in F09, 461 in F10, 427 in F11, 409 in F14, 351 in F15, 336 in F16,
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Table 2.1: Seeing of the near-infrared images for the 8 sub-fields. The completeness and
surface brightness limits for theKs-band images, based on the re-calibrated photometry are
given as well.
Field J H KS 50% compl. s. b. lim.
′′ ′′ ′′ mag mag/arcs2
F09 0.36 0.43 0.39 24.71 24.47
F10 0.51 0.57 0.45 24.45 24.57
F11 0.46 0.48 0.44 24.73 24.54
F14 0.45 0.42 0.48 24.95 24.78
F15 0.47 0.67 0.49 24.69 24.75
F16 0.41 0.60 0.55 24.12 24.32
F20 0.46 0.50 0.39 25.04 24.60
F21 0.40 0.49 0.39 24.98 24.68
408 in F20 and 452 in F21.
The 50% completeness limits for point-sources were estimated following the procdure
described in Snigula et al. (2002), where the authors made an extensivecompleteness sim-
ulation for imaging surveys of faint galaxies, taking into account their known size-surface-
brightness relation.
The resulting value for each sub-field, together with the surface brightness limit, is listed
in Tab. 2.1. Note that the quantities were computedafter the tuning of the photometry as
explained in Sect. 2.2.1.2.
Multi–band photometry
After source detection, all optical and near-infrared images were convolved to the worst
seeing among the images in the dataset, namely to the 1′′ seeing of theB-band frame. In
the next step, each convolved image was registered to the pixel coordinatesystem of the
corresponding un-convolvedKs-band image in which the detection was performed. The
registration has been performed in IRAF environment, using a modified version of the task
imatch. As first step, for eachKs image (reference image) the center of at least 5 bright
and isolated sources have been measured and identified in all the other bands, in order to
make a first order registration. Following, the task detects all the others bright sources in
the reference image and looks for the corresponding source in the otherimages, defining the
matrix to transform the coordinates of the reference image in the new images. Th procedure
has the advantage to be unaffected by the distortion of ISAAC data.
After transforming the coordinates the count rates in all filters were measurd in fixed
apertures of 1.′′5 (i.e. 1.5 times the seeing). Furthermore, the total magnitudes included
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in Kron-like apertures (Kron 1980) were derived. The small fixed apertur was chosen in
order to avoid the flux contamination from neighboring objects. As a furtheradvantage the
colour gradient of extended objects far from the center are ignored. Thus, later spectral
energy distribution (SED) fitting will not take into account colour gradients outside of the
aperture. The fluxes were measured with both YODA and SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts
1996), and the values were found to be consistent. Preliminary magnitudes of the sources
were computed based on the zero-points and associated uncertainties prov ded in the image
headers. More precise magnitudes were achieved after the tuning of the zero-points of the
images as described in the following section.
2.2.1.2 Photometric redshift
Photometric redshifts for the detected sources were computed as described in section 2.1.2.
In brief, the templates were obtained by grouping approximately 300 observed spectra of
galaxies from the FORS Deep Field (FDF; Heidt et al. 2003) and the HubbleDeep Field
North (HDF; Williams et al. 1996) according to their spectral properties andextending them
by fitting a combination of different stellar population models by Maraston (1998) with dif-
ferent ages and dust extinction values. As a result, representative SED templates with vari-
able star-formation activity, age, metalicity, and dust extinction were obtained. The complete
set of 29 SED templates is shown in Fig. 2.5.
In addition to the galaxy templates, each source of the catalogue was also compared with
the stellar SEDs from the Pickles compilation of stars with solar abundance, metal-weak and
metal-rich F-K dwarf and G-K giant components (Pickles 1998). Theχ2 obtained for the
best galaxy and best stellar SEDs will be used to discriminate between stars and gal xy (see
section 2.2.1.3).
The calibration
As it has been demonstrated in CADIS (Wolf et al. 2001) and in FDF (Bender et al. 2001),
main sequence stars provide the most robust check of photometric zero-points.
Since only a handful of stars were present in each of the 8 sub-fields,this method could
not be used to calibrate the photometry. Nonetheless stellar photometry was used as ana
posterioriphotometric sanity check as described later in this section.
Photometric zero-points of the images and photometric redshifts were calibrated using the
observed spectra of 135 galaxies. 120 of these were taken from the GOODS/EIS webpage
available prior to the release of the spectroscopic master catalogue2. In addition 15 spectra
of non-active galaxies were taken from the follow-up of X-ray observations in the Chandra
Deep Field South (Szokoly et al. 2004). The redshift distribution of these135 galaxies ranges
from z= 0.2 toz= 6.0, with the majority of them lying betweenz= 0.5 andz= 1.4.
2http://www.eso.org/science/goods/spectroscopy/ CDFSMastercat/
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Figure 2.5: SED template library used for the photometric redshift determination. All
templates are normalized to the flux atλ = 5100Å.
The technique of photometric redshift is in general very sensitive to uncertainties in the
photometry (see Bolzonella et al. (2000) for a complete discussion). Therefor , precise zero-
points of the individual images are mandatory. Unfortunately, the first releas of the optical
GOODS/EIS images suffered from significant inaccuracies of the zero–points in theU and
I bands (see Arnouts et al. 2001; Manfroid & Selman 2001; Hildebrandt et al. 2005). In ad-
dition, field-to-field variations of the order of 0.1 mag inJ and 0.2 mag inKs were already
noted when the data were released. For theH-band data field-to-field variations were not
ruled out in the release.
Being aware of these uncertainties, we allowed for small changes in the zero-points of
the images in order to increase the accuracy of the photometric redshift solution. In a given
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Figure 2.6: Template fitting to the photometric points for a galaxy withR=23 mag (bottom
panel). The best photo–z fit is obtained with a late–type galaxy template atz= 1.02± 0.05.
The galaxy has actually a spectroscopic redshift ofz = 0.97 and is shown for comparison
in the top panel.
optical band, the same correction to the zero-point was applied in all sub-fields, as single
images cover the whole area. In the near-infrared, new zero-points were independently ob-
tained for each of the eight sub-fields. The zero-points were considered appropriate when for
each object with an available spectrum(i) the photometric redshift was consistent with the
spectroscopic one and(ii) the selected galaxy template was resembling the actual spectrum.
A typical example is shown in Fig. 2.6, were the best fitting SED template is compared to
the real observed spectrum of a galaxy withR=23 mag. The resulting photometric redshift
of z=1.02±0.05 is perfectly consistent with the spectroscopic redshift ofz=0.97.
The final corrections to the zero-points in theB, V andR bands are only marginal, while
U and I required a systematic brightening of the order of 0.25 magnitudes. In theJ band
the necessary correction was on average−0.1 mag, while theH and Ks-band zero-points
needed a modification in a range of−0.45 to+0.19 mag depending on the sub-field. Applying
these corrections, a set of new zero-points was computed for all bands. The obtained values
were used to compute the actual surface brightness limits of theKs-band images and the
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Figure 2.7: Left panel: Comparison between the photometric redshifts pre ented in this
chapter and publicly available spectroscopic redshifts for galaxies in GOODS-S. This
includes objects in common with the VVDS (Le F` vre et al. 2004), observed with the
VLT /FORS2 (Vanzella et al. 2005), from the spectroscopic follow-up of Chandra se-
lected sources (Szokoly et al. 2004) and from K20 (Mignoli etal. 2005). The filled cir-
cles indicate objects for which the spectroscopic redshifts were flagged as highly reli-
able (flag(VVDS)=4, flag(VLT/FORS2)=A, flag(Szokoly)=2, flag(K20)=1). Empty circles
mark galaxies with lower reliability. Right panel: Distribution of the uncertainties in the
photometric redshift (solid histogram). It can be fitted by aG ussian distribution (dotted
line) centered at∆z/(1+ z) = 0.012 with aσ of 0.05.
aforementioned completeness limits of the catalogues presented in Table 2.1.
Fig. 2.7 shows the comparison between our photometric redshift and the nowavailable
spectroscopic redshift for a sample of approximately 500 galaxies (i. e. includi g the 135
galaxies used for the calibration above; see figure caption for details). Considering only
galaxies with highly reliable spectroscopic redshifts, an accuracy of∆z/(1 + z) = 0.05 is
reached independent of redshift, the highest precision achieved forthis specific dataset of
images so far.
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Verification of the zero-points
Although the achieved accuracy of the photometric redshifts is a crucial test of our re-
calibrated zero-points, we performed additional tests using (i) color of thestars in the 8
subfield compared with theoretical stellar color, (ii) photo–z comparison forsources detected
in more than one sub-field, (iii) theH-band catalogue of the Las Campanas Infrared Survey
(Chen et al. 2002), (iv) photometry and (v) photometric redshifts provided by COMBO–17
(Wolf et al. 2004). Moreover, in September 2004 the release v1.5 of the ISAAC images
became available. Although the new release has a more accurate photometry,the images are
shallower than the previous ones. For that reason we decided to stick to therelease v0.5 and
to use the release v1.5 to verify our correction.
After computing the new zero-points it was possible to look at the color color diag ams of
the stars (Fig. 2.8, open circles), and compare them with the expected colorof main sequence
stars with solar (red solid line) and low (blue dashed line) metallicity. The colours f syn-
thetic stars as function of metallicity have been computed on the Kurucz (1979)theoretical
model atmospheres, as in the compilation of Lejeune et al. (1998). In general, the observed
distribution of stars is reasonably well reproduced by the color distributions of library stars
with a metal spread as observed in disk and halo of the Milky Way. As discussed above,
65 sources were detected in more than one of the eightKs-band images. For each of these
sources and for a given near-infrared band, the photometry of the multiple detections (after
the zero-point correction) is in agreement within 0.05 mag or better. The resulting values for
the photometric redshifts of the individual sources are consistent within∆zphot = 0.03.
Observations of the GOODS-S field inV, R, I , z and H are also included in the Las
Campanas Infrared Survey. Chen et al. (2002) provide theH-band photometry for sources
brighter thenH ∼ 20.8 mag in a fixed aperture of 2′′. In order to allow a comparison with
their results, we recomputed the flux measurements in theH band using the same aperture.
The magnitude difference∆MH = MH, Las Campanas−MH, this work for common sources, before
and after the zero-point correction, are shown in the left panel of Fig.2.9. Using the origi-
nal zero-points, the distribution showed an offset of∆MH = 0.04 mag and a non-negligible
asymmetry due to field-to-field variations. With the new zero-points this asymmetrydisap-
pears and the distribution is centered at∆MH = 0.03 mag with an RMS of 0.1 mag.
We further compared our photometry and photometric redshifts with the resultsof COMBO–
17 (Wolf et al. 2004), a survey based on photometry in 17 optical filters, including 12 medium-
band filters.
These filters are sensitive to individual emission lines and therefore allow aphotometric
redshift accuracy of up to 1% for sources brighter thanR = 21. The precision decreases for
fainter objects, reaching 10% atR > 24. A total of 499 targets with photometric redshifts
and classified asgalaxyin COMBO–17 are also present in our catalogues. A comparison of
the photometric redshifts is shown in the right panel of Fig. 2.9.
Following Wolf et al. we estimated the precision of our photometric redshift in different
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Figure 2.8: Three examples of color color diagram for main sequence stars with solar
(red solid line), and low (blue dashed line) metallicity andstars in the GOODS field, after
correction of the zero-points.
Figure 2.9: Left panel:Histogram of magnitude differences between theH-band photom-
etry from the Las Campanas Survey and this work computed within a fixed aperture of
2′′. The dashed and solid lines show the distribution before andafter the correction of
the zero-points, respectively. After the correction the asymmetry of the distribution disap-
pears.Right panel:Comparison between the photometric redshifts presented inthis work
and those provided by COMBO–17 for the galaxies in common. Filled circles represent
galaxies brighter thanR=23.5 mag and empty circles mark fainter sources.
magnitude intervals. We defined∆z= (zCOMBO−17−zthis work)/(1+zCOMBO−17), assuming the
photometric redshift of COMBO-17 astrue redshiftand we computed the deviation of our
photometric redshift from them. For galaxies brighter thanR= 21 an accuracy of∆z∼ 0.02
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was achieved. This value corresponds to the intrinsic binning of our photometric redshift
procedure. Sources with 21< R< 23.5 have a∆zof 0.05. For galaxies fainter thanR= 23.5,
the photometric redshifts of COMBO–17 exhibit significant uncertainties. Therefore, these
sources could not be used for further verification of the quality of our results.
Finally, a comparison of the photometry of the sources using both, the releasev rsion 0.5
( after zero-point correction) and the newest version 1.5, was due. Th zero-points in the
new release are computed by comparing photometry of stars in photometrically calibrated
SOFI images and, as clearly stated in the web page of GOODS/ESO, ”uncertainties are
not negligible due to the calibration procedure and residual non-uniformities in the images
(either ISAAC or SOFI)”. A calibration using photometric standard stars is still missing and
need to be done. For the comparison we used between 300 and 400 sources pe field for
which the match in R.A. and DEC coordinates was better than 0.5′′. In many frames the
averaged difference in the photometry is close to zero (see for example F21 in the H and Ks
band) with a scatter driven by the faint sources. The general agreement with the new released
version 1.5 confirms that our recalibration is reliable.
2.2.1.3 Source catalogue
After removing the field-to-field variations of the photometry and the verification of the
photometric redshift accuracy, we applied our method to all eightKs-band source catalogues.
Below we describe how stars are identified and how we treated AGN for the subsequent
analysis of the galaxy luminosity function.
Stars
The catalogue contains 57 stars. 14 of them have known spectral type provided by SIM-
BAD and for 22 for which stellar spectra have been observed in the follow-up by VVDS,
VLT /FORS2 spectroscopy in GOODS-S and K20. As demonstrated in Gabasch et al. (2004a),
stars can be also identified by the photometric redshift technique. We classify stars all ob-
jects for which the best fitting stellar SED gives a better match than any galaxy template (2
χ2star < χ
2
galaxy). According to this criterion 41 stars were selected, out of which∼50% were
also spectroscopically confirmed.
AGN
TheKS-band selection naturally does not distinguish between normal and active galaxies,
thus also AGN and quasars are contained in the final source catalogue. As no specific AGN
template is included in our photometric redshift code, a separate verification of the reliability
of the photometric redshift for those galaxies was required.
For this purpose, we compared the photometric redshifts for 36 X-ray selected sources
from our catalogue with secure spectroscopic redshifts provided by Szokoly et al. (2004).
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Figure 2.10: Comparison of the photometric redshift presented in this work with the spec-
troscopic redshift for 36 X-ray selected galaxies. Symbolsare as defined in Zheng et al.
(2004), where open circles represent type-I AGN, open squares type-I quasars, filled cir-
cles type-II AGN, filled squares type-II AGN and triangles galaxies. The accuracy is
∆z/(1 + z) ∼ 0.05. Note that no specific AGN SED template was used. This suggests
that the light of the host galaxies dominates over the nuclear emission.
15 of those where classified asgalaxieson the base of their optical spectra and already used
for the photometric calibration method described above. The remaining sources include 7
type-I and 14 type-II AGN.
We find a good match of the photometric and spectroscopic redshifts for all 36 sources
with an accuracy of∆z/(1+ z) = 0.05 (see Fig. 2.10). Irrespective of the small sample size,
the achieved precision overcomes results obtained from previous applications of photometric
redshift codes on X-ray selected samples, including those using AGN templat s (e.g., Zheng
et al. 2004).
As no specific AGN SED templates were used to obtain the photometric redshifts,t e
accurate match with the templates of normal and star-forming galaxies suggeststhat he
optical emission of the X-ray selected sources is dominated by the host galaxy r ther than
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the central engine. Therefore, these galaxies remained included in the final source catalogue.
Only for two sources significant deviations between the photometric and spectroscopic
redshifts were found, namely (ii) a normal galaxy, and (iii) a type II AGN. In both cases the
algorithm has picked up the right redshift as second solution.
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Figure 2.11: Galaxy number counts in theKs band from our catalogue, not corrected for
incompleteness (filled red circles) and from previous studies (other symbols).
The final catalogue
After removal of the stars, the galaxy number counts for the 3237 galaxiesof the final
catalogue have been computed (Tab. 2.2) and a good agreement has been found when com-
paring the results to previous studies (Fig. 2.11). This is the catalogue that has been already
used, together with the FDF, in Gabasch et al. (2004b), Drory et al. (2005), Feulner et al.
(2005a) and Pannella et al. (2006) for deriving the star formation history, the evolution of
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Table 2.2: DifferentialKs-band galaxy number counts and Poisson errors in the GOODS-S
field. The counts are not corrected for incompleteness.
Ks logN(K) δ logN(K)
[mag] [mag−1 deg−1] [mag−1 deg−1]
17.50 2.70 0.17
18.50 3.17 0.10
19.50 3.77 0.05
20.50 4.10 0.03
21.50 4.33 0.03
22.50 4.61 0.02
23.50 4.79 0.01
the stellar mass, the specific star formation rate and the evolution of galaxy morphol gy of
field galaxies within a vast redshift regime. In the following section we analyze the redshift
distribution obtained in our deep catalog.
2.2.1.4 Redshift distribution
To better characterize the galaxy population probed by our sample we studythe istribution
of the absoluteI -band magnitude with redshift for the various SED templates (see left panel
of Fig. 2.12). It confirms that early-type galaxies are present out to relativ ly high redshifts
of z∼ 2 in a deepKs-band selected catalogue (Cimatti et al. 2004). Later types can be traced
to even higher redshifts.
This trend can be seen also in the right panel of Fig. 2.12, where we reproduce the redshift
distribution of the sample galaxies as a function of their SED (as attributed by thephoto-z
code). Galaxies classified as early type (red) appear mostly at redshiftle s than 1.5, while
those classified as intermediate type (green) reach redshifts up to 4. On theother hand,
objects with a starburst/irregular-type SED (blue) span the full redshift range. Only in a few
cases, the photo-z code has attributed an early-type SED to objects at redhifts as high as 2.5.
This can be naturally explained as follows. The rest-frame UV-to-optical SED of a heavily
dust obscured starburst at these high redshifts is very similar to that of an ld, passively
evolving galaxy, so that the photometric redshift technique selects the wrong SED. This is
particularly true in absence of any prior on the maximum redshift allowed foran early-type
galaxy. In fact, when early-type SEDs are forced not to characterizegalaxies at redshifts
higher than 1.5, the new solutions of the photo-z code for the previous objects do correspond
to a starburst-like SED. Furthermore, only 2% of these objects have a new redshift that
differs by more than 0.2 from the original one, the fraction of those with a difference in
redshift larger than 0.5 being only 1%. In the same panel, the total redshiftistribution of
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the objects is shown as a black line. Large scale structures spectroscopically detected at
z ∼ 0.7 (Cimatti et al. 2002; Gilli et al. 2003; Le Fèvre et al. 2004),z ∼ 1.1 (Vanzella et al.
2002),z ∼ 1.61 (Gilli et al. 2003), andz ∼ 3.5 (Caputi et al. 2005) can be also seen in the
histogram of photometric redshifts.
Figure 2.12: Left panel: Absolute I-band magnitude versus photometric redshift. (color
version of the figure is available online where a smooth colour transition from red to blue
indicates the different SED template of the galaxies, where red corresponds toearly types,
and blue to late types. Note the lack of galaxies in the redshift range 0.2 to 0.6 (see inset).
Right panel:Redshift number distribution of all galaxies in the GOODS-Ssample, where,
for simplicity galaxy types have been grouped in early type (red), late type (cyan) and
intermediate type (green). The clustering visible atz∼ 0.7, 1.1, and 1.6 is spectroscopically
confirmed.
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2.3 The Cosmic Evolution Survey
The Cosmic Evolution Survey (COSMOS) (Scoville et al., in preparation) is anHST Trea-
sury Project to survey a 2 square degree equatorial field with the Advanced Camera for
Surveys (ACS). It is the largest survey that HST has ever done (640orbits, see Figure 2.13
for a comaprison with previuos ACS efforts). The project also incorporates major contribu-
tions from other observatories around the world, including the VLA radio telescope, ESO’s
VLT in Chile, ESA’s XMM X-ray satellite, and Japan’s 8-meter Subaru telescope in Hawaii.
COSMOS combines deep to very-deep multi-waveband information in order to extend the
analysis of deep pencil beam surveys to a much bigger volume, thus being ale to drastically
increase the statistics and detect also very rare objects.
The primary goal of COSMOS is to study the relationship between large scale structure
(LSS) in the universe and the formation of galaxies, dark matter, and nuclear activity in
galaxies. This includes a careful analysis of the dependence of galaxyevolution on envi-
ronment. The wide field coverage of COSMOS will sample a larger range of LSS than any
previous HST survey. Therefore, COSMOS allows us to map the morphology f galaxies as
a function of local environment (density) and epoch, all the way from high redshift (z> 3)
to the nearby (z< 0.5) Universe.
Combined with the follow-up observations from space- and ground-based f cilities, COS-
MOS addresses fundamental issues in observational cosmology, including the evolution of
LSS, the formation, assembly and evolution of galaxies and star formation as afunction of
environment, morphology and redshift. In particular, the wide-area COSM-ACS survey
yields 105 galaxies with multi-waveband color information. Combined with photometric
and spectroscopic redshifts, COSMOS thus allows the measurement of the evolution of the
galaxy population properties with redshift and environment. This is of fundamental impor-
tance in constraining galaxy formation scenarios.
2.3.1 A deep galaxy catalogue in the COSMOS field
Adapted from A. Gabasch et al., “A deep galaxy catalogue in the COSMOS field”, MNRAS
submitted
In this work we combine publicly available u, B, V, r, i, z, and K COSMOS data with
proprietary imaging in the H band to derive a homogeneous multi-waveband catalogue suit-
able for deriving accurate photometric redshifts. Our observing strategy was designed to
follow-up the publicly available COSMOS observations with proprietary imagingin H band.
The whole area is covered by 25 pointings (15.4’x15.4’ each) to a depth adequ te to the
public NIR data. The programme was carried out as a joint effort between three large extra-
galactic survey projects currently being pursued at the Centro Astronómico Hispano Aleḿan
(CAHA), on Calar Alto: ALHAMBRA (Moles et al. 2005), MANOS-wide(R̈oser et al. 2004)
and MUNICS-Deep (Goranova et al., in prep.). In addition, as a part ofthe MUNICS-Deep
project, in one of the pointings (01c) we have also collected deep Js- and K’-band data.
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Figure 2.13: The COSMOS field compared with the Moon angular size and also with other
ACS deep field surveys.
2.3.1.1 NIR imaging data: acquisition
The observations in H, Js and K’ bands were carried out using the NIR wide-field imager
OMEGA20003, operating at the prime focus of the CAHA 3.5m telescope. OMEGA2000
is equipped with a HAWAII-2 HgCdTe 2048x2048 array. The instrument pixel scale is
0.45′′per pixel, providing a field-of-view of 15.4′x 15.4′.
Here we present the H-band observations in 15 pointings, collected during 11 nights
spanned over 3 observing campaigns: December 2004, February 2005, and March/April
2005. Each pointing was observed for a total of 3 ksec. The individual exposure times were
3 sec, on-chip co-added to produce single frames of 60 sec each. Except for 05b, at least 50
such frames (depending on the weather conditions) were observed perpointing.
In addition, observations in Js and K’ bands in one pointing were collected during 7 night
in the observing campaigns November 2003 and February 2006. The totalxposure time in
Js-band data was 8.2 ksec with the same individual exposure time scheme like inthe H band.
The K’-band observations have a total of 7.7 ksec exposure time with individual exposures
3http://w3.caha.es/CAHA/Instruments/O2000/index2.html
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of 2 sec, co-added internally into single frames of 30 sec each.
All observations were done using dithering pattern consisting of typically 20positions
shifted with respect to one another by 20′′. The consecutive dithering sequences were re-
peated with the same pattern but with an offset in the origin.
2.3.1.2 NIR imaging data: reduction, photometry and catalo ging
In this section we present the NIR imaging data in the Js, H, and K’ bands. Wedeveloped a
2-pass reduction pipeline optimised for reducing and stacking images of different quality to
get an optimal signal-to-noise ratio for faint (sky dominated) objects.
Since our final goal is the combination of our H-band data with public data to construct
a multi-wavelength catalogue, we want to astrometrically align our H-band imagesto the
publicly available images in the COSMOS field (Scoville et al., in prep.). Moreover, as
we intend to use the same procedure as in the FDF in constructing the catalogue(Heidt et al.
2003), i.e. using SExtractor in the double image mode, the data sets in the differ nt passbands
must also be aligned by pixel. On the other hand, we do not want to shift the NIR images
twice. This would smooth the images and destroy the signal of very faint objects. As it is
also very challenging to shift single NIR images on top of deep optical images (where many
bright starlike objects are e.g. saturated), we use the following approach:
First we compute the astrometric transformation between our stacked NIR imageand the
reference optical frame (Subaru z-band). This allows us to rely on hundreds of objects when
computing the astrometric solution instead of only a few tens of objects visible in a single
NIR image. Knowing the relative shifts of the single images to the stacked XDIMSU
image and the full astrometric solution of the latter (with respect to the Subaru z-band),
we are able to calculate the astrometric solution also for each single,unshiftedpre-reduced
image. Restarting from these images, we do the alignment, the distortion correction, the
regridding and the stacking of the individual images (with optimal signal-to-noise ratio, see
below) inonestep.
As the single exposures were not taken under the same observing conditions, the sky lev-
els, the seeing, and the zeropoints can substantially differ from frame to frame. On the other
hand this gives one the possibility to stack the single images with weighting factorsin rder
to achieve a final combined frame with optimal signal-to-noise ratio (S/N).
Finally, we did the image alignment, the distortion correction, the regridding and thestack-
ing of the individual images with optimal S/N in one step by using standard IRAF routines
as well as SWarp (Bertin, E. 2003). The regridding has been done to thena iv pixel scale of
the Subaru telescope (0.2′′ per pixel). Please note that we do not interpolate any bad pixel or
bad region in the single images, but set them to zero during the stacking procedure.
Since a different number of dithered frames contributed to each pixel in the co-addedim-
ages (producing a position-dependent noise pattern) a combined weightmap for each frame
was constructed. The latter was used during source detection and photometry procedure to
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properly account for the position-dependent noise level.
The absolute photometric calibration is based on the 2MASS (Jarrett et al. 2000) cata-
logue. First we cross-correlate the objects in all our reduced patches with sources in the
2MASS catalogue. We exclude all objects with possible problems in either one of th cat-
alogues relying on the quality flags of 2MASS and SExtractor quality flags (only bjects
with a flag of≤ 3 are considered). An error weighted fit between these objects (20 to 45,
depending on the patch) then determines the zeropoint as well as its error.The accuracy of
the zeropoint in the different fields is in the order of 0.01 magnitudes.
Based on the stacked images we derived 15 H-band selected catalogues as well as 1 J-band
and 1 K-band selected catalogue (in field 01c, only). For this purpose werun SExtractor
(Bertin & Arnouts 1996) with the detection thresholdt = 2 (minimum signal-to-noise ratio
of a pixel to be regarded as a detection) andn = 3 (number of contiguous pixels exceeding
this threshold). Depending on the depth4 of the different patches, we detect between 2000
and 4000 objects (excluding patch 05b were we have only half of the minimum exposure
time we wanted to achieve). The false detection rate are in the order of one percent or less
(detected on the inverted image). Only around extremely bright and saturated objects (three
in patch 02d and one in patch 03c) the false detection rate increases. As theregions around
these four objects are not taken into account, we get an overall false detection rate in the
order of 1 percent.
Because the depth of the patches decreases towards the borders, we limited our analysis to
the inner field of each patch. This prevents a possible bias of the photometricredshifts due to
a not completely homogeneous photometric information. In total we detected about 40 000
H-selected objects over an area of about 0.85⊓⊔o as well as about 4000 (3000) J (K) selected
galaxies over an area of 205.44⊓⊔′.
The galaxy number counts can be used to check the calibration of the data set, to d tect
possible galaxy over or under-densities of a field as well as to determine theapproximate
depth of the data. We did not put much effort in star-galaxy separation at the faint end (as we
did for the i-selected catalogue, see Sect. 2.3.1.3), where the galaxies dominate the counts.
At the bright end, where SExtractor is able to disentangle a stellar and a galaxy profile, we
used the star-galaxy classifier to eliminate obvious stellar objects. We present in Fig. 2.14
the H-band number counts of all patches and in Fig. 2.15 the Js and K’ bandnumber counts
of patch 01c. Although the single patches show a scatter in the H-band number counts at
the very bright end, there is a good to very good agreement between the literature number
counts and our mean number counts (red dots) up to the 50 % completeness limit for point
sources (Snigula et al. 2002). Comparing the Js and K’ band number counts with data taken
from the literature (Fig. 2.15) also shows a relatively good agreement, although patch 01c
seems to be overdense with respect to most of the literature values. This is also true for the
H-band number counts in 01c if compared to the other patches or to the literature, indicating
an overdensity in this specific patch. Nevertheless, our results are compatible within the error
4as a result of the slightly varying seeing and total exposure times.
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Figure 2.14: Galaxy number counts in the H-band (not corrected for incompleteness)
as compared to the literature (blue dots). The black dots repres nt the number counts of
the single patches, whereas the red dots show the average number counts of all fields.
The vertical dotted lines indicates the 50% completeness limits of the shallowest (05a)
and the deepest (02d) patches. The literature number countsare taken from Yan et al.
(1998); Teplitz et al. (1998); Thompson et al. (1999); Martini (2001b); Chen et al. (2002);
Moy et al. (2003); Frith et al. (2006); Metcalfe et al. (2006). The error bars show the 1σ
Poissonian errors.
bars at a 1σ level.
Please note that the 50 % completeness levels for point sources (vertical red lines in Fig. 2.14
and Fig. 2.15) coincide very nicely with the faint-end region where the number counts start
do drop. The values of the NIR galaxy number counts can be found in Table 2.3.
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Figure 2.15: Left panel: Js-band galaxy number counts of patch 01c (red dots,
not corrected for incompleteness) as compared to the literature (blue dots). The
vertical dotted line indicates the 50% completeness limit.The literature number
counts are taken from Saracco et al. (1999, 2001); Maihara etal. (2001); Teplitz et al.
(1999). Right panel: K’-band galaxy number counts of patch 01c (red dots, not
corrected for incompleteness) as compared to the literature (blue dots). The verti-
cal dotted line indicates the 50% completeness limit. The lit rature number counts
are taken from Gardner et al. (1993); Soifer et al. (1994); Djorgovski et al. (1995);
Glazebrook et al. (1995); McLeod et al. (1995); Gardner et al. (1996); Huang et al. (1997);
Moustakas et al. (1997); Saracco et al. (1997); Bershady et al. (1998); Szokoly et al.
(1998); McCracken et al. (2000); Väis̈anen et al. (2000); Drory et al. (2001b); Huang et al.
(2001); Kümmel & Wagner (2001); Maihara et al. (2001); Martini (2001a); Saracco et al.
(2001); Crist́obal-Hornillos et al. (2003); Minowa et al. (2005). The error bars show the 1σ
Poissonian errors.
2.3.1.3 The i-selected catalogues
Based on the publicly available optical and NIR data of the COSMOS field5 we build a
Subaru i-band detected galaxy catalogue in 12 of our 15 patches. Because of the relatively
bad H-band seeing (> 1.3′′), we exclude three NIR patches.
We use a very similar approach as for the FDF (Heidt et al. 2003) in constructing a multi-
waveband catalogue in the COSMOS field. First we align by pixel all availablefilters (uCFHT,
BSubaru, VSubaru, rSubaru, iSubaru, zSubaru, KsKPNO, afterwards referred to as u, B, V, r, i, z,
and K) to our H-band patches and derive i-selected catalogues. Pleasenote that we had
5The data were taken from:
http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/data/COSMOS/
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Table 2.3: Galaxy number counts not corrected for incompleteness fromCOSMOS in the
i (12 patches),Js (1 patch),H (15 patches), andK′ (1 patch) bands. logN andσlogN are
given, whereN is in units of mag−1deg−2.
i Js H K′
m logN σlogN logN σlogN logN σlogN logN σlogN
14.5 1.244 0.434 1.015 0.164 1.545 0.307
15.5 1.721 0.250 1.492 0.094 2.022 0.177
16.5 0.465 0.307 2.420 0.112 2.195 0.042 2.624 0.088
17.5 1.465 0.097 2.721 0.079 2.738 0.022 2.925 0.062
18.5 2.304 0.036 3.136 0.049 3.206 0.013 3.393 0.036
19.5 3.127 0.014 3.525 0.031 3.631 0.008 3.790 0.023
20.5 3.598 0.008 3.949 0.019 4.010 0.005 4.152 0.015
21.5 3.996 0.005 4.277 0.013 4.236 0.004 4.283 0.013
22.5 4.350 0.003 4.390 0.011 3.995 0.005 3.784 0.023
23.5 4.677 0.002 3.705 0.025 2.486 0.030 1.244 0.434
24.5 4.970 0.001 1.244 0.434 1.015 0.164
25.5 5.103 0.001 0.170 0.434
26.5 4.983 0.001
27.5 4.338 0.003
28.5 2.702 0.023
29.5 1.278 0.120
Table 2.4: COSMOS (FDF) field characteristics for a SExtractor detection hreshold of
t = 2.5 (t = 1.7) andn = 3 (n = 3) contiguous pixels.
Filter 50 % CL. 50 % CL. seeing
COSMOS FDF [′′]
uCFHT 25.6 26.5 (U) 0.90
BS ubaru 27.7 27.6 (B) 0.95
VS ubaru 26.5 26.9 (g) 1.30
rS ubaru 26.8 26.9 (R) 1.05
iS ubaru 26.7 26.8 (I) 0.95
zS ubaru 25.1 25.8 (z) 1.15
KsKPNO 21.2 22.6 (Ks) 1.28
to compute a new astrometric solution for the public K band, as the solution givenin the
images was not sufficiently accurate. The program SCAMP (Bertin 2006) was applied for
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Figure 2.16: Left panel: Galaxy number counts in the i-band (not corrected for incom-
pleteness) as compared to the literature. The black dots repres nt the number counts of
the single COSMOS patches, whereas the red dots show the average number counts of
all fields. The vertical dotted line indicates the 50% completen ss limit. The literature
number counts are taken from Hall & Mackay (1984); Tyson (1988); Lilly et al. (1991);
Casertano et al. (1995); Driver et al. (1995); Williams et al. (1996); Huang et al. (1998);
Postman et al. (1998); Arnouts et al. (1999); Metcalfe et al.(2001); Arnouts et al. (2001);
Yasuda et al. (2001); Capak et al. (2004). Right panel: Galaxy number counts in the i-band
(not corrected for incompleteness) as compared to the FDF. The red dots show the average
number counts of all COSMOS fields, whereas the green dots show the number counts as
derived from the deep part of the FDF. The vertical dotted lines indicate the 50% complete-
ness limits of COSMOS and FDF. The error bars show the 1σ Poissonian errors.
this procedure. Then we convolved all images to the same seeing of 1.3′′and ran SExtractor
in the double image mode with the detection threshold oft = 2.5 andn = 3 contiguous pixels
(we detect on the original i-band image with a seeing of 0.95′′). The 50 % completeness
limits as well as the seeing of the different bands are listed in Table 2.4. The Table also
compares the depth of the different bands with the depth in the FDF. Beside the u, z, and K
bands, the COSMOS data set is roughly as deep as the FDF. In the u-band, z-band as well as
in the K band the FDF is about 1 magnitude deeper.
In the FDF we did the source detection withn = 3 contiguous pixels and a threshold of
t = 1.7. This results in only a few false detection (less than 1 percent). For the COSMOS
data set we could not use the same detection threshold as this would result in too many false
detections (measured on the negative image). We use a threshold oft = 2.5 in order to have
false detections only at the 1 to 2 percent level. Depending on the patch, thefalse detections
as measured on the negative image fluctuate between 0.6 percent and 2.6 percent. Never-
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Figure 2.17: 1.5′ x 1.5′Subaru i-band image. White circles mark the detected objects
from the final catalogue, green circles mark objects eliminated from the final catalogues
(saturated or corrupted magnitude, see text for details), whereas the blue circles mark false
detections as detected on the negative image. It illustratethe fact, that there are many more
detections in the negative image around bright objects (left panel) than in other areas of the
image (right panel).
theless this is not the real contamination rate, as a substantial fraction of these false objects
detected on the negative image are distributed around bright objects. On theother hand the
number density on the positive side doesnot increase around these bright objects. Therefore
it is most likely, that these false detections are due to a reduction problem triggerin false
detections only in the negative image. This can be seen in Fig. 2.17 where we sho a region
around relative bright objects together with the positive and negative detections. Taking this
into account, we conclude that we have a contamination rate of about 1 percent o less in our
catalogues.
In total we detected about 300 000 objects in the 12 patches (3 contiguous pixel and
a detection threshold of 2.5). These patches have a seeing of less then 1.3′′(see above) in
every band and reside in a region which has at least 90% of the maximum depth of ach band.
Moreover we exclude all objects (based on the weighting maps and SExtractor fl gs) with
problems in the photometry (e.g. if some pixels of an object are saturated or themagnitude
is corrupted) in at least one band in order to get a perfectly clean catalogue suitable to derive
photometric redshifts. At this stage our clean i-selected catalogue comprises293 377 objects.
As we work on the individual patches and they slightly overlap, we analysethe objects and
found that about 99% are unique entries.
A comparison between the i-band number counts in the COSMOS field and in the liter-
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ature as well as with the FDF are shown in Fig. 2.16. There is a good agreement between
the literature and COSMOS number counts up to the limiting magnitude. Moreover, the
comparison with the FDF number counts shows an excellent agreement downo the faintest
bins. Only at the very bright end the FDF number counts are slightly higher (most of the
very bright objects are saturated in the COSMOS i-band and thus not takeninto account),
although not by more than 1σ to 2σ. The values of the galaxy number counts can be found
in Table 5.2.
In order to avoid contamination from stars, we follow the same procedure adopte for the
FDF data as described in section 2.1.1. The effici ncy of our procedure was further tested by
visual inspection (in one patch) on the public ACS data. It turned out that about half of these
objects are extended in the ACS data and only half are point-like. Although thisapproach
(see Gabasch et al. 2004a) of excluding stars works very well in the FDF where the seeing
of the detection image is only 0.55′′, it is much less effective in the COSMOS i band with a
seeing of 0.95′′.
In total 4803 (1.6 %) objects were classified as stars and removed from our sample (see
also Fig. 2.22 for the photometric redshift distribution of all starlike objects excluded from
the galaxy catalogue). Please note that most of the bright point-like objects ar saturated in
one of the bands and already removed in the first cleaning step (see abov). Therefore our
final i-band selected galaxy catalogue comprises 288 574 objects.
2.3.1.4 Spectroscopic redshifts
Photometric redshifts need to be calibrated by spectroscopic redshifts forobjects covering
a wide range of galaxy types and redshifts. Hence, we selected spectroscopic data of the
COSMOS field (Scoville et al., in prep.) from the ESO archive taken with the VIMOS spec-
trograph (Le F̀evre et al. 2003) at the ESO VLT in the context of the zCOSMOS project
(Lilly et al.; in prep.). zCOSMOS is a Large ESO Programme with 600 hr of observing time
aiming at the characterisation of the distribution and properties of galaxies out to redshifts of
z ∼ 3. The project is divided into two parts. zCOSMOS-bright focuses on relativ ly bright
galaxies withIAB < 22.5 at redshifts 0.1 < z < 1.2. In order to include such galaxies in
our spectroscopic control sample we selected the VIMOS mask ‘zCOSMOS4-4’ with 312
slits centred at 10h00m28.20s+02o15′45.0′′. This mask was observed 1.5 h with the red
low-resolution LRred grism (R ∼ 210), covering a wavelength range from 5500 to 9500 Å.
zCOSMOS-deep aims at galaxies with 1.5 < z< 2.5. For this Lilly et al. (in prep.) selected
targets using theBzKcriteria of Daddi et al. (2004) and theUGR‘BX’ and ‘BM’ selection of
Steidel et al. (2004). We obtained a representative sample of such galaxies, reducing the VI-
MOS mask ‘zCOSMOS55 faint’ with 239 slits at 10h00m27.67s+02o10′23.0′′, observed
4.5 h with the blue low-resolution LRblue grism (R ∼ 180), covering a wavelength range
from 3700 to 6700 Å.
The spectra of both VIMOS masks were reduced using VIPGI (Scodeggio t al. 2005).
This software package is designed to reduce the multi-object VIMOS spectra in a quite au-
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Figure 2.18: Redshift distribution of the COSMOS spectroscopic sample for (a) all ex-
tragalactic objects with trustworthy redshifts, (b) the corresponding objects of the bright-
galaxies mask, (c) the corresponding objects of the zCOSMOS-deep mask, (d) – (h) galax-
ies of different object type, and (i) the quasars. The types range from I= ellipticals (or
passively evolving) to V= extreme starbursts (see Noll et al. 2004). In diagram (h) galax-
ies of type V (white bars) as well as type VI (strong Lyα emitters, black bars) are plotted.
The redshift resolution is∆z= 0.05.
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tomatic way. The reduction was performed using essentially standard methods. The jittered
sequences of individual exposures (five different positions) allowed to efficiently correct for
fringing and to obtain a high-quality sky subtraction. The one-dimensional composite spec-
tra were extracted by means of the S/N-optimised Horne (Horne 1986) algorithm. The final
spectra are flux calibrated and corrected for atmospheric absorption bands.
Redshifts were derived using the cross-correlation based algorithm describ d by Noll et al.
(2004). In order to obtain the redshift and a rough spectral type, we used a sequence of six
empirical templates (see Noll et al. 2004) essentially differing in their UV-to-optical flux
ratio, but also showing different strengths of nebular emission lines. For the comparison to
photometric redshifts we consider galaxies with trustworthy (> 90% confidence) spectro-
scopic redshifts only. Due to low S/N (particular at high redshift) and the limited wavelength
ranges of the spectra certain redshifts could only be derived for about half of the objects, i.e.
272 of 551 spectra. For the zCOSMOS-deep mask the success rate (33%) is significantly
lower than for the bright-galaxy mask (62%). The total sample of 272 objectswith trustwor-
thy redshifts includes 49 stars and 12 quasars. Hence, the final sample of ga axies comprises
211 objects. The majority of them (147 or 70%) belongs to the bright-galaxy smple. On
the other hand, the subsample of 36 galaxies with redshifts 1.5 < z < 3 only consists of
objects from the zCOSMOS-deep sample. These high-redshift galaxies (qua ars excluded)
correspond to 45% of the objects identified in the deep sample. Fig. 2.18 shows t e redshift
distribution of the full spectroscopic control sample, the ‘zCOSMOS4-4’ mask, the ‘zCOS-
MOS 55 faint’ mask, the different galaxy types defined by Noll et al. (2004,I= ellipticals,
V = extreme starbursts, VI= strong Lyα emitters), and the quasars.
After cross-correlating (by visual inspection) the 211 spectroscopic objects with the final
i-band selected catalogue in the 12 patches (we excluded also objects, forwhich the identifi-
cation was not unique) we end up with a final sample of 162 spectroscopic redshifts used to
calibrate the photometric redshifts.
2.3.1.5 Photometric redshifts
A summary of the photometric redshift technique used to derive the distancesto the galaxies
can be found in Bender et al. (2001) and Gabasch et al. (2004a). Before deriving the photo-
metric redshifts we checked and fine-tune the calibration of our photometric zropoints by
means of colour-colour plots of stars. We compared the colours of stars with the colours of
stellar templates from the library of Pickles (1998) converted to the COSMOS filter system.
In general, corrections to the photometric zeropoints of only a few hundredth of a magnitude
were needed to obtain a good match to the stars and best results for the photometric redshifts
(if compared to the spectroscopic ones). Only in the u-band and in the K-band, the correc-
tion were of the order of a few tens of a magnitudes. A comparison between threduced
KPNO K-band and our K-band (both convolved to the same seeing of 1.3′′) in patch 01c
showed, that although the total magnitudes agreed very well, the fixed aperture magnitudes
(especially of relatively faint sources) differ systematically by a few tens of a magnitude.
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Figure 2.19: Comparison of spectroscopic and photometric redshifts in the COSMOS field
(162 galaxies). Left panel: u band to K band are used to derivethe photometric redshifts.
Right panel: u band to K band as well as the GALEX FUV and NUV bands are used to
derive the photometric redshifts.
Figure 2.20: Left panel: Histogram of the reducedχ2 for all galaxies in the COSMOS
field as obtained for the best fitting template and redshift. The dotted vertical line indicates
the median reducedχ2 of 1.5. Right panel: Histogram of the photometric redshift errors.
The error distribution can be approximated by a Gaussian centred at 0.007 with an rms of
0.035 (solid line).
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Figure 2.21: Redshift probability distribution (upper part) and photometric redshift fit
(lower part) of the spectroscopic object 000932543 withzspec= 0.093. The different SEDs
are colour coded. The open circles (lower part) represent the SED integrated within the
various filter transmission curves, whereas the black dots represent the measured fluxes.
The redshift for the best fitting SED (z1) as well as for the second best fit (z2) are also
given. Left panel: Only 8 bands (u-band to K-band) are used toerive the photometric
redshift yielding a wrongzphot of 2.72. Right panel: 10 bands (FUV, NUV, u-band to K-
band) are used to derive the photometric redshift yielding azphot of 0.08 very close to the
spectroscopic redshift.
Therefore we decided to correct the KPNO zeropoint by matching the faint sources in the
KPNO image with those in our own field (in the fixed aperture used to derive thephotomet-
ric redshifts). Moreover when calculating the photometric redshifts, we artificially increased
the magnitude errors in the K-band by 0.25m (added in quadrature to the SExtractor errors)
to reduce the relative weight of this slightly problematic band. Therefore, we rely mostly on
the accurate photometry of the NIR H band.
We derived object fluxes for a fixed aperture of 2.0′′ (1.5× seeing) from images which
had been convolved to the same point spread function (PSF; 1.3′′). In Fig. 2.19 (left panel)
we compare 162 high quality galaxy spectroscopic redshifts with the photometric redshifts.
Although there is a good agreement in the redshift range betweenz ∼ 0.2 andz ∼ 1.2, it
is clear from Fig. 2.19, that there is a degeneracy between high redshift(z ∼ 2.5) and low
redshift (z ∼ 0.2) objects (10 catastrophic outliers with∆z/(zspec+ 1) ∼> 0.2). This degen-
eracy stems from the relatively red u-band. In Fig. 2.21 we show the redshift probability
function as well as the SED fits to the observed flux of the spectroscopic obje t 000932543.
Although the spectroscopic redshift iszspec= 0.093, the best fitting photometric redshift is
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Figure 2.22: Left panel: Redshift number distribution of all galaxies inthe 12 patches.
The mean number distribution is shown as blue dots. The blue solid line represents a fit
to the mean galaxy distribution using the approach of Brained et al. (1996) (see text for
details). Right panel: Redshift distribution of objects classified as stars (see text for details)
and eliminated from the final galaxy catalogues. Please notethe different scaling by a factor
of 20 in the left and right panel.
zphot = 2.72. On the other hand, there is also a low redshift peak aroundzphot = 0.18 in the
redshift probability function (but with a lower probability). Moreover Fig.2.21 also shows
that both, the high redshift as well as the low redshift solutions are hard tobe disentangled as
long as no information in the UV is available (as they differ mainly in the UV). Therefore we
decided to include in the determination of the photometric redshifts also the GALEXFUV
and NUV bands6.
As we do not want to convolve all the images to a seeing of 5′′(GALEX PSF), we decided
to use another approach to include the UV fluxes in our photometric redshiftestimation.
Similar to the optical and NIR bands we used a fixed aperture of∼ 1.5× PSF, i.e. 7.5′′. As
there where no obvious features in the colour-colour plots of stars includi g the UV bands,
we could not fine-tuned the calibration of the zeropoints by means of colour-colour plots of
stars. Therefore we optimised the zeropoints by using the SED fits of our galaxies with very
good photometric redshifts (if compared with the spectroscopic ones). Please note that this
approach can not derive accurate UV fluxes, but gives only a veryrough flux estimation in
the two UV bands. Nevertheless, it is now possible to break the degeneracy between the
high redshift and low redshift solution. This can be best seen in Fig. 2.21where we show
6The data were taken from:
http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/data/COSMOS/
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one of the catastrophic outliers. Only by including the NUV and FUV fluxes (right panel) we
are able to obtain a photometric redshift ofz = 0.08, hence very close to the spectroscopic
redshift ofzspec = 0.093. This approach drastically reduces the number our catastrophic
photometric redshift outliers (see Fig. 2.19).
In Fig. 2.19 (right panel) we compare the final photometric and spectroscopic redshifts of
the 162 galaxies. The agreement is very good and we have only 3 catastrophic outliers. The
right panel of Fig. 2.20 shows the distribution of the redshift errors. Itis nearly Gaussian
and scatters around zero with an rms error of∆z/(zspec+ 1) ≈ 0.035. Fig. 2.20 (left panel)
presents theχ2 distribution of the best fitting templates and photometric redshifts for all
the objects. The median value of the reducedχ2 is 1.5 and demonstrates that the galaxy
templates describe the vast majority of galaxies very well.
The galaxy redshift histogram of all objects in the different patches is shown in Fig. 2.22.
The mean galaxy distribution can be very well described by Equation (2.1) introduced by
Brainerd et al. (1996),
pz(z) = Const×
βz2
Γ(3/β)z30
exp
(
−(z/z0)
β
)
(2.1)
whereConst, z0 =< z>
Γ(3/β)
Γ(4/β) andβ are free parameters with< z> being the first moment
of the distribution. The best fitting values are:Const= 6206,z0 = 0.107, andβ = 0.611.
Please note that if we analyse the galaxy photometric redshift histogram with ab nning
of ∆z = 0.1 there are three clearly visible peaks below redshift ofz = 2: one atzphot =
[0.6,0.7], one atzphot = [0.9,1.0], and one atzphot = [1.7,1.8]. Interestingly, we also find
peaks in the spectroscopic redshift histogram (see also Fig. 2.18) with atleast 10 galaxies at
zspec= [0.657,0.669],zspec= [0.672,0.683], andzspec= [0.926,0.941].
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3
Morphological characterization of high
redshift galaxies
Abstract
In this chapter, I describe the details of the procedure I used to derive the quantita-
tive morphological characterisation for the galaxy samples resented in chapters 4 and
5. For all the samples, the morphological analysis was performed by means of two–
dimensional fitting of the galaxy surface brightness profiles on deep i–band images
obtained with the Advanced Camera for Surveys on the Hubble Space Telescope. This
chapter is especially devoted to assess the robustness of the results obtained, both in
terms of systematics due to characteristics of the data, as for instance signal–to–noise
or PSF variations, and in terms of reliability of the codes and classifications used.
3.1 The Advanced Camera for Surveys on board the HST
The Hubble Space Telescope is a cooperative program of the European S ace Agency (ESA)
and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) to operate a long-lived
space-based observatory for the benefit of the international astronomical community. HST
is an observatory first dreamt of in the 1940s, designed and built in the 1970 and 80s, and
operational only in the 1990s. HST is a 2.4-meter reflecting telescope which was deployed in
low-Earth orbit (600 kilometers) by the crew of the space shuttle Discovery(STS-31) on 25
April 1990. Because of HST’s location above the Earth’s atmosphere, itsscience instruments
can produce high resolution images of astronomical objects.
The Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) is a third-generation Hubble Space Telescope
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Figure 3.1: The Hubble Space Telescope.
(HST) instrument. ACS1 was installed by space shuttle Columbia during HST servicing
mission 3B. The development of ACS is a collaborative effort between the Johns Hopkins
University, the Goddard Space Flight Center, the Ball Aerospace and the Space Telescope
Science Institute.
The very first images obtained with the first generation HST instruments demonstrated that
HST could deliver superb spatial resolution pictures of the Universe but at the same time it
was realised that the low efficiency and the small fields of view, of these first generation
instruments, would have severely limited the HST’s utility for deep high resolutionimaging
and for deep surveys.
The ACS was aimed exactly to improve the HST survey effici ncy in the optical, and
especially the I band by at least a factor of 10 with respect to the previousgenerations instru-
ments.
ACS provided the astronomical community with very high quality, high resolution imag-
ing of large patches of the sky, allowing a significant step forward in several r search areas,
1In January 2007, Hubble’s Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) stopped working due to an electrical short.
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Figure 3.2: The cosmological angular diameter distance as a function ofredshift for several
fiducial world models. The panels illustrate the angular diameter distance, in units of the
physical distance corresponding to an apparent angular size (top panel), and in units of the
angular size corresponding to a fixed physical distance (bottompanel). The bottom panel
also shows the nominal resolving capacity of the current HSTinstrumentation (as labeled;
note that the WFPC2 resolution corresponds to that of the WF chips, and the NICMOS
resolution is given for camera 3). . The figure is taken from Papovich et al. (2003).
and in particular in galaxy formation and evolution studies such as the one pres nted in this
Thesis.
In the following we describe the analysis aimed at quantitatively determine the morpho-
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logical properties of the distant galaxy samples described in chapter 2. Such morphological
analysis, based on ACS imaging of the FORS Deep Field, GOODS and COSMOSfields,
combined with the spectrophotometrical data from chapter 2, is the basis of a study of the
evolution of different galaxy populations in the past 8 billion years, which is the subject of
chapters 4 and 5.
3.2 The morphological analysis
We make use of the package GIM2D (Simard et al. 1999) to fit PSF convolved Sersic (1968)
profiles to the two-dimensional surface brightness distribution of each galaxy, for all galaxies
in our samples down to a limit of F814W=24.
In the following we explain the details of the adopted procedure and the tests that were
performed to assess the robustness of our results.
3.2.1 GIM2D
The GIM2D (Galaxy IMage 2D) code has been designed for the quantitative structural analy-
sis of distant galaxies (Simard et al. 1999). The code comes embedded in anIRAF wrapping
package to make it as friendly as possible. GIM2D uses the Metropolis algorithm to con-
verge to the analytical model, i.e. it carries out a Monte Carlo sampling of the likelihood
functionP(w|D,M), which measures the probability that the parameter combinationw s the
correct one given the dataD and the modelM. The Monte Carlo approach of sampling the
complex multidimensional topology of parameter space has the virtue of convergi g consis-
tently to the same best fit model for a wide range of initial guesses. The algorithm is at the
same time very time–consuming, not really an issue with modern machines, and very robust.
We fit a simple single Śersic (Sersic (1968)) profile to describe the two-dimensional sur-
face brightness distribution of the galaxy light:
Σ(r) = Σe e
−κ
[
( rre )
1/n−1
]
(3.1)
wherere is the effective radius of the galaxy,Σe is the surface brightness atre, n is the power-
law index, andκ is coupled ton such that half of the total flux is always withinre. Forn & 2,
κ ≈ 2n − 0.331; at lown, κ(n) flattens out towards 0 and is obtained by interpolation. The
adjustable form of the Śersic law has the advantage of parameterizing, through the variable
exponentn, surface brightness distributions including the exponential radial fall-off of the
light profile in bulgeless disks (n = 1), and the classical de Vaucouleur profile typical of
elliptical galaxies (n = 4).
During the fitting process, the model is convolved with the user specified PSF, and then
compared to the input image.
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In the case of a single Sérsic model, GIM2D seeks the best fitting values for the following
eight parameters: total flux, half-light radius, ellipticity, position angle, center of the galaxy,
background level and value of the S´ rsic index.
3.2.2 PSF influence on the morphological parameters
The accurate determination of the image PSF is important for the proper determination of the
morphological parameters. The PSFs used to convolve the profiles were obtained for each
individual ACS tile by stacking about 10 high S/N isolated stars.
Although we did not expect the outcome of single Sérsic fits to depend strongly on small
variations of the PSF, we carried out some tests with varying PSFs on a few COSMOS tiles
to assess the influence of the PSF on the retrieved morphological parameters. Such tests were
performed by using: i) a single universal PSF obtained by stacking all theCOSMOS high
S/N isolated stars; ii) the PSF we derived for the FDF, which was observed inthe same filter
F814W and at almost the same depth as COSMOS. We found that the largest diff rences
obtained in the output parameters were of order 3–5 %, meaning that single Sérsic fits are
pretty robust against such PSF variations.
We also tested the accuracy of the PSF itself by fitting all the point–like sourcesas selected
with the SExtractor catalog parameters. Specifically, we used the neural network star classi-
fier (CLASSSTAR), the half–light radius, and the FWHM, to identify point–like sources,as
shown in figure 3.3. Point–like classified objects are shown in red, the main stellar locus is
clearly traced corresponding to a FWHM of 2.2 pixel. The tail of PSF objectsat bright mag-
nitudes and larger FWHM is due to saturated stars. When GIM2D–fitting suchpoint–like
sources, the vast majority – but the saturated stars – has a best–fit half–ligt radius smaller
than 0.01 pixel, meaning that after the code convolves them with the provided PSF they are
indeed recovered as point–like sources.
3.2.3 Results on the overlapping COSMOS ACS tiles
Since the COSMOS ACS tiles are slightly overlapping, we took advantage of thisfeature to
further test the reliability of our fitting procedure as well as to assess many other possible
systematics, like PSF variation in time and over the ACS field of view, photometric and
astrometric distorsion.
All sources appearing in two tiles were fitted separately in each tile, and the fitresul s were
compared. The outcome of this test is shown in fig. 3.4, where we plot one against the other
the GIM2D output (Śersic index and half–light radius) coming from the two fits for all such
objects (≈ 8 000). An overall accuracy of∆n/n ∼ 0.3 and∆r/r ∼ 0.1 is obtained. Taking
into account that in the tile borders only three out of four dithers are overlapping, and hence
that the image rms is greater than in the central part of the image, one should consi er these
uncertainties as safe upper limits.
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Figure 3.3: Example of diagnostic plot used to discriminate between poit–like (red) and
extended (black) objects in the COSMOS ACS/F814W catalog parameters space.
3.2.4 Results on simulated objects
We further tested the accuracy of our analysis by running GIM2D on simulated images. This
test was performed by adding 3000 fake objects, one at a time, to the real image, in a blank,
pure–sky region. The simulated galaxies were generated with the GIM2D task gsimul, by
adding on the selected pure–sky region objects with structural parametersuniformly dis-
tributed in specified ranges (magnitude in [22.5 – 24.], ellipticity in [0.1 – 0.9], position
angle in [0 – 90], effective radius in [0 – 60 pixel], Śersic index in [0.2–6]). Each single ob-
ject is first added into the image, then it is extracted with the same SExtractor configuration
file used for the real images. It is then analyzed from GIM2D exactly as done f r the real
objects.
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of morphological parameters obtained by fittinghe surface bright-
ness of all sources falling in two distinct ACS tiles. For each object, the fit was performed
on both images, and the resulting Sérsic indexes and effective radii are compared in the
left and right panels, respectively. The recovered median and 16th, 84th percentiles of the
∆n/n and∆r/r distributions are indicated in red.
We find that the profile parameters of simulated objects are well recovered down
to F814W=24 if theirµe ≥ µsky (see figure 3.6).
The input magnitudes are generally better recovered for objects withnser ∼< 2 than for
objects withnser ∼> 2 with a median∆M = 0.01 and 0.06, respectively (see fig. 3.5).
The recovered ellipticity and position angle as respect to the input ones show no trends
with magnitude and are generally very well recovered (see fig. 3.6 for theellipticity).
High Śersic index objects have very extended wings that, depending on the total flux, can
fall under the sky surface brightness, thus for these objects a lower Sérsic index, total flux
and effective radii are usually recovered (see figure 3.7).
3.2.5 GIM2D vs. GALFIT
We tested our results by running also the GALFIT (Peng et al. 2002) codeon four of the
COSMOS ACS patches.
GALFIT is a 2D galaxy fitting software package more recent than GIM2D. It was designed
to extract many structural components from galaxy images. It uses a Levenb rg-Marquardt
downhill-gradient (Press et al. 1992) method to derive the best fit, and therefore it is very
fast. Furthermore it is very flexible and able to fit an arbitrary number of galaxies simultane-
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Figure 3.5: In the two panels output GIM2D recovered vs. input simulatedmagnitudes
are shown for objects withnser > 2 (left) andnser < 2 (right). In each panel the median
differences with errors are shown.
ously on an image, making it an ideal tool to fit neighboring objects in a sensitive way and
not being biased from external informations such as the SExtractor segmentations used from
GIM2D. This last characteristic makes obviously GALFIT an ideal tool forcrowded field
such as galaxy clusters or even confusion limited images.
During the fitting process, as for GIM2D, the model is convolved with the specified PSF,
and then compared to the input image. The simple minimization algorithm could, in princi-
ple, fall in a local minimum and miss the global one more easily than the Metropolis solution.
From the results we got this case is very rare, at least for the Sérsic profile fitting.
Figs. 3.8 shows a comparison between the two codes. No systematics are present, the
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Figure 3.6: GIM2D test results on simulated objects. The plots show the output vs. input
ellipticity (left panel) andµe (right panel). Points are colored according to the simulated
objects total magnitudes in red (I<22.5), magenta (23.5<I<22.5) and cyan (23.5<I<24)
medians for both the recovered Sérsic index and half light radius are very close to zero. The
scatter is about 15% for the Sérsic index and 10% for the half light radius.
One can argue that the COSMOS ACS fields are not very crowded and that in more
crowded fields one could see some systematic differences between the two codes. I had
the chance to test both codes on the deep ACS images of A1689 (Halkola et al. 2006). The
selected sample was made of bright (I∼< 22.5) red-sequence early type galaxies. Despite
some obvious cases for which GALFIT performed best, again no systematics were found to
be really worried about using one of the two code. Of course these considerations apply only
for the single Śersic fitting which we are dealing with here, no simulations and tests were
done with regard to bulge/disk decomposition.
3.2.6 Parametric profile fitting versus visual classification
In order to further check our morphological classification, visual morphlogy was performed
in the FDF and GOODS-S fields by Ulrich Hopp according to the de Vaucouleurs et al.
(1991) classification scheme. A tight correlation is obtained between the average visual
and automated classifications, parameterized by the morphological typeT and the Sersic in-
dex nser, respectively (see Fig. 3.9). Using the visual or automated classification does not
significantly affect the results presented in this study.
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Figure 3.7: GIM2D recoverednser vs. simulated ones. High Sérsic index objects with
magnitudes in the range 23.5/24, despite being easily detectable, fall with their extended
wings under the sky surface brightness and suffer from a recovered lower value.
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Figure 3.8: GIM2D vs GALFIT comparison. In figure the distribution obtained, on 4
COSMOS tile, of∆n/n (left panel) and∆r/r (right panel) from the two codes. The median
is 0 and the width is less than 0.2 for∆n/n and about 0.1 for∆r/r.
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Figure 3.9: Correlation between the Sersic index and the visual classification T value for
the GOODS–S subsample. Points are mean values. Solid error bars are the errors on the
means, dashed error bars show the rms values.
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4
Morphological evolution in FDF and
GOODS-S
Adapted from M. Pannella et al., “The Evolution of the Mass Function Split by Morphology
up to Redshift 1 in the FORS Deep and the GOODS-S Fields”, 2006, ApJ, 639L 1
Abstract
In this chapter I present a study of the evolution of the stellar mass density for the
separate families of bulge–dominated and disk–dominated galaxies over the redshift
range 0.25 ≤ z ≤ 1.15. I derive quantitative morphology for a statistically significant
galaxy sample of 1645 objects selected from the FORS Deep andthe GOODS–S Fields.
I find that the morphological mix evolves monotonically withtime: the higher the
redshift, the more disk systems dominate the total mass content. At z ∼ 1, massive
objects(M ∗ ≥ 7× 1010M⊙) host about half of the mass contained in objects of similar
mass in the local universe. The contribution from early and late type galaxies to the
mass budget atz∼ 1 is nearly equal. I show thatin situ star formation is not sufficient
to explain the changing mass budget. Moreover I find that the star formation rate per
unit stellar mass of massive galaxies increases with redshift only for the intermediate
and early morphological types while it stays nearly constant for late-type objects. This
suggests that merging and/or frequent accretion of small mass objects has a key role in
the shaping of the Hubble sequence as we observe it now, and also in decreasing the
star formation activity of the bulge–dominated descendants of massive disk galaxies.
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4.1 Introduction
Lilly et al. (1996), and soon after Madau et al. (1996), produced the first estimates of the
cosmic star formation history. Since then, the growing number of deep extragalactic surveys
has allowed galaxy evolution to be tackled in more and more detail, to higher and higher red-
shifts (e.g. Giavalisco et al. 2004b; Gabasch et al. 2004b; Bouwens etal. 2004; Juneau et al.
2005). All these recent studies point towards a substantial amount of star formation at early
cosmic epochs.
More recently, a number of studies, mainly based on NIR selected surveyslik 2MASS
(Cole et al. 2001), MUNICS (Drory et al. 2004a), K20 (Fontana et al.2004), FIRES
(Rudnick et al. 2003), HDF (Dickinson et al. 2003) and GOODS+FDF
(Drory et al. 2005), have been able to measure directly the stellar mass denity up to high
redshifts. The two independent approaches are in a remarkably good areement, and suggest
that about half of the present–day stars was already in place at z≈ 1, when the Universe was
half of its present age.
The assembly of the stellar mass through cosmic time is a crucial test for models ofgalaxy
formation and evolution (Kauffmann & Charlot 1998). Such models aim at linking the hi-
erarchical growth of dark matter structures to the observed galaxy properties, by means of
simplified prescriptions for the formation of baryonic systems in dark matter haloes (e.g.
Cole et al. 2000; De Lucia et al. 2004). In this models bulges are thought toform from disks,
either through mergers or from dynamical instabilities. Detailed predictions donot exist,
but the qualitative expectation is that the fraction of bulge–dominated galaxiesdecreases at
higher redshifts.
In a hierarchical picture one also expects massive objects to assemble at lat r cosmic
times. It is possible however that their stars were already formed in smaller systems that
subsequently merged to form more massive galaxies. Therefore their stellapopulations
could be old enough to explain the local observed spectral energy distributions (SEDs).
It is clear that quantitative predictions on both the processes of mass assembly and evo-
lution from disk to bulge dominated systems depend crucially on the details of the mod ls.
Up to now studies on the evolution of the stellar mass density have not allowed to put strin-
gent constraints on the models because in principle the presence of a subst ntial number of
massive objects at high redshift is well contemplated (Fontana et al. 2004;Mo et al. 1998).
An effective way to put sensitive constraints on the models is to understand wherethe
stars were located, specifically what was the morphology of their host galaxies, at different
look-back times. In fact, this permits to directly probe how galaxies assembled their s ars,
and how their morphology (i.e., at least with some approximation, their dynamicalstatus)
evolves. Since merging is driving both mass assembly and dynamical evolutionin a hi-
erarchical scenario, these studies offer a direct probe of the role of this process in galaxy
evolution.
Because of the lack of sufficient angular resolution, galaxies have been often classified,
both at low and high redshift, as early or late types based on their broad band colors
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(Baldry et al. 2004; Fontana et al. 2004). However this kind of approach suffers, especially
at high redshift, from the obvious drawback that a disk galaxy populatedby an old stellar
population would be classified as an early–type object (and vice versa).Bell et al. (2003)
used the concentration parameter to discriminate between early and late type objects in a
complete sample extracted from local surveys. They found that in the localUniverse the
transition mass, i.e. the mass at which disks become dominant in the relative contribution
to the total stellar mass function, is≈ 5× 1010M⊙. The same mass value has recently been
claimed to play a key role in the galaxy formation process by constraining the effectiveness
of feedback processes (Dekel & Birnboim 2004; Kauffmann et al. 2004).
Taking advantage of the HST angular resolution, in the late 1990s, the MORPHS collabo-
ration focused mainly on the evolution of the morphology-density relation in galaxy clusters
up to z≃ 0.5 (Smail et al. 1997; Dressler et al. 1997; Ellis et al. 1997).
In this work we rely on a deep, complete and automatically morphologically classified
sample to study the contribution of galaxies of different morphologies to the redshift evolu-
tion of the stellar mass density. Bundy et al. (2005), and also Brinchmann & Ellis (2000),
have carried out a work qualitatively similar to the one we present here, but based on shal-
lower samples and visual morphological classification. In particular, Bundy et al. (2005)
find some evidence of the transition mass evolving with redshift, but such evolution was
questioned by the same authors because of completeness issues.
In this work, for the first time, we rely on a deep, complete and automatically classified
sample.
This chapter is organized as follows: in§4.2 we discuss the dataset on which this work
is based, in§4.3 we present the surface brightness profiles modeling, and in§4.4 our results
on the evolution of mass functions, mass densities and specific star formation rates (SSFR,
i.e. star formation rate per unit stellar mass) split by morphological type. Finally, in §4.5 we
draw our conclusions.
We use AB magnitudes and adopt a cosmology withΩM=0.3, ΩΛ=0.7, and
H0=70 kms−1Mpc−1.
4.2 Ground-based data, photo–z and M ∗/L ratios
This study is based on photometric catalogs derived for the FORS Deep Field
(FDF, Heidt et al. 2003; Gabasch et al. 2004a) and part of the GOODS–South Field (Sal-
vato et al., in preparation, see chapter 2). The two fields cover approximately the same
area (39.8 arcmin2 for FDF and 50.6 arcmin2 for GOODS–S). The FDF photometric catalog
covers the UBgRIzJKs broad bands, plus an intermediate band centereda 834nm. The I-
selected catalog used here lists 5557 galaxies down toI lim = 26.8. For the GOODS–S field,
our K-band selected catalog contains 3240 galaxies, and it consists of UBVRIJHK broad-
band photometry (Arnouts et al. 2001; Schirmer et al. 2003,Vandame et al.,in preparation).
Number counts match the literature values down toKlim ≈ 25.
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Photometric redshifts are derived using the method described in Bender etal. (2001) (see
also sections 2.1.2 and 2.2.1.2). Their accuracy is 3% and 5% for FDF and GOODS–S
respectively, with≈ 1% outliers for both fields (for more details see Gabasch et al. 2004a).
For all galaxies in both catalogs, the M/L ratios were estimated with a log–likelihood based
SED fitting technique, using a library of SEDs built with the Bruzual & Charlot(2003) code,
assuming a Salpeter (1955) IMF. The procedure used is described in detail in
Drory et al. (2004b). We use here the same mass catalog as in Drory et al.(2005), so we
refer the reader to this paper for more details.
4.3 HST imaging and the morphological analysis
Both the FDF and GOODS–S fields were imaged with the ACS camera on board theHST.
The FDF was imaged in the broad–band F814W filter, with 4 WFC pointings of 40minutes
exposure each, reaching a 10σ limit of 26 mag. The data reduction was performed with the
standardCALACS1 pipeline, and the combined final mosaic was produced with the mul-
tidrizzle package (Mutchler et al. 2002). The GOODS–S field was imaged in four different
filters (BVIz) as part of the ACS GOODS legacy (Giavalisco et al. 2004b); the 10σ limit in
the F775W band is 26.5 mag.
We make use of the publicly available packages GIM2D (Simard et al. 1999) and GALFIT
(Peng et al. 2002) to fit PSF convolved Sersic (1968) profiles to the two-dimensional surface
brightness of each object, down to a limit of F814W=24 (FDF) and F775W=24.5 (GOODS–
S). The PSFs used to convolve the profiles were obtained for each individual tile by stacking
about 10 high S/N isolated stars. The results from the two different codes are in excellent
agreement, thus confirming the robustness both of our modeling and of the choice of flux
limits.
More details on the surface brightness fitting procedure and on its validationare given in
chapter 3. Also, as described in chapter 3, we compared our morphological classification
with a classical visual classification (de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991), findinga good correlation
between the two. Therefore, our results are not affected by the choice of using an automated,
parametric classification.
We split our sample, according to the Sersic index, in early–type (n≥ 3.5, ≈ T ≤ -3),
intermediate (2≤ n < 3.5,≈ -3 < T ≤ 2) and late–type (n< 2, ≈ T > 2). We evaluated the
effect of morphological k-correction on this coarse classification scheme byalso performing
the surface brightness modeling on B andz–band images for a subsample of the GOODS-S
galaxies. We found that our broad classification is robust for objects atz ≤ 1.15. Thus we
restrict our analysis toz≤ 1.15.
Finally, we estimate the mass completeness of the two (FDF and GOODS-S) catalogs
as the mass of a maximally old stellar population2 having, at every redshift, an observed
1www.stsci.edu/hst/acs/analysis
2We used a dust-free, passively evolving stellar population model, ignited by an instantaneous burst of sub solar
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Figure 4.1: The mass function split by morphological types (early in red, intermediate in
green, and late in blue) in three redshift bins. Black symbols refer to total values. The
vertical axis is in units of [h370Mpc
−3dex−1]. A vertical dotted line indicates the mass com-
pleteness limit in each redshift bin. Dashed colored lines ar intended to guide the eye.
Solid black lines show the local mass function determinations from Cole et al. (2001) and
Bell et al. (2003).
magnitude equal to the catalog completeness magnitude (e.g. Dickinson et al. 2003). The
final catalog contains 1645 galaxies.
4.4 Evolution of the morphological mass function, total mass
density and SSFR
We performed extensive Monte-Carlo simulations to take into account the effect of mass
uncertainties (≈ 0.2dex) on our results. Ten thousand simulations of the mass catalog were
generated, perturbing each mass within a gaussian of sigma equal to its error. Unless stated
differently in the relevant Figure captions, we use the median values of the Monte-Carlo
simulations in all figures. Error bars take into account both poissonian errors on the median
counts (Gehrels 1986), and 16-84th percentile values of each distribution.
In Fig. 4.1 we show the V/Vmax corrected stellar mass functions, split by morphological
type, in three redshift bins. The redshift intervals were chosen to havecomparable numbers
of objects in each bin. A dotted vertical line shows the mass completeness for each edshift
bin. We find that, at all redshifts, the late–type objects dominate the low–mass end of the
mass function, while the early– and intermediate–type objects dominate the high–mass end.
In addition, Fig. 4.1 shows that the relative contribution of disks to the high–mass end
metallicity at z= 10.
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Figure 4.2: Top panel: The redshift evolution of the ratio of bulges and disks number
densities. Error bars show the 5th and 95th percentiles of the ratio distributions.Bottom
panel: Stellar mass densities for objects with M∗ ≥ 7 × 1010M⊙ (color coding according
to galaxy morphology, as in Fig. 4.1). Points are slightly shifted in redshift for clarity. The
median numbers of objects in each class are also labeled. Error ba s account for poissonian
errors, mass uncertainties, and cosmic variance (for the total values only) as described in
the text. Dotted and dashed lines indicate the 3σ range estimate obtained at redshift 0, with
the same mass cut and IMF, from Cole et al. (2001) and Bell et al. (2003), respectively.
of the mass function increases with redshift. This suggests that:i) the morphological mix
at the high–mass end evolves with redshift;i ) the transition mass increases with redshift.
The latter finding was already suggested in Bundy et al. (2005), but its significance was
hampered by their mass completeness limit. In our case, the transition seems to happen well
above the estimated mass completeness. As Fig. 4.1 shows, atz ∼ 1 the disks’ and bulges’
contributions become comparable at≈ 1× 1011M⊙.
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Figure 4.3: The median SSFR for different morphological types. The coloured symbols
(same colour coding as in previous figures) show the median values in both stellar mass and
SSFR. Dashed error bars represent the median 10th and 90th percentiles of the Monte-Carlo
realizations, while the solid error bars show 1σ uncertainties on the median values. Tilted
lines are constant SFR values (from the bottom 1,5,40 M⊙yr−1) while the horizontal lines
mark the doubling mass lines (only for the last two redshift bins – see text for details).
In order to better explore the evolution of the morphological mix at the high–mass end,
and to make a fair comparison between the three redshift bins, we cut hereafter the three
subsamples at the same common mass completeness (M∗ ≥ 7× 1010M⊙).
The upper panel of Fig. 4.2 shows the behavior of the ratio of the number densities of
bulges and disks. At increasing redshift, this ratio is found to systematically decrease with
respect to the no–evolution hypothesis at more than 3σ significance. In the bottom panel of
Fig. 4.2, we show the stellar mass density split by morphological type at different redshifts.
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The error estimates of the total values include the cosmic variance contribution, estimated as
in Somerville et al. (2004).
In agreement with previous studies (see§1), we find that atz ∼ 1 massive objects host
almost half of the stellar mass contained in similarly massive objects atz= 0. In addition, we
find that the contribution to the total mass budget from early and late type galaxies is almost
equal atz∼ 1, but strongly evolves with redshift: there is amass pouringfrom disk systems
to bulge–dominated objects. Our findings require a scenario in which massive objects almost
double their mass from redshift 1 to 0, and become more and more bulge–dominated systems
as time goes by.
A possibility is thatin situ star formation increases the mass and secular evolution modi-
fies the morphology (Kormendy & Kennicutt 2004). Under simplified assumptions, we can
estimate whether the star formation rates (SFR) of the galaxies in our three redshift sub-
samples can account for a doubling of the stellar mass by z= 0. Following Madau et al.
(1998), the SFR of individual objects can be estimated from the restframe UV luminosity as
SFR2800 = 1.27× 10−28 × L2800 in units of M⊙yr−1, where the constant factor is computed
for a Salpeter IMF. We apply a dust attenuation correction of A2800 = 1mag to the whole
sample. This median value, assumed not to depend on redshift, is derived as in G basch
(2004) by comparing the total stellar mass density and the integral of the SFR density at
different look–back times. Fig. 4.3 shows the median SSFR values for the three redshift bins
and for the different morphological types, cut at the same mass completeness as describe
above. Since it is not possible to know the individual star formation histories, w derive the
median SFR decline with cosmic time from the massive galaxies subsample, and we assume
that all the objects in our sample follow this median star formation history. In this way we
can estimate, at every redshift, the minimum SSFR that enables an object to double its mass
by z = 0. These minimum SSFRs are shown in the plot as horizontal lines at the last two
redshift bins considered. It appears that only a small fraction of thez ∼ 1 sample would be
able to double its mass.
An alternative and more likely solution (see also Brinchmann & Ellis 2000) is a contin-
uous accretion of smaller mass galaxies, and possibly the merging of massivedi ks, which
can account for both the changing total mass budget and the morphological mix evolution.
In the past a number of works (e.g. Brinchmann & Ellis 2000; Feulner et al.2005a,b;
Bauer et al. 2005) have focused on the SSFR redshift evolution and consistently found an
increase of the SSFRs with redshift. Hence the bulk of star formation in massive galaxies
was pushed toz≥ 2, in agreement with the downsizing scenario (Cowie et al. 1996).
Here for the first time we explore the SSFR evolution split by different morphological
types. We find, for objects with M∗ ≥ 7× 1010M⊙, a different behavior in the SSFR redshift
evolution for the different morphological types. The median SSFR of late-type objects shows
only a mild, if any, evolution up to redshift 1, while the median values of early and intermedi-
ate types are clearly increasing with redshift. Since these latter populations are dominanting
in numbers, they drive the redshift evolution of the whole massive galaxiesdistribution. This
finding, together with the previous arguments, suggests that the morphological evolution of
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massive disk galaxies toward more and more bulge dominated systems is accompanied by a
decrease in the specific star formation rate of their end products.
Bell et al. (2005) show that a large part of the star formation in massive galaxies atz∼ 0.7
is due to normal spiral galaxies. Moreover, they conclude that turning off star formation in
these objects is responsible for the observed decline of cosmic star formation therafter. We
find a good agreement atz ∼ 0.7 with their result but also a hint that the decline of star
formation in massive galaxies is linked more to the evolution of bulge–dominated galaxies.
4.5 Conclusions
In this work we have studied the contribution of disks and bulges to the evolution of the
stellar mass function up toz∼ 1.
We agree with previous work (Bundy et al. 2005) that the transition mass, i.e. the mass at
which disks become dominant in the relative contribution to the total mass function, increases
with redshift. We estimate that atz ∼ 1 the transition mass is up to a factor 2 larger than its
measured local value.
We show that the morphological mix evolves with redshift. Atz ∼ 1 early and late type
galaxies contribute nearly equally to the total mass budget in massive objects (i. . with
M∗ ≥ 7×1010M⊙). We suggest that merging events must play a key role in themass pouring
from disks to bulges.
We find a different behavior of the SSFR, i.e. the star formation rate per unit stellar mass,
as a function of redshift for the different morphological types. The median SSFR of late-
type objects shows almost no evolution up toz∼ 1. Conversely, median SSFRs for early and
intermediate types increase systematically. Since these latter morphological types are dom-
inating in numbers, they drive the total SFR evolution of massive galaxies. Thi suggests
a scenario where the morphological evolution of massive disk galaxies throug merging is
followed by the decrease of the star formation in their bulge–dominated descendants, maybe
after a burst of star formation that exhausts the available gas.
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5
Bulges and disks in the last 8 Gyrs of the
COSMOS
Adapted from M. Pannella et al, “Bulges and disks in the COSMOS during the last 8 Gyrs”,
2007, A&A in preparation
Abstract
The Cosmic Evolution Survey (COSMOS) allows for the first time a highly significant
census of environments and structures up to redshift 1 as well as a full morpholog-
ical description of the galaxy population. In this chapter Ipresent a study aimed to
constrain the evolution of the morphological mix mass content up to redshift one and
its dependency, if any, on the environmental density. I use ad ep multicolor catalog,
covering an area of∼0.7⊓⊔◦ inside the COSMOS field, to obtain accurate photometric
redshift (I ∼< 25 and∆z/(zspec+ 1) ≈ 0.035). I estimate galaxy stellar masses by fitting
the multi-color photometry to a grid of composite stellar population (CSP) models. I
quantitatively describe the galaxy morphology by fitting PSF convolved Śersic profile
to the galaxy surface brightness distributions. I find an evolution of the morphological
mix with redshift: the higher the redshift the more disks become important. I identify a
mass underdensity in the COSMOS field at redshift 0.5 . I find that t e morphological
mix is a strong function of the local comoving density at all the redshifts explored. I
investigated the evolution of the specific star formation rate (SSFR) as a function of
morphological type and environment, finding that the locations of early and late–type
galaxies in the stellar mass vs. SSFR plane are very well separat d at all redshifts and
in all environments. The SSFR in massive early–types is found to significantly evolve
with redshift, while it remains pretty constant sincez 1 in massive disks. Since the
high–mass end of the galaxy populations is always dominatedby early–type objects,
these drive the decline in star formation rate at high masses. While in general this
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picture seems to be quite similar in all environments, in lowdensity regions there is
a population of relatively massive, early–type galaxies, having high SSFR and blue
colours.
Galaxy formation and evolution has been a very actively debated topic of observational
cosmology in the last years. Only recently models and observations are conv rging toward a
unified and coherent picture.
On one side the observations of the Universe, with some controversies onthe way, have
finally agreed that half of the present-day stars was already in place at z≈ 1 and that the
same mass deficit affects the high-mass end: the galaxy stellar mass function evolves ba-
sically from the local determination to redshift 1 only by a normalization factor of ab ut
2. This means that at the high-mass end as well as at the low-mass one there is, at red-
shift 1, a factor 2 of missing objects in the comoving number density as respect to the local
value (e.g. Dickinson et al. 2003; Rudnick et al. 2003; Drory et al. 2004a; Bundy et al. 2005;
Borch et al. 2006; Fontana et al. 2006; Pozzetti et al. 2007; Arnouts et al. 2007). Measure-
ments of the star formation rate density over cosmic times (e.g. Giavalisco et al. 2004b;
Gabasch et al. 2004b; Bouwens et al. 2004) are in good agreement withbeing half of the
present stars already born at redshift 1.
On the other side the models, linking the hierarchical growth of dark matter structures
to the observed galaxy properties by means of simplified prescriptions for theformation
of baryonic systems, predict that galaxies form in a bottom-up fashion by following the
cosmological destiny of dark matter halos. Massive galaxies, in these models, assemble
most (50%) of their stellar mass via merging only atz < 1 (De Lucia et al. 2006) but most
of these accretion events are both red mergers (i.e. gas free mergers that imply no induced
induced star-formation) and very rarely major mergers hence very difficult to detect from the
observational point of view. The latest realizations of these models (e.g. Kitzbichler & White
2007; Bower et al. 2006) have been able to fully reproduce the galaxy stellar mass function
up to high redshifts, thus reconciling the theoretical bottom-up assembly of dark matter halos
to the claimed top-down assembly of galaxies (Cimatti et al. 2006).
In hierarchicalmodels star formation is supposed to take place only in disk structures and
in gas-rich mergers. This latter event would exhaust the residual gas and create a dynamically
hot system: a bulge galaxy. Also dynamical instabilities, like minor merger events, are able
to destroy the disk structures and finally create an elliptical galaxy. Detailed predictions in
the literature do not exist but the general expectation is that the fraction ofbulge–dominated
massive galaxies increases with time.
The study of the evolution of the morphological mix in the galaxy stellar mass function
is a decisive tool to put sensitive constraints on the models, because it could give unique
insights in both the feedback and the merging processes in galaxy evolution (see for a detailed
discussion Cole et al. 2000).
Because of the lack of sufficient angular resolution, galaxies have been often classified,
both at low and high redshift, as early or late types based on their broad band colors
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(Baldry et al. 2004; Fontana et al. 2004; Giallongo et al. 2005; Bundy et al. 2006). How-
ever this kind of approach suffers, especially at high redshift, from the obvious drawback
that a disk galaxy populated by an old stellar population would be classified asan early–type
object (and vice versa).
Thanks to the advent of the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS; Fordet al. 2003) on
board the Hubble Space Telescope, it has become possible to investigate theoptical restframe
emission of galaxies up to redshift one and slightly beyond with sub-kiloparsec resolutions
and on relatively wide fields.
In this context the COSMOS (Scoville et al. 2006a) survey is the ultimate effort to cover a
sensitive patch of the sky (2⊓⊔◦) with ACS, going factors of 10/100 wider than previous efforts
like GEMS (Rix et al. 2004),the Great Observatories Origins Deep Survey
(GOODS;Giavalisco et al. 2004b), the FORS Deep Field (FDF; Heidt et al. 2003) and others.
The high resolution imaging has been complemented in COSMOS by a state-of-the-art
multiwavelength coverage all the way from the X-ray to the Radio regime. By observing the
Universe in all its colors COSMOS is going to become a real breakthrough inthe ext years
of the observational cosmology. The need to tackle and understand the Nature conspiracies
embedded in the beautiful Universe variance makes of this wide and deep survey a unique
and unprecedented possibility.
In this work we rely on a deep and accurate (I∼< 25 and∆z/(zspec+ 1) ≈ 0.035) photomet-
ric redshift catalog, described in chapter 2, section 2.3, complemented by amorphologically
classified sample (F814∼< 24) to study the contribution of galaxies of different morpholo-
gies to the redshift evolution of the stellar mass density, as well as its dependency from the
environmental density, over an area of∼0.7⊓⊔◦ in the COSMOS field.
Brinchmann & Ellis (2000), Bundy et al. (2005), Pannella et al. (2006) and also
Franceschini et al. (2006), have carried out a work qualitatively similarto the one we present
here, but based either on shallower samples and visual morphological classifi tion or on
much smaller areas heavily affected by cosmic variance.
This chapter is organized as follows: in§ 5.1 we discuss the ground-based dataset and the
photometric redshifts on which this work is based, in§ 5.2 we discuss how galaxy stellar
masses have been estimated, in§ 5.4 we present the ACS data used in this work, the source
extraction and the galaxy number counts, in§ 5.4 we briefly describe the quantitative mor-
phology analysis, referring to chapter 3 for a more detailed discussion, in§ 5.5 we present
the evolution of the morphological mass function and mass density, in§ 5.6 we report on
the identification of a mass underdensity in the COSMOS field at redshift 0.5, in§ 5.7 we
discuss the effect of local mass density on the galaxy morphological evolution and finally in
§ 6.4.2 we summarize our results and draw our conclusions.
Throughout this work, we use AB magnitudes and adopt aΛ cosmology withΩM = 0.3,
ΩΛ = 0.7, andH0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1.
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Figure 5.1: The distribution of galaxy stellar masses as function of redshift for the morpho-
logical catalog used in this work. Empty squares show the COSM catalog we are using
here, for comparison and to show the improved statistic we over plot the morphological cat-
alog used in Pannella et al. (2006) from the FDF(yellow) and GOODS-S(magenta) fields.
The solid blue line sets the estimated mass completeness of the morphological sample at
each redshift, see text for details.
5.1 Ground-based data and photometric redshifts
The ground-based data used in this paper combine the publicly availableuBVrizKCOSMOS
dataset with proprietary imaging in the H band. A highly homogeneous multi-wavelength
i-band selected catalog is used to derive accurate photometric redshifts. Afull description
of the NIR data acquisition, data reduction and catalogue assembling, as wellas for the
photometric redshifts estimation, is presented in chapter 2, section 2.3. Here inthe following,
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for the sake of clarity, we give only a very brief summary.
Ourcleanedi-selected catalogue comprises 293 377 objects over an area of∼0.7⊓⊔◦ square
degrees and down to the limiting magnitude (∼26),≈118 475 objects brighter than 25 mag
and≈60 000 brighter than 24 mag. There is a good agreement between literature da and
COSMOS number counts up to the 25th magnitude. At the bright end (i≤21) the literature
number counts are sensibly higher since most of the very bright objects are saturated in the
Subaru i-band images and thus not present in the final catalog.
Photometric redshifts were derived using the technique described in chapter 2 (Bender et al.
2001; Gabasch et al. 2004a). In short the method consists of : i) checking photometric
zeropoints and, if necessary, determining photometric shifts by comparing theoretical and
observed stellarlocii, ii) computing object fluxes in a fixed aperture (2.0′′) from seeing–
matched images, iii) determining a redshift probability function P(z) for each object by
matching the object’s fluxes against a set of template spectra covering a widerange of stellar
population ages and star-formation histories.
The use of the GALEX FUV and NUV bands2 allowed some photo-z degeneracies to be
broken, and a final accuracy of∆z/(zspec+ 1) ≈ 0.035 to be reached.
5.2 Computing mass–to–light ratios
The method we use to infer stellar masses from multi–color photometry is the one described
in Drory et al. (2004b). It is based on the comparison of the observed multi–color photom-
etry with a grid of stellar population synthesis models produced with the Bruzual & Charlot
(2003) code.
We parameterize the possible star formation histories (SFHs) by a two-component model,
consisting of a main, smooth component described by an exponentially declining star for-
mation rateψ(t) ∝ exp(−t/τ), linearly combined with a secondary burst of star forma-
tion. The main component timescaleτ varies in∈ [0.1,∞] Gyr, and its metallicity in
−0.6 < [Fe/H] < 0.3. The age of the main component,t, is allowed to vary between 0.5 Gyr
and the age of the Universe at the object’s redshift.
The secondary burst of star formation is modeled as a 100 Myr old constant star formation
rate episode of solar metallicity. We restrict the burst fraction to be lower than15% in mass
(higher values of the burst fraction are degenerate and unnecessary since such cases are
described by models with a young main component).
We adopt a Salpeter (1955) initial mass function for both components, with lower and
upper mass cutoffs of 0.1 and 100 M⊙.
Additionally, both the main component and the burst are allowed to exhibit a vari ble
amount of extinction by dust withA1,2V ∈ [0,1.5] and [0,2] for the main component and the
burst, respectively. This takes into account the fact that young stars are found in dusty envi-
ronments and that the star light from the galaxy as a whole may be reddened by a (geometry
dependent) different amount. We compare this set of models with multi–color photometry of
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Figure 5.2: Example of SED fit result for a relatively young object at z= 0.061. The small
panels in color scale show couples of fitting parameters plotted one against the other (age,
AV, burst fraction, andτ). Degeneracies in the fit parameters space are evident. The upper
right panel shows the likelihood distribution of the mass–to–light ratio in three passbands
(B, g, and K in blue, green, and red, respectively): as expected, the K bandM/L is more
constrained with respect to the optical ones. The bottom panel shows the observed SED
(solid dots) with the best–fit overplotted as a green line (best fitting parameters are labeled
on the top). Beside the best–fit SED, also the main component and the secondary burst are
plotted separately, as the red and blue lines, respectively.
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each object, computing the full likelihood distribution in the 6-dimensional parameter space
(τ, [Fe/H], t,A1V, β,A
2
V), the likelihood of each model being∝ exp(−χ
2/2).
To compute the likelihood distribution of mass–to–light ratiosM/L, we weight theM/L
of each model by its likelihood and marginalize over all parameters. The uncertainty in M/L
is obtained from the width of this distribution.
For young objects, with relatively high burst fractions, the width of theM/L distribution
is usually much wider in the optical than in NIR bands, while for quiescent objects the width
of the M/L distribution is very similar in all bands. On average, the width of the likelihood
distribution of M/L at 68% confidence level is between±0.1 and±0.2 dex (using the B
bandM/L). The uncertainty in mass has a weak dependence on mass (increasing withlower
S/N photometry), and it mostly depends on the spectral type: early-type galaxies hav more
tightly constrained masses than late types.
In Figure 5.2 we show as an example the SED fit result for a relatively young bject at z
= 0.061. Degeneracies in the fit parameters space are evident in the small panels in colour
scale. Furthermore, as expected the K bandM/L is better constrained than the optical ones.
The bottom panel shows the observed SED together with the best–fit SED overplotted (green
line), as well as the two components separately (main component and secondary burst as red
and blue lines, respectively).
We estimated the galaxy stellar masses for all the objects in the I band selected catalog
down to the limiting magnitude. Galaxy stellar mass functions, mass densities and number
densities evolution up to z∼6 will be studied in details in a forthcoming paper (Goranova et
al. in preparation).
In figure 5.1 we show the distribution of galaxy stellar masses as function of redshift for the
morphological catalog used in this work. For comparison and to show the impressive statistic
available we over plot the morphological catalog values used in Pannella et a. (2006) from
the FDF and GOODS-S fields.
In figure 5.3 we show stellar mass density up to redshift 1 for objects with LogM∗ ∼>
10.8 which corresponds to the mass completeness value for the highest redshift considered.
Dashed lines represent 1σ estimate of the local mass density from Bell et al. (2003) after
applying the same mass cut. The error bars represent the cosmic variancecontribution, as
estimated in Somerville et al. (2004), that is a factor 10 larger than statistical errors. By
assuming that the mass function evolves only in normalization over this redshiftrange one
should add 0.28 dex to the plotted values to recover total mass densities.
The mass completeness at different redshifts was estimated as the mass of a maximally
old stellar population1 having, at every redshift, an observed magnitude equal to the catalog
completeness magnitude (e.g. Dickinson et al. 2003). In table 5.1 we providethe complete-
ness mass values as a function of redshift, for the morphological catalog (F814W<24) as
well as for the global photometric catalog (IS ub< 25).
1We used a dust-free, passively evolving stellar population model, ignited by an instantaneous burst of sub solar
metallicity at z= 10.
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Figure 5.3: Cosmic stellar mass density up to redshift 1 for objects withLog M∗ ∼> 10.8
which corresponds to the mass completeness value for the higst redshift considered. Hor-
izontal dashed lines represent the local mass density from Bell et al. (2003) after apply-
ing the same mass cut. The error bars represent the cosmic variance contribution, as in
Somerville et al. (2004). By assuming that the mass functionevolves only in normalization
over this redshift range one should add 0.28 dex to the plotted values to recover total mass
densities.
Table 5.1: Log M∗ completeness values versus redshift
z 0.25 0.45 0.65 0.85 1.05 1.25
F814W (24) 8.9 9.4 10.0 10.3 10.7 11
IS ub(25) 8.6 9.1 9.7 10.0 10.4 10.7
5.3 HST Advanced Camera for Surveys imaging
The starting point of COSMOS was the allocation of an unprecedented wide Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) high resolution imaging on a 2⊓⊔◦ patch in the sky. Imaging was performed
in the F814W ACS filter. A total of 581 orbits/pointings were devoted to imaging in this
filter. Within each orbit, four equal length exposures of 507 sec durationeach (2028 sec
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total) were obtained in a 4 position dither pattern, designed to shift bad pixels and to fill in
the 90 pixel gap between the two ACS CCD arrays. Adjacent pointings in the mosaic were
positioned with approximately 4% overlap in order to provide at least 3 exposure coverage
at the edge of each pointing and 4 exposure coverage over approximately 95% of the survey
area. This multiple exposure coverage with ACS provided excellent cosmic ray rejection.
A full description of the ACS data processing including drizzling, flux calibrtion, regis-
tration and mosaicing is provided in Koekemoer et al. (2007) and in Scoville etal. (2006b).
The absolute registration of all ACS data in the COSMOS archive is accurateto pproxi-
mately 0.05-0.10′′ over the entire field and the flux calibration of the ACS is accurate to
better than 0.05% in absolute zero point. The ACS images released to the public2 are sam-
pled with 0.05′′ pixels. The measured FWHM of the PSF in the ACS I-band filter is 0.11′′.
5.3.1 Sources extraction, star-galaxy classification and cataloging
Source extraction was performed with the SExtractor code (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) on each
ACS tile in acold manner: our main extraction goal was devoted the minimization of the
artificial source splitting and the maximization of the number of pixels assigned to each
object.
We used 348 ACS tiles, i.e. only the ones overlapping with the ground based photometry
used in this work.
Taking advantage of the ACS high resolution imaging we could remove the point–like
(stellar) objects using the structural parameters output by SExtractor. Wenam ly used the
full width half maximum (FWHM), the half light radius, the neural network stellarity index
and the total magnitude for each object to select point–like sources: figure3.3 in chapter 3
shows the selected sources in the total magnitude vs FWHM plane.
In figure 5.4 we show F814W band galaxy number counts, not correctedfor incomplete-
ness, compared with the available literature, and in table 5.2 we provide the plotted values.
The ACS galaxy catalog has been crosscorrelated in coordinates with the ground based cat-
alog by allowing a 1 arcsec matching radius. We removed from the final catalog all the
objects for which one ground based entry had more than one entry in ACS catalog. The final
morphological catalog used in this work contains 41300 objects over∼0.7⊓⊔◦ and results to
be≈ 90 % complete down to F814W= 24.
5.4 The morphological analysis
We make use of the package GIM2D (Simard et al. 1999) to fit PSF convolved Sersic (1968)
profiles to the two-dimensional surface brightness distribution of each object, for all sources
down to a limit of F814W=24. The PSFs used to convolve the profiles were obtained for
each individual tile by stacking about 10 high S/N isolated stars.
2Publicly available at http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/data/COSMOS/
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Table 5.2: Galaxy number counts not corrected for incompleteness fromCOSMOS in the
F814W (∼0.7⊓⊔◦). logN andσlogN are given, whereN is in units of 0.5mag
−1deg−2.
F814W
mag logN σlogN
17.01 1.576 0.0969
17.51 1.801 0.0728
18.01 2.137 0.0481
18.51 2.416 0.0343
19.01 2.655 0.0258
19.51 2.867 0.0201
20.01 3.047 0.0163
20.51 3.252 0.0128
21.01 3.429 0.0104
21.51 3.63 0.0082
22.01 3.793 0.0068
22.51 3.974 0.0055
23.01 4.148 0.0045
23.51 4.318 0.0037
24.01 4.501 0.0030
24.51 4.671 0.0025
25.01 4.802 0.0021
25.51 4.872 0.0020
26.01 4.769 0.0022
26.51 4.01 0.0053
We tested our results by running also the GALFIT (Peng et al. 2002) codeon some of the
COSMOS ACS patches. The results from the two different codes are in excellent agreement,
thus confirming the robustness both of our modelling and of the choice of fluxlimits (see
chapter 3, section 3.1.5).
We further tested our results by running the GIM2D code on simulated images.Thi
test was performed by adding to the real image, in a blank, pure–sky region, a fake object,
as described in detail in chapter 3, section 3.1.4. The whole procedure is thn performed
exactly as for real objects: we find that the profile parameters of simulated obj cts are well
recovered down to F814W=24 if their µe ≥ µsky. High Śersic index objects have very
extended wings that, depending on the total flux, can fall under the sky surface brightness,
thus for these objects a lower Sérsic index, total flux and effective radii are usually recovered.
More details are given in chapter 3.
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Figure 5.4: Galaxy number counts for the ACS/F814W band are plotted as filled dots.
Error bars account only for poissonian errors and no correction for incompleteness as been
applied. Literature data are plotted with other symbols andre taken from (Pannella et al.
2006; asterisks, FDF), (Leauthaud et al. 2007; squares, COSMOS), (Beńıtez et al. 2004;
crosses, VV29).
5.5 The evolution of the morphological mass function and
mass density
We split our sample, according to the S´ rsic index value, in early–type (n≥ 3.5, ≈ T ≤
-3), intermediate (2≤ n < 3.5,≈ -3 < T ≤ 2) and late–type (n< 2, ≈ T > 2) objects. We
use here the same split as in Pannella et al. (2006), a good correlation wasbtained between
the average visual and automated classifications (see Fig. 3.9 in chapter 3,section 3.2.6), as
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parameterized by the morphological typeT and the Śersic indexnser, respectively.
We restrict our analysis toz ≤ 1.2 to limit the bias introduced by the restframe emission
band shifting, namely the eff ct of the morphological k-correction. A number of studies in
the last years have shown, although not in a conclusive and quantitativeway, that this is
indeed a fair assumption (e.g. Scarlata et al. 2006; Abraham et al. 2007).
We performed extensive Monte-Carlo simulations to take into account the effect of mass
uncertainties (≈ 0.2dex) on our results. One thousand simulations of the mass catalog were
generated, perturbing each mass within a gaussian of sigma equal to its error. Unless stated
differently in the relevant figure captions, we use the median values of the Monte-Carlo
simulations in all figures. Error bars take into account both poissonian errors on the median
counts (Gehrels 1986), and 16-84th percentile values of each distribution.
In Fig. 5.5 we show the V/Vmaxcorrected number density evolution split by morphological
type, up to redshift 1.2, for objects in the stellar mass ranges [10.6/10.8, 10.8/11, 11/11.2,
11.2/12 in Log M∗]. The mass range is indicated in the upper right corner of each panel.
By multiplying the plotted number densities by the average mass in the corresponding mass
range, each panel could be interpreted as the evolution of the total mass densities contributed
by objects in that stellar mass range. The dotted vertical lines show the estimatedredshift
completeness for the relevant mass bin.
The early–type objects always dominate the high–mass end. We find that the lower the
stellar mass the more the late–type objects tend to dominate the relative contribution tothe
total number(mass) density.
The same trend is true by looking at increasing redshift: the higher the redshift the
more the relative contribution of bulges and disks gets closer. For the lowest mass range
[10.6/10.8] the transition from a bulge–dominated to a disk–dominated stellar mass budget
happens around redshift 0.7; after that redshift disks are always contributing more to the total
mass budget. In the second mass range (Log M∗ = 10.8/11) the transition is not occurring
before redshift 1.1.
At each redshift, atransition masscan be identified where the transition from a bulge–
dominated to a disk–dominated stellar mass budget takes place. Based on the very good
statistics available in this work, we are able to confirm the main conclusions of P06: i)
the morphological mix at the high–mass end evolves with redshift;ii) he transition mass
increases with redshift. Atz ∼ 0.7 we find a value of the transition mass approximately
consistent with the local valueM ≈ 5× 1010M⊙, as measured in Bell et al. (2003) by using
the concentration parameter to discriminate between early and late type objects ina omplete
sample extracted from local surveys. Atz ∼ 1 the disks and bulges contributions become
comparable atM ≈ 1× 1011M⊙.
In a fixed mass range the number densities of disks are consistent with beingconstant with
redshift, while the early type follow the more general total declining. At a fixedredshift, the
number densities of early types of different masses is very similar (in+- 0.1/0.2 dex), while
the disks number densities move by one order of magnitude passing from the high to the low
stellar mass range. This naturally sets the evolution of the transition mass with redshift.
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Figure 5.5: Number densities as a
function of redshift and morphol-
ogy. The panels show the number
densities for different stellar mass
bins. The mass bins are labeled
in the upper right corners of each
panel. Vertical dotted lines indicate
the estimated completeness redshift
for the relative stellar mass bin.
Colors are according to the mor-
phological split (black-total, red-
bulges, green-intermediate, blue-
disks).
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Figure 5.6: Redshift distribution of the 41300 galaxies belonging to the morphological
catalog used in the present work. Overdensities at redshifts 0.4/0.7/1 are quite prominent
as well as the underdensities at redshifts 0.5 and 0.8.
The slope of the redshift evolution of total number densities are consistentn all mass
ranges, at least up to the common redshift completeness, meaning that the mass function in
its high-mass end does not evolve in shape but only in normalization with redshift.
5.6 A hole in the sky at z ∼0.5
In Fig. 5.5 there is obvious scatter around the mean number density decline in all the mass
bins. However, an underdensity at z∼0.5 shows up quite strikingly. The deficit of objects is
also quite evident in the global redshift distribution of our morphological catalog, as shown
in fig. 5.6 It gets more and more significant with increasing stellar mass. The deficit of
galaxies at this redshift is a factor of ten for the highest mass objects, andless than a factor
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of five for objects in the lowest mass bin explored. This differential deficit is in qualitative
agreement with galaxy evolution dependence on the local density as expect d in current
galaxy formation models (see Lee 2006 and references therein): the moreunderdense is the
environment the later massive objects will form because there is in generala time delay in
starting star formation and hence there are less small galaxy units to assemble the massive
giant galaxies.
From the morphological point of view, the evolution in this underdense redshift bin is de-
layedat all stellar masses as compared with the contiguous redshift bins. The bulges fraction
with respect to both the total number densities and to the disks number densities are much
lower than those in the contiguous redshift bins, in agreement with the expectations of the
morphology-density relation. We also note that in the highest mass bin, in this underdense
region there are no massive pure disk systems.
We notice that the morphological mix in this underdense redshift bin is, in all mass ranges,
very close to the morphological mix at z≈1.1, which has a comparable total number density
of objects: is the morphological mix atz ∼< 1 just depending on the local number density?
5.7 The environmental effect on morphological evolution
Taking advantage of the good statistics available in this study, we wish to further check the
importance and role of environment on galaxy morphological evolution.
Estimating the volume density in a photometric redshift survey is not straightforward, and
we try here to make it as simple and unbiased as possible.
First of all one has to decide which are the objects tracing the overdensitiesin a way
not biased from the flux limited survey. Therefore, the objects have to be bright enough
to be seen in the whole redshift range considered. Dealing with masses andmorphologies,
one should also take care of the selection effects introduced from the different M/L ratios
associated with different stellar populations. Basically, old stellar populations, which more
often but not always reside in bulges, have much higher M/L ratios with respect to young
stellar populations, often but not always populating disks. A pure luminositycut – even
taking into account passive evolution – would thus preferentially cut out of the sample high
M/L objects (bulges) with respect to low M/L objects (disks). To avoid this kind of bias, we
use as overdensity tracers all objects with masses down to the mass completeness valu at
the highest redshift we are exploring (7x1010 solar masses).
Another issue is the relative scarcity of these objects (being in the exponential cutoff of the
mass function), so one has to avoid reaching the shot noise regime when calculating number
densities.
With this in mind, we proceed as follows: we first fit the number density evolutionwith
redshift for objects more massive than 7x1010 solar masses, obtaining in this way an expected
value of the number density at each redshift z, ¯ρ( ). We then split the entire redshift range
in slice of ∆z = 0.1 (corresponding to differential depths of about about 327 comoving
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Figure 5.7: Number density evolution for objects with Log M∗ ∼> 10.8. The solid line,
ρ̄(z) = −2.62− 0.36× z, shows the linear fit to the filled dots (i.e. the number densities
obtained over the whole field in redshift bins of∆z= 0.2). The dashed line sets the 1.4×ρ̄(z)
limit above which we select the overdense regions. Below thedashed-dot (0.5×ρ̄(z)) line
we select the underdense regions, while in between the two lines we select the medium-
dense regions. The empty squares over plotted show the number densities in all the cells
we have split our survey volume.
Mpc at redshift 0.5 and 244 at redshift 1). This slicing along the redshift ax s turns out to
be quite robust against the photo-z errors, in fact this corresponds toabout 2/1.5 times the
formal photo-z error at redshift 0.5/1. We then split the entire survey volume in cells of 2.8
comoving Mpc by side at each redshift slice, that is the maximum contiguous ang lar area we
have available in the lowest redshift bin. Finally, we calculate the comoving number density
of each cell at the different redshifts and assign the cell galaxy population to one of three
density classes: underdense (ρ(z) ≤ 0.5× ρ̄(z)), medium-dense (0.5× ρ̄(z) < ρ(z) ≤ 1.4× ρ̄(z))
and overdense(ρ z) > 1.4× ρ̄(z)).
In Fig. 5.7 we show the number density evolution for objects with Log M∗ ∼> 10.8. The
solid line, ρ̄(z) = −2.62− 0.36× z, shows the linear fit to the filled dots (i.e. the number
densities obtained over the whole field in redshift bins of∆z = 0.2). The dashed line sets
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the 1.4×ρ̄(z) limit above which we select the overdense regions. Below the dashed-dot line
(0.5 × ρ̄(z)) we select the underdense regions, while in between the two lines we selectthe
medium-dense regions. The empty squares over plotted show the number densities i all the
cells we have split our survey volume.
Figure 5.8: Galaxy stellar mass functions as a function of redshift, morph logy and lo-
cal environment. Black symbols refer to total values. The vertical axis is in units of
[h370Mpc
−3dex−1]. A vertical dotted line indicates the mass completeness limit in each
redshift bin. Dashed colored lines are intended to guide theye. Solid black lines show the
local mass function determinations from Cole et al. (2001) and Bell et al. (2003).
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5.7.1 8 Giga years of morphology density relation
In figure 5.8 we show the galaxy stellar mass function as a function of redshift, split by mor-
phology and for the different environmental density defined in the previous section. Each
of the panels contains about 2000 objects. Vertical dotted lines set the estimat d ss com-
pleteness at the different redshifts. For reference in all panels are over plotted local estimates
for the stellar mass function, which are fixed and independent from the environment. They
are meant as a reference to look for differential evolution in different environments.
Let us first concentrate on the first column of figure 5.8, corresponding to the lowest
redshift range. At those redshifts, the slope of the mass function is marginally evolving from
the lower density regions to the higher ones, becoming shallower and consistent with the
local one. This trend is in fact in good agreement with what found in the local Universe
(Baldry et al. 2006).
The transition mass moves from Log M∗ = 10.7 at high density to Log M∗ = 10.9 at low
density. In the overdense and medium-dense environments the shape of themass function
is in good agreement with the local determinations. In the overdense regionsa very high
mass bulge population seem to appear that overcomes the localfield determination. Are we
witnessing the first appearance of BCG/cD galaxies ?
Figure 5.8 shows that the morphologically split mass function evolves both along the
redshift and the density axes, with some interesting features. For instancethe total mass
function, and the morphological mixtures are basically the same, up to the commonass
completeness value, for overdense volumes at redshift 1 and medium-dense volumes at red-
shift 0.4. The transition mass is close to log M= 11 at redshift 1 in medium dense volumes
and it is already at that mass in the low dense environments at z=0.4, and in fact the total
mass is slightly higher in the first of the two panel. One could argue that havingselected
volumes depending on the number density of massive galaxies, the results found c uld just
depend on a selection eff ct. Therefore, trying to quantify better the morphology density
evolution as well as the morphological mix evolution, we integrate the mass function over
the common complete mass range in the three redshift bins and in the three differ nt envi-
ronments.
In figure 5.9 we show both the bulge-to-total (lower panel) and the bulge-to-disk (upper
panel) fractions at different redshifts and for different environments (low-cyan, medium-
magenta, black-high).
At all redshift a morphology density relation is quite evident: more dense volumes con-
tains also a higher relative fraction of bulges with respect to lower density volumes.
5.8 Red sequence and blue cloud up to redshift 1.15
In Figure 5.10 we show the restframe U-B color as a function of mass, redshift, morphology
and environment. Morphology is indicated by different colors (red= early, green= inter-
mediate, blue= late). The first row from the bottom shows all the different environments
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Figure 5.9: The morphology-density relation at work. The bottom panel shows the bulge
fraction as function of redshift and environment. The environment variable is color coded
as black-high, magenta-medium, cyan-low. The upper panel show the numeric ratio be-
tween bulges and disks for different redshift and different environments. All the fraction
are computed for objects more massive than Log M∗ > 10.8
together. As expected, the red-sequence is becoming more and more red with decreasing
redshift because of the age evolution of the stars hosted by its galaxies.
Thevalleybeetwen the red–sequence and the blue–cloud is very well defined in the low-
est redshift bin, while it becomes less and less defined at increasing redshift, and mainly
populated by intermediate and late–type objects.
This is more clear in Figure 5.11, where contours are used to better show thediffer nt
behaviour of the three morphological classes. The contours correspond to six equally spaced
levels between the minimum and maximum density of the data points of each morphological
set.
In low density environments the red-sequence of bulges is quite broad andwith a large
scatter, pointing toward a difference in age between the red bulges. The relation gets tighter
and tighter with increasing environmental density. Also, only low density regions exhibit a
tail of early–type objects falling into the blue cloud. Conversely, in all enviroments there is
a tail of disks falling into the red–sequance, but it is more pronounced in thehig st densities
regions.
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Figure 5.10: The U-B restframe color as a function of mass, redshift, morph logy and
environment. The color coding is according to the morphological classes (red–early, green–
intermediate, blue–late). The bottom row shows the total values, i.e. the first three rows
from the top collapsed.
5.9 The specific star formation rate in the last 8 Gyrs
One way to explore the contribution of star formation to the growth of stellar massin galaxies
of different mass, is to study the redshift evolution of the specific SFR (SSFR) which is
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Figure 5.11: The U-B restframe color as a function of mass, redshift, morph logy and en-
vironment. The color coding is according to the morphological classes (red–early, green–
intermediate, blue–late). The bottom row shows the total values, i.e. the first three rows
from the top collapsed. Contours define the morphological classes and are drawn as ex-
plained in the text.
defined as the SFR per unit stellar mass.
Following Madau et al. (1998), the SFR of individual objects can be estimated from the
restframe UV luminosity as SFR2800 = 1.27× 10−28 × L2800 in units of M⊙yr−1, where the
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Figure 5.12: The SSFR as a function of stellar mass and morphology for three different
redshift bins and in different environments. Tilted dotted lines represent constant r for-
mation of 1 and 10 M⊙yr−1 and they are supposed to guide the eye.
constant factor is computed for a Salpeter IMF. The SFR is corrected by the dust attenuation
obtained for the main component using the extinction curve of Calzetti (1997).
In Figure 5.12 we present the SSFR as a function of stellar mass and morphology for three
different redshift bins up to redshift 1.15 and in different environments.
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Figure 5.13: The SSFR as a function of stellar mass and morphology for three different
redshift bins and in different environments. Contours define the morphological classes and
are drawn as explained in the text. Tilted dotted lines represent constant star formation of 1
and 10 M⊙yr−1 and they are supposed to guide the eye.
The upper envelope of the SSFR is running essentially parallel to lines of constant SFR,
and it is shifting to higher SFRs with increasing redshift, as it was already noted in earlier
work. Note that this upper envelope is partly due to a selection effect: heavily dust obscured
starbursts cannot be detected in our sample (we postpone a careful analysis of this issue to
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a future work, which will make use of the recently available Spitzer Space Telescope mid–
infrared observations).
Furthermore, it is evident that the most massive galaxies have the lowest amount of star
formation per unit stellar mass up to the highest redshift probed, and hence they cannot
have formed the bulk of their stars in this redshift range. This pushes the bulk of their star
formation at much earlier cosmic epochs, in agreement with the downsizing sceario.
To better explore the different evolutionary behaviour of the three morphological classes
we show in figure 5.13 the same plot, but with contour isodensity levels. In this way we better
see the distribution of galaxies of morphological class and their evolution as afunction of
mass, redshift and environment. The red and blue clouds are very well separated in this plot
at all redshifts and in all environments. The intermediate–type galaxies nicelyfall between
the red and blue distributions, thus confirming their nature of transition objects. The upper
envelope, as well as the location of the maximum galaxy density of the early-type cloud,
is increasing its star formation with redshift by not more than a factor three, while the blue
cloud is moving by more than a factor ten in the same redshift range. The two clouds are
very much segregated in mass: while the bulk of disks are always dominating at low masses,
the early type objects dominate completely the high mass tail. Therefore, confirming the
results found in P06, early–type galaxies drive the global decline of starformation in massive
galaxies from redshift 1 to the local Universe.
In Figure 5.13, it is also worth noticing the evolution of the SSFR as a function of e vi-
ronment. At a first glance there is not much difference between the different environments.
Nonetheless, at all redshifts there is a tendency of the early type objects distribution to present
a plume toward the high SSFR zone, which is more pronounced at lower environmental den-
sities.
5.10 The ages of early-type objects in different environments
In Figure 5.14 we show the ages of massive early-type galaxies as a function of redshift and
for different environments as obtained from the SED fitting procedure outlined above. We
cut the total sample to the common completeness limit (≥ 7×1010M⊙). The dotted, dashed
and solid histograms represent the high, medium and low density environments, respectively.
In each panel, the difference between the mean ages in the two most extreme environments
(the high and low density regions) is indicated. Such differences are significantly different
from zero at all redshifts, pointing toward an earlier formation epoch of early-type galaxies
in high density environments with respect to those living in a low density region.
From Figure 5.14 two things are quite evident: first, the histograms are quite similar to
each other (as confirmed by a KS test) but for the oldest and youngest tailsof the distribu-
tion, showing a preference of the oldest (youngest) galaxies to belong tohi h (low) density
environments. Secondly, the width of the distributions is increasing with the cosmi clock.
These two things, together with the results discussed so far, could suggest that: i) young
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Figure 5.14: Ages of massive (≥ 7×1010M⊙) early–type objects at different redshift and
for different environments. The difference between the mean ages of early–type galaxies in
high and low density environment is indicated in each panel.The dotted, dashed and solid
histograms represent the high, intermediate and low density environments, respectively.
(bluer) massive early–type galaxies are preferentially found in low density environments, ii)
the bulk of the early–type population has similar characteristic ages, colors,and SSFR, hence
a very similar formation redshift; iii) the oldest objects in the Universe, or better saying the
oldest stars in the Universe, happen to belong to its highest density regions.
5.11 Discussion and conclusions
In this work we have studied the evolution of the stellar mass content of disks and bulges with
respect to the total mass budget up toz∼ 1 and its dependency from the local environments.
As expected, we find that early–type objects always dominate the high–mass end and
that the lower the stellar mass the more the late–type objects tend to dominate the relativ
contribution to the total mass density.
At each redshift, atransition masscan be identified where the transition from a bulge–
dominated to a disk–dominated stellar mass budget takes place. Based on the very good
statistics available in this work, we are able to confirm the main conclusions of P06: i)
the morphological mix at the high–mass end evolves with redshift;ii) he transition mass
increases with redshift. Atz ∼ 0.7 we find a value of the transition mass approximately
consistent with the local valueM ≈ 5× 1010M⊙. At z∼ 1 the disks and bulges contributions
become comparable atM ≈ 1× 1011M⊙.
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The disks stellar mass function is consistent with being constant with redshiftand de-
clining in number densities from log M∗ = 10.6 to 12 by more than 1 order of magnitude.
The bulges stellar mass function conversely is roughly constant in number densities at all
masses, but constantly declining in the total normalization with increasing redshift. T is
naturally sets the evolution of the transition mass with redshift.
The slope of the redshift evolution of total number densities is consistent in all mass
ranges, at least up to the common redshift completeness, meaning that the mass function
in its high-mass end does not evolve in shape but only in normalization with redsift.
We have identified in the photometric redshift distribution an underdensity at z≈ 0.5. It
gets more and more significant with increasing stellar mass. The deficit of galaxies t this
redshift is a factor of ten for the highest mass objects, and less than a factor of five for objects
in the lowest mass bin explored. This differential deficit is in qualitative agreement with
galaxy evolution dependence on the local density: the more underdense isthe environment
the later massive objects will form because there is a time delay in starting star formati n
and hence there are less small galaxy units to assemble giant galaxies.
The morphology evolution in this underdense redshift bin isdelayedat all stellar masses
as compared with the contiguous redshift bins. The bulges fraction with respect to both
the total number densities and to the disks number densities are much lower than those in
the contiguous redshift bins, in agreement with the expectations of the morphol gy-density
relation.
We notice that the morphological mix in this underdense redshift bin is, in all mass ranges,
very close to the morphological mix z≈1.1, which has a comparable total comoving number
density of objects. We thus argue that the morphological mix atz ∼< 1 could just be depending
on the local comoving number density.
We further explored the galaxy stellar mass function as a function of redshift, plit by
morphology and for the different environmental density.
We find that the slope of the mass function is marginally evolving from the lowestdensity
environments to the highest density ones, becoming shallower, and consistent with the local
one. This is the same trend found locally by Baldry et al. (2006)
In the overdense and medium-dense environments the mass function shape isin good
agreement with the local determinations. In the overdense regions at redshift between 0.25
and 0.55 there seem to appear a very massive bulge population which overcomes the local
field mass function determination. We argue that we could be possibly witnessing thefirs
appearance of BGC/cD galaxies in high density regions.
The morphological split mass content evolves with both redshift and local density, with a
striking feature: at different redshifts the morphological mix and the transition mass seem to
be mainly depend on the stellar mass function normalization, i.e. the local number density.
We also note that in the underdense regions there are no pure disk systemsmore massive
than logM∗ = 11.2, which show up only in more dense regions. This could suggest that they
are the end products of high-density environments, and hence accretions, interactions and
merging, and not the natural outcome of auniversalmass function for disks’ galaxies.
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Finally, we have presented both the bulge-to-total and the bulge-to-disk fractions at dif-
ferent redshifts and for different environments, finding that a morphology–density relation is
already in place at redshift 1.
In this work, for the first time to our knowledge, we have studied the evolutionof galaxy
colors and star formation activity as a function of morphology and environment. We have
found that early and late–type galaxies in the stellar mass vs. SSFR plane (orst llar mass
vs. rest–frame U-B colour) are well separated at all redshifts and in allenvironments. The
intermediate type galaxies fall in between, confirming their nature of transition objects. At
increasing redshift, the peak of the early–type galaxy distribution in such aplane is moving
toward higher SSFR by a factor≤ 3. At the same time, the peak of the late–type galaxy
distribution shifts by more than a factor ten in the same redshift range. The early– and late–
type galaxy populations exhibit a significant segregation in mass: disk galaxies dominate
at low masses while early–type objects completely dominate the high mass tail. Therefore,
confirming the results found in P06 described in chapter 4, early–type galaxies drive the
global decline of star formation present in massive galaxies from redshift 1 to the local
Universe. While in general this picture seems to be quite similar in all environments, in low
density regions there is a population of relatively massive, early–type galaxies, having high
SSFR and blue colours.
We also explored, with the highly homogenous dataset available, the ages ofthe massive
early–type galaxy stellar populations as a function of environment. The agedistributions
show significantly different mean ages at all redshifts. The results found in this work are in
agreement with other recent studies. Our results suggest that young (bl e) massive galaxies
preferentially live in low density environments, and that most early–type galaxies have sim-
ilar characteristic ages, colors, and SSFRs, hence a similar formation redshift; finally, the
galaxies hosting the oldest stars in the Universe preferentially belong to thehig st density
regions.
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Further work
Abstract
In this chapter I present a few works I have been involved in, which complement
the study reported in the previous chapters. I also discuss some on–going follow–
up projects which extend this Thesis work to higher redshift, to very high density
environments, and to yet not addressed issues.
This last chapter is devoted to present some follow–up on–going work, most of which is
complementary to what has been discussed in the previous chapters, and aimed to answer
some questions raised from the study presented in this Thesis.
In section 6.2 I provide a discussion about how different star formation indicators can
easily provide different results, by even an order of magnitude, thus changing the appearenc
and interpretetion of evolutionary plots.
The environmental dependency of galaxy evolution has been studied andhighlighted in
this Thesis for a homogeneous sample of mainlyfield galaxies. The extension toextreme
environments, such as galaxy clusters and galaxy voids, should be able togiv more stringent
constraints. In section 6.3, I describe the work done in collaboration with A.Halkola on a
sample of intermediate to high redshift galaxy clusters.
The main limitation of morphological studies pursued so far is the redshift upper limit
at z∼1.2 . This is mostly because galaxies look different at different wavelenghts and since
ACS operates in the optical range, the morphological analysis of a galaxy inthe restframe
optical is limited to z>1.2. Beyond this limit even the reddest ACS band starts mapping
the NUV restframe. This wavelength domain of a galaxy spectrum is well known t be
severely affected by dust attenuation and dominated by recent star formation episodes and,
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hence, can provide a biased and transient property with respect to the optical restframe,
the latter being more linked to the stellar mass. While waiting for high–resolution NIR
imaging of large galaxy samples to become available, I started approaching thehi h r dshift
Universe by taking advantage of ACS sampling the UV restframe propertiesof high redshift
star forming objects. This work has been done in collaboration with S. Noll and D. Pierini,
and is described in section 6.3.
Furthermore, I was involved in studies of the cosmic star formation history andstellar
mass growth up to redshift 5, as discussed in section 6.4 and 6.5.
Finally, back to the very nearby Universe, I also shared my expertise in morphological
analysis for the study of massive black holes in elliptical galaxies led by N. Nowak. My
contribution is briefly described in section 6.6.
6.1 The dark side of star formation: chasing the dusty
Universe
Estimating star formation rates of galaxies by using a SED fitting technique is a very un-
certain process. While stellar mass estimates have been found robust enough, all the other
physical parameters (i.e star formation rate, dust and metals content, secondary burst frac-
tion, luminosity-weighted age) are intrinsically degenerate and moreover heavily dependent
on the ultraviolet range of the modelled spectrum. The UV light is considered agood proxy
for the amount of the instantaneous star formation rate in a galaxy but unforately is, at the
same time, the most affected by attenuation, i.e. by the amount, properties and distribution
of dust present in a galaxy. In my work I applied a non specific dust attenua ion correction
of A2800=1 mag. This median value, found not to depend on redshift, was derived by com-
paring the total stellar mass density and the integral of the cosmic SFR density atdifferent
lookback times for a heterogeneous sample of galaxies. In fact this approach reveals as good,
or as bad, and accurate as the SED fitting results. An independent restframe mid-IR infor-
mation is needed to provide new clues on this highly debated topic. The restframe mid-IR
part of the galaxy spectrum best probes the radiation absorbed in the UVand then re-emitted
by dust grains. Specific spectral windows in the mid-IR restframe (e.g. 8µm and 15µm)
have been found to tightly correlate with the galaxy star formation rate. The new upcoming
MIPS surveys at 24µm and 70µm will hence disclose an unbiased view on the cosmic star
formation rate at various redshifts.
6.1.1 The GOODS-S test
I made use of the deep 24µm data availbale for the GOODS-S survey to have a preliminary
handling of this issue. I selected a sample of objects in the redshift (photo-z) range 0.6/0.7
and I cross correlated this sample with the MIPS 24µmcatalog1. The redshift range sampled
1publicly available at http://ssc.spitzer.caltech.edu/legacy/goodshistory.html
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Figure 6.1: Comparison between the galaxy SFRs derived from the IR lightand the UV
dust corrected light. In black are marked all the GOODS-S galaxies in the redshift range
0.5/0.7 with a MIPS 24µm counterpart detection in the publicly released catalog. Inred
are marked only the objects for which the cross-correlationg ves an unique result.
makes the observed 24µmcorresponding to the emitted restframe at about 15µm. Following
Kennicutt (1998) this wavelength range is the best MIR proxy for the totalIR emission and
hence for the total SFR of a galaxy. In Fig. 6.1 we compare the SFR estimates coming
from the IR light and the UV dust corrected one. Black points are showingall the sources
matched in both catalogs. The trend drawn from the black points, is very simiilarto other
liteature results, and would point to a huge amount of hidden dust-obscured star formation.
The angular resolution of the MIPS/ PITZER data is much higher (6 arcsec) with respect to
the usual optical ground–based one (1 arcsec) and this makes the differ nt catalogs cross–
correlation a non trivial task. To have a fair, but basic, handling of this issue we decided to
highlight the results obtained only from the sources for the correspondence between the two
catalog was one-to-one without any doubt. The few red big dots are showing these objects.
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Despite beeing only 4 objects, it seems that the two results are quite close eachother and at
most in within a factor 2 of uncertainty.
From this basic, but unbiased, exercise we argue that, after selecting afair s mple, the
amount of hidden star formation, at least at a redshift about 0.6, is not dramatically high, if
any and it seems to differ by at most a factor two from a UV dust corrected estimate. This
result is in slight contraddiction with other previous results and hence it hasto be tested with
a better stastical sample. The COSMOS legacy has released in these very days the SPITZER
imaging over the whole field. The statistic available will allow to better understand and study
how much, and when in cosmic times, hidden star formation is taking place in the Univ rse.
6.2 Field to Clusters variation
To better explore the morphology-density relation and in general the galaxymorphological
evolution as a function of environment, I have started a collaboration with A. Halkola and
S. Seitz on a project aimed at the characterization of galaxy clusters from st ng lensing. I
performed an accurate morphological analysis of galaxies in Abell 1689 (see Figure 6.3), a
giant galaxy cluster at redshift 0.2, with the aim of estimating the galaxy velocitydispersions
by means of the Fundamental Plane relation. Results have been published in Halkola et al
(2006,2007). Thanks to the very accurate description of the galaxy component, we could
carefully describe the cluster dark matter content and measure, for the first time by using
strong lensing only, a severe truncation of galaxy dark matter halos with respect to field
halos. Our results suggest that in a massive cluster environment, galaxy hlos have lost more
than 50% of their mass by tidal stripping.
6.2.1 Virial masses of cluster galaxies through scaling relations
Adapted from Halkola et al. 2006, ”Parametric Strong Gravitational Lensing Analysis of
Abell 1689”, MNRAS accepted
By mean of an accurate morphological description of early-type objects in the cluster, one
can aim to obtain an accurate enough measure of the object velocity dispersion, i.e. of its
dynamical mass.
The velocity dispersions of cluster galaxies were determined mostly using the Fundamen-
tal Plane.
The Fundamental Plane (hereafter FP) links together, in a tight way, kinematics (velocity
dispersion), photometric (eff ctive surface brightness) and morphological (half light radius)
galaxy properties (Dressler et al. 1987; Djorgovski & Davis 1987; Bender et al. 1992). We
assume that the central velocity dispersions of a galaxy, as derived from the FP, is equal to
the halo velocity dispersion, and that mass in disks can be neglected.
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Figure 6.2: Total observed magnitude -σ relation for three z∼0.2 clusters. Red points are
measured values taken from Ziegler et al. (2001) for A2218 (z=0.18), green points are val-
ues taken from Fritz et al. (2005) for A2390 (z=0.23) and full (empty) black points refer to
the velocity dispersion estimates obtained in this paper for A1689 using the GIM2D (GAL-
FIT) morphology. The literature values have been transformed to F775WAB magnitudes by
applying relatively small colour terms (0.04,-0.4) and theAB correction (0.4).
The FP relation allows us to estimate the velocity dispersion of galaxies more accurately
than the standard Faber-Jackson relation approach (Faber & Jackson 1976). We model the
2–dimensional light profiles of cluster galaxies with PSF–convolved Sersic(Sersic 1968)
profiles using two packages, GALFIT (Peng et al. 2002) and GIM2D (Simard et al. 1999),
to have a better handle on the systematics. The analysis was performed on theF775W ACS
image. 176 objects with AB magnitudes brighter than 22 were fitted. The point spread
function used to convolve the models was derived by stacking stars identified in the field.
The results coming out from the two completely different softwares agree very well.
In order to be able to use a FP determination for cluster galaxies at redshift∼ 0.2 in
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Figure 6.3: A1689 at redshift 0.186. Top panel: thereal cluster core as imaged on a deep
exposure of the ACS camera. Bottom panel: The GALFIT model for the cluster galaxy
component.
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restframe Gunn r filter (Jorgensen et al. 1996; Ziegler et al. 2001; Fritzet al. 2005), all the
observed F775WAB surface brightnesses (extinction corrected) were converted to restframe
Gunn rGT ones and corrected for the cosmological dimming. Since the observed F775W
passband is close to restframe Gunn r at the redshift of A1689, the conversion factor be-
tween observed F775W and restframe Gunn r is small.
The mean observed surface brightness withinre is:
〈µe〉F775W = F775Wobserved+ 2.5 log(2π) + 5 log(re) − 10 log(1+ z), (6.1)
where the last term corrects for the dimming due to the expansion of the Universe. It is then
converted to restframe Gunn rGT by:
〈µe〉r = 〈µe〉F775W − AF775W + K(r, F775W, z) +GTcorr, (6.2)
The Galactic extinction correctionAF775W is calculated from the list of A/E(B-V) in Table
6 of Schlegel et al. (1998), along with their estimate of E(B-V) calculated from COBE and
IRAS maps as well as the Leiden-Dwingeloo maps of HI emission. We adopted for AF775W
a value of 0.06.
The ”k-correction colour”, K(r,F775W,z), is the difference between rest frame Gunn r and
observed F775W magnitude and includes also the 2.5 log(1+ z) term. It was obtained by
using an elliptical template from CWW (Coleman et al. 1980) and synthetic SEDs obtained
for old stellar populations (10 Gyr, i.e. zf = 5 observed at z=0.2) with the BC2003 Bruzual
and Charlot models (Bruzual & Charlot 2003). All models give a conversion factor of ap-
proximately 0.174. The correction needed to pass from the AB photometric system to the
Gunn&Thuan system is GTcorr ≈ 0.17 .
We used the FP coefficients from Fritz et al.. For the Gunn r band then
1.048∗ logRe = 1.24∗ logσ − 0.82∗ log(〈I〉e) + ZPFPr, (6.3)
where the〈I〉e term, i.e. the mean surface brightness in units of L⊙/pc2, is given for the
Gunn r band by the equation:
log〈I〉e = −0.4(〈µr〉e− 26.4). (6.4)
The zero–point of the FPZPFPr is a quantity changing with both the cluster peculiarity
and, mainly, with the cluster redshift. We used forZPFPr the value published in Fritz et al.
(2005). Their study was focused on A2218 and A2390, two massive clusters at almost the
same redshift as A1689. They applied a bootstrap bisector method in estimatingtheZPFPr
and relative uncertainties, finding a value of 0.055±0.022.
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Finally, we inserted the values derived from our morphological fitting procedures into
the FP relation. The uncertainties on the derived velocity dispersions wereestimated by
taking into account the errors on the morphological parameters, the propagated photometric
uncertainties, the error on theZPFPr value and the intrinsic scatter of the FP relation, which
gives the main contribution. We found that an estimate of 0.1 in log(σ) is a good value for
the total uncertainty in velocity dispersion for objects having a velocity dispersion greater
than 70 km/s. The fitted parameters for the 80 most massive galaxies are tabulated in Table
6.1.
6.3 The UV morphology of high redshift star forming galaxies
Adapted from Noll et al. 2007, ”Presence of dust with a UV bump in massive, tar-forming
galaxies at1 < z< 2.5”, A&A accepted
During the last year I have been involved in a project focused on the dust properties of
high-redshift star forming galaxies. The main results have been publishedn Noll et al.
(2007a,2007b).
In this study, we used a sample of 108 massive, star-forming galaxies at redshift 1 <
z < 2.5, selected from the FDF Spectroscopic Survey, the K20 and the GDDS survey , to
investigate some fundamental properties of the dust extinction curve on a galaxy SED, like
the slope in the rest-frame ultraviolet (UV) and the presence/absence of a broad absorption
excess centred at 2175 Å (the so–called UV bump).
The spectral features of these galaxies are parametrised by two indices:the first parameter
estimates the reddening in the UV and is defined as the continuum slope measured t 1750
– 2600 Å, with the exclusion of the range 1950 – 2400 Å. This proxy for theUV reddening
by dust is calledβb. The second parameter characterises the apparent strength of the UV
bump and is calledγ34. It is the difference between the continuum slopes measured at 1900
– 2175 Å (γ3) and 2175 – 2500 Å (γ4), respectively. A value ofγ34 ∼ 1 indicates the absence
of the 2175 Å feature. Conversely,γ34 < −2 points to an extinction law which exhibits a
significant UV bump.
These characteristics were constrained by means of a parametric description of the UV
spectral energy distribution (SED) of a galaxy, as enforced by combined stellar popula-
tion and radiative transfer models for different geometries, dust/ ars configurations and dust
properties.
In at least one third of the sample, there is a robust evidence for extinctioncurves with at
least a moderate UV bump. The presence of particular dust particles, which are the carriers
of the UV bump, is more evident in galaxies with UV SEDs suffering from heavy dust
reddening.
We interpreted these results as follows. The sample objects possess diff rent mixtures of
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dust grains and molecules producing extinction curves in between the average ones of the
Small and Large Magellanic Cloud, where the UV bump is absent or modest, respectively.
Most of the dust embeds the UV-emitting stellar populations or is distributed out of the
galaxy mid-plane. Alternatively, even dust with a pronounced UV bump, asfor the average
Milky-Way extinction curve, can be present and distributed in the galaxy mid-plane. In this
case, variations of the continuum scattering albedo with wavelength or an age-dependent
extinction are not sufficient to explain the previous trend with reddening. Hence, additional
extraplanar dust has to be invoked. The data suggest that the carriersof the UV bump are
associated with intermediate-age stellar populations, while they survive in the harshest UV-
radiation fields owing to dust self-shielding. The existence of different dust extinction curves
implies that different patterns of evolution and reprocessing of dust exist at high redshift.
Ignoring this may produce a non-negligible uncertainty on the star-formationrate estimated
from the rest-frame UV.
6.3.0.1 Analysis of the UV morphology of high redshift galax ies
In order to investigate possible correlations between the presence of the UV bump and the
UV morphology of the galaxies, I performed a morphological analysis of thesample. As I
have already pointed out, at redshift larger than 1.2 even the reddest ACS band is sampling
more and more the UV restrame emission of the galaxies. Thus, the morphology ismore
linked to the distribution of star forming regions than to the actual distribution of stars. For
this reason we preferred to use a non parametric approach for this analysis.
We made use of the two indicesRT and RA computed by GIM2D from the residuals
of the best fit. These indices evaluate the bumpiness and the asymmetry of the residual
image, and were used to estimate the overall smoothness of a galaxy image with respect
to the best fitting model. In other words, by means of these indices we can estimat he
residual substructure like spiral arms in nearby late-type galaxies (see the s minal study of
Elmegreen et al. Elmegreen et al. (1992)), peculiarities and/or asymmetry in the distribution
of giant star-forming regions, or interaction/mergers in high-redshift galaxies (e.g., Schade
et al. Schade et al. (1995)).
Since UV morphologies of high redshift galaxies are potentially much more complex than
our usual parametrisation with a Sérsic profile, we also characterised the morphologies of
this galaxy sample by means of two non parametric indices, namely the concentration C nd
the asymmetryA of the galaxy surface brightness. The concentration parameter is givenby
the ratio of the radius containing 80% of the total galaxy flux to the radius containi g 20%
of the total flux. The asymmetry parameter is obtained by rotating the galaxy imageby 180
degree from its center and then subtracting it from the original image; the total flux of this
residual image is then compared with the original galaxy flux.
The C-A method was developed in the mid-nineties by Abraham et al. (Abraham et al.
(1994), Abraham et al. (1996)). Subsequent works (e.g., Wu Wu (1999); Conselice et al.
Conselice et al. (2000), Conselice (2003); Menanteau et al. Menanteau e al. (2006)) have
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Figure 6.4: Sérsic index (top) and concentration (bottom) versus the proxy f r the 2175 Å
featureγ34. Black (magenta) points refer to the 1< z < 1.5 (2 < z < 2.5) redshift range.
Open symbols mark the subsamples with low reddening (βb < −1.5), while the highly
reddened galaxies are represented by filled symbols. Mean errors are indicated.
shown that a better morphological classification is obtained by choosing an image pivot
point which minimises the measured asymmetry. We make use of the CAS parametrisation
as proposed and described in detail by Conselice et al. (Conselice et al.(2000), Conselice
(2003)). For our purposes in this section, it is important to say that early-type galaxies have
larger concentration and lower asymmetry indices than late–type ones.
6.3.0.2 Morphological properties and extinction curve
We compared the morphological properties derived as described abovefor the galaxies in
our sample, with the shape of their extinction curve at UV wavelengths.
We have to stress that, since the morphological parameters were determined based on
the ACS i–band image of the galaxies, they correspond to different rest-frame wavelength
domains, from the mid-UV to theU band, depending on the galaxy redshift.
We find that the rest-frame UV/U-band morphology of a galaxy generally does not appear
to be directly related with the shape of the extinction curve at UV wavelengths,w atever
the redshift. Nevertheless, dividing our sample in “blue”/“red” objects as those havingβb
greater/lower than−1.5, blue objects at 2< z < 2.5 and 1< z < 1.5 tend to have smaller
effective radii than red objects at the same redshift, whether or not a UV bumpis detected in
their spectra (see also Noll & Pierini (2005)).
As for the Śersic index, there is a hint that red galaxies with evidence of a UV bump
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Figure 6.5: CAS parameters concentrationC and asymmetryA (Conselice et al.
Conselice et al. (2000), Conselice (2003)) for our sample ofFDF (lozenges) and K20 galax-
ies (circles) at 1< z< 1.5. Galaxies withγ34 < −2 are marked by filled symbols. The solid
and dashed lines separate early-type, late-type, and merging galaxies by their asymmetry
(see Conselice et al. Conselice (2003)).
have a lowernser than red galaxies without UV bump in both redshift bins (see Fig. 6.4). For
instance, at 1< z< 1.5, they exhibit an average Sérsic index of 0.54±0.25 and of 0.98±0.23,
respectively.
Overall, the Śersic index seems to be larger for galaxies at higher redshifts (Fig. 6.4).Since
the available high-resolution imaging probes the rest-frame UV/U-band morphology, the
Sérsic profile describes the large-scale distribution of star-formation regions instead of the
classical Hubble type. Hence, the azimuthally-averaged radial distributionof the rest-frame
UV/U-band light traced bynser is shallower for galaxies with dust producing a significant UV
bump with respect to those without it, whatever the redshift. Furthermore, it ismore peaked
at higher redshifts than at lower ones, even though this may be an effect of the cosmological
brightness dimming. In fact, a faint component of a galaxy, like a disk, can fail detection
more easily at higher redshifts, thus producing a spuriously larger valueof nser.
In addition to the relatively large effective radii and low Śersic indices, the low values of
concentration of the red galaxies with evidence of a UV bump at 1< z < 1.5 (see Fig. 6.4)
suggest that most of these galaxies are large systems with shallow radial profiles at rest-
frame UV/U-band wavelengths. This is not surprising since most of the galaxies at these
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redshifts can be classified as late types (see Fig. 6.5). However, the visual in pection of the
ACS images reveals that the fraction of objects with a shallow light profile in the rest-f ame
UV/U-band is 40 – 70% ifβb > −1.5, but only 20 – 40% ifβb < −1.5. For red galaxies with
a significant UV bump, this fraction becomes larger (60 – 80%), though therear xceptions:
CDFS-0271, the object with the strongest observed 2175 Å absorption feature, appears as a
quite compact galaxy (Re = 2.5 kpc).
Establishing the rest-frame UV morphology of a galaxy at 2< z< 2.5 is not possible from
the available data, owing to the increased cosmological dimming. Nevertheless,we can in-
vestigate the presence of strongly distorted morphologies and/or multiple main components.
These characteristics exclude the possibility of a single object with a smooth, radial surface
brightness profile in the rest-frame UV. While at 1< z < 1.5 almost all galaxies show only
one major component, at 2< z < 2.5 45 – 65% of the objects seem to have two or more
main components. There is not much difference between red and blue galaxies as for the
fraction of objects with multiple components. However, there is a considerabledifference
when only red objects with strong UV bump are considered. For these galaxies, the fraction
of objects with multiple components rises to 70 – 80%. This suggests that galaxieswith
extinction curves exhibiting a significant UV bump at 2< z < 2.5 are either systems with
many, large star-formation complexes or merging systems. This could point to the existence
of an intrinsic structural difference with respect to analogous galaxies at 1< z < 1.5, which
appear as smooth, disc-like systems in the rest-frame UV/U-band.
6.4 The star formation rate history
Adapted from Gabasch et al. 2004, “The Star Formation Rate History in the FORS Deep
and GOODS-South Fields”, ApJ, 616L, 83
The determination of the star formation rate (SFR) history of the Universe is one of the
most interesting results extracted from the deep photometric and spectroscopic urveys of the
last decade. A large number of measurements have been collected, at low (the Canada-France
redshift survey atz < 1, Lilly et al. 1996), and high redshift from the Hubble Deep Field
North (Madau et al. 1996), the large samples of U and B drop-out galaxies (St idel et al.
1996), up to the most recent determinations based on I-dropouts at redshift ≈ 6 from the
GOODS, UDF and UDF-Parallel ACS fields (Giavalisco et al. 2004a; Bunker et al. 2004;
Bouwens et al. 2004). These studies show that the SFR (uncorrected for dust) increases
from z = 0 to z = 1, stays approximately constant in the redshift range 1− 4, and starts
to decline at larger redshifts. In all the cases quoted above the determination is based on
the estimate of the total UV galaxy luminosity density, that for a given IMF is proportional
to the instantaneous SFR (Madau et al. 1996, 1998). As discussed by many authors (e.g.
Hopkins et al. 2001) this approach is affected by the uncertainties of dust correction, but
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roughly agrees with other estimators at low to intermediate redshifts (z ≤ 1). Theoretical
models of galaxy formation and evolution can be tested against the measured SFR history
(Somerville et al. 2001; Hernquist & Springel 2003).
So far, all determinations of the SFR history have suffered from some major limitations.
High redshift samples have been small in number due to the limited field of view of deep
pencil-beam surveys, resulting in large Poissonian fluctuations and largefield-to-field varia-
tions (cosmic variance). The faint-end of the luminosity function (LF) is thusfar only poorly
constrained at high redshifts, implying large completeness correction factors. Finally, the
technique used to generate the high-redshift galaxy catalogues (drop-out selection, optical
magnitude limited survey) might have introduced biases by selecting only specific types of
galaxies and possibly missing relevant fractions of UV light (Ilbert et al. 2004).
Here we try to minimize these uncertainties and determine the SFR history of the universe
with improved accuracy up toz ≈ 4.5. Our sample of high redshift galaxies is based on
two deep fields, the (I and B selected) FORS Deep Field (FDF, Heidt et al. 2003), and the
(K-selected) GOODS-South field (Giavalisco et al. 2004b). Both cover ar latively large sky
area, reducing the problem of cosmic variance. Both are deep enough toallow the detection
of several× 103 galaxies, thus minimizing the eff ct of shot noise.
We measure the star formation rate (SFR) as a function of redshiftz up toz ≈ 4.5, based
on B, I and (I+B) selected galaxy catalogues from the FORS Deep Field (FDF) and the
K-selected catalogue from the GOODS-South field. Distances are computedfrom spectro-
scopically calibrated photometric redshifts accurate to∆z/(zspec+ 1) ≤ 0.03 for the FDF
and≤ 0.056 for the GOODS-South field. The SFRs are derived from the luminositiesa
1500 Å. We find that the total SFR estimates derived from B, I and I+B catalogues agree
very well (∼< 0.1 dex) while the SFR from the K catalogue is lower by≈ 0.2 dex. We show
that the latter is solely due to the lower star-forming activity of K-selected intermediate and
low luminosity (L < L∗) galaxies. The SFR of bright (L > L∗) galaxies is independent of the
selection band,i.e. the same for B, I, (I+B), and K-selected galaxy samples. At all redshifts,
luminous galaxies (L > L∗) contribute only∼ 13 to the total SFR. There is no evidence for sig-
nificant cosmic variance between the SFRs in the FDF and GOODs-South field, ∼< 0.1 dex,
consistent with theoretical expectations. The SFRs derived here are in excellent agreement
with previous measurements provided we assume the same faint-end slope of the luminosity
function as previous works (α ∼ −1.6). However, our deep FDF data indicate a shallower
slope ofα = −1.07, implying a SFR lower by≈ 0.3 dex. We find the SFR to be roughly
constant up toz≈ 4 and then to decline slowly beyond, if dust extinctions are assumed to be
constant with redshift.
6.4.1 The Star Formation Rate
We compute the SFR for all 4 catalogues from the total luminosity densitiesl1500 in the 1500
Å band. First, we derivel1500 at a given redshift by summing the completeness corrected
(using aV/Vmaxcorrection, see Gabasch et al. 2004a) LFs up to the 1500 Å absolute magni-
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tude limits. Second, we apply a further correction (to zero galaxy luminosity) ZGL, to take
into account the missing contribution to the luminosity density of the fainter galaxies. To this
end we use the best-fitting Schechter function. For the FDF catalogues the ZGL corrections
are only 2-20% in size. The small ZGL correction employed here owes itself tothe faint
magnitude limits probed by our deep FDF data set and the relatively flat slopes(α ≈ −1.07)
of the Schechter function. Due to the brighter magnitude limit, the ZGL corrections for the
GOODS catalogue can be as high as 50%. Note that if we follow i.e. Steidel et al. (1996)
who findα = −1.6 (excluded at 2σ with our fits, see Gabasch et al. 2004a), we would get
much larger ZGL corrections for the sameM∗, Φ∗ (see the dotted line in Fig. 6.6 and the
discussion below).
Figure 6.6: The four plots at the top show the SFR as a function of redshiftderived from
the 1500 Å luminosity densities computed from the B-selected (blue), I (green) and I+B-
selected (black) FDF, and K-selected (red) GOODS-South field. The points are connected
by the thick lines for clarity. These SFRs are based on a faint-end slope of the LF of -1.07
as derived from the FDF and GOODS data. The dotted lines show te effect of assuming
a slope of -1.6. The grey-shaded region shows the effect of dust corrections with correc-
tion factors between 5 and 9, following Adelberger & Steidel(2000). The grey symbols
show the results (taken from the table of Somerville et al. 2001) of Pascarelle et al. (1998,
circled crosses), Steidel et al. (1996, open circles), Madau et al. (1996, open triangles),
Madau et al. (1998, open squares), and (taken from Bunker et al. 2004) Iwata et al. (2003,
filled triangles), Giavalisco et al. (2004a, filled squares), Bouwens et al. (2003b, filled cir-
cles), Bouwens et al. (2004, hexagonal crosses), Fontana etal. (2003b, filled pentagons),
Bunker et al. (2004, open star), Bouwens et al. (2003a, inverted filled triangles). The plots
at the bottom show the SFRs of the four catalogues together (left) and the SFRs derived
considering the contributions of the galaxies brighter than LI∗ only (right).
Finally, following Madau et al. (1998) we derive the SFR by scaling the UV luminosity
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densities: SFR1500 = 1.25× 10−28 × l1500 in units of M⊙yr−1Mpc−3, where the constant is
computed for a Salpeter IMF. The resulting values of SFR1500are shown in Fig. 6.6 as a func-
tion of redshift. Errors are computed from Monte Carlo simulations that take into account
the probability distributions of photometric redshifts and the Poissonian error (Gabasch et al.
2004a). Following Adelberger & Steidel (2000), we assume that dust extinction does not
evolve with redshift and is about a factor of∼ 5 − 9 in the rest-frame UV. A more detailed
discussion of the role of dust will be given in a future paper, like an analysis based on the
SFR derived at 2800 Å. Thanks to the large area covered and the faintlimiting magnitudes
probed, our determination of the SFR is the most precise to date, with statistical errors l ss
than 0.1 dex for the single redshift bins spanning the range 0.5 < z< 5.
We find that out to redshiftz ≈ 3 the SFRs derived from the I and B selected FDF, or the
merged I+B catalogue, are identical within the errors (∼< 0.1 dex; see plot at the bottom left
of Fig. 6.6). At larger redshifts the B-selected SFRs underestimate the trueval s, since B
drop-outs are not taken into account. The strong evolution in both theM∗ andφ∗ parameters
of the Schechter LF measured as a function of redshift by Gabasch et al. (2004a) results in a
nearly constant SFR, because the strong brightening ofM∗ is compensated by the dramatic
decrease ofφ∗ with z. Comparing the two lower panels of Fig. 6.6 shows that luminous
galaxies (L > L∗) contribute only a third of the total SFR at all observedz, independent of
the selection band.
The K-selected SFRs are similar in shape, but systematically lower by≈ 0.2 dex atz> 1.
This result holds independently of our completeness correction. If we consider only the
contributions to the SFR down to the limiting magnitude set by the K-band, we find thesam
0.2 dex difference for 1< z ≤ 3, and 0.15 dex atz > 3. Fig. 6.7 shows that this result
originates from the lower density ofM1500 > −19 galaxies in the K-selected catalogue, as
intermediate and low luminosity blue galaxies contributing to the SFR budget are more easily
detected in the bluer bands than in K. In fact, the contributions to the SFR comingfrom the
galaxies brighter thanLI∗ are identical within the errors for the I and K selected catalogues
(see Fig. 6.6, bottom-right panel). Therefore, cosmic variance does not play a role, as we
also verified by comparing the B-band number counts in the 2 fields. They agr e within 0.1
dex, which is the expected variation derived by Somerville et al. (2004) scaled to the area
of the GOODS-South field. On the other hand, Gabasch et al. (2004a) show that the I-band
FDF catalogue might be missing only about 10 % of the galaxies that would be detected in a
deep K-band selected survey with magnitude limitKAB ≈ 26 (like in Labb́e et al. 2003). The
missing galaxies would be faint and likely not contributing significantly to the SFRprovided
their dust extinction is not exceedingly large. Independent of the selection band the SFR
declines beyondz ∼ 4.5. Our results confirm the conjecture of Kashikawa et al. (2003) that
the K-selected UV LFs match the optically selected LFs at high luminosities.
The comparison with the literature shows that our results are∼ 0.3 dex lower, independent
of the selection band. This difference stems from the large completeness corrections applied
by, e.g., Steidel et al. (1996), derived from the steep slopes fitted to the LF. Our results scale
to the literature values if similar slopes are used for the sameM∗ andφ∗. This is shown by
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Figure 6.7: The distribution of galaxies in the rest-frame, 1500 Å absolute magni-
tude vs. redshift space, slightly smoothed with a Gaussian ker el. The red colors re-
fer to the K-selected galaxies of the GOODS-South field, the blu and the green col-
ors to B and I selected galaxies of the FDF. The lowest contourc r esponds to 0.75
galaxies/arcmin2/mag per unit redshift bin; the others give the 2.5, 3.75, 6.25, 8.75, 11.25
and 13.75 galaxies/arcmin2/mag per unit redshift bin density levels. For a better compar-
ison of the FDF and GOODS-South samples at the faint-end, we chose the completeness
limit of the GOODS-South as the magnitude cut-off f r all samples. The solid circles show
the best-fit values ofM∗, with the errorbars of the K determinations (similar or smaller
errors are derived in I and B).
the dotted lines of Fig. 6.6, where we have assumed a slope of−1.6 for our data set while
keepingM∗ andφ∗ the same as in our fit.
The overall agreement between the SFRs derived over a wide wavelength ra e (within 0.2
dex), from the optical B and I to the NIR K, sampling atz≈ 4 the rest-frame UV and B, shows
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that we are approaching (in the optical) the complete census of the galaxies contributing to
the stellar production of the universe up to this redshift. Therefore, we can expect possible
biases induced by missing stellar energy distributions with redshift (Ilbert et al. 2004) to be
small, when deep enough optical or NIR catalogues are available. However, we might still
not take into account the possible contribution to the SFR coming from faint, highly dust-
absorbed red star-forming galaxies (Hughes et al. 1998; Genzel et al. 2001) which are likely
missing from optically or near-infrared selected samples. Nevertheless, iti encouraging to
find that recent Spitzer results (e.g. Egami et al. 2004) indicate that the majority of the star
formation has already been accounted for using the dust-corrected SFRerived from optical
studies.
6.4.2 Conclusions
We have measured the SFR of the universe out toz≈ 4.5 with unprecedented accuracy from
the FORS Deep Field and the GOODS-South Field (90 arcmin2 in total). Our main conclu-
sions are:
• The cosmic variance in the SFR history between the FDF and GOODS-South fieldis n g-
ligibly small. The difference between these fields is∼< 0.1 dex, consistent with theoretical
expectations.
• The SFR of galaxies brighter thanLI∗ is the same (∼< 0.1 dex) in B, I, (I+B) and K selected
catalogues. This indicates that present optical and NIR surveys are unlik ly to have missed a
substantial fraction population of massive star forming objects (with the possible exception
of heavily dust-enshrouded starbursts).
• The total SFR integrated over all galaxy luminosities is the same in the B, I, and (I+B)
selected catalogues and is lower in the K-selected catalogue by 0.2 dex. Thisdifference orig-
inates at luminosities lower thanL∗ which implies that K-selected surveys miss a significant
fraction of star-forming lower-luminosity galaxies.
• At all redshifts, luminous galaxies (L > L∗) contribute only∼ 13 to the total SFR, i.e. the
integrated SFR ofL < L∗ galaxies is a factor of∼ 2 higher than the one ofL > L∗ galaxies.
• Our fits to the FDF luminosity functions suggest a flat faint-end slope ofα = −1.07± 0.04
in contrast to the assumed slope ofα ∼ −1.6 in the literature. This implies that past determi-
nations have overestimated the SFR by a factor 2.
• The SFR is approximately constant over the redshift range 1≤ z ≤ 4 and drops by about
50% aroundz= 4.5, if dust corrections constant with redshift are assumed.
6.5 The stellar mass function of galaxies to z∼ 5
Adapted from Drory et al. 2005, “The Stellar Mass Function of Galaxies to z5 in the FORS
Deep and GOODS-South Fields”, ApJ, 619L, 131
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The stellar mass of galaxies at the present epoch and the build-up of stellarmass over
cosmic time has become the focus of intense research in the past few years.
Generally, this kind of work relies on fits of multi-color photometry to a grid of comp site
stellar population (CSP) models to determine a stellar mass-to-light ratio, since large and
complete spectroscopic samples of galaxies (atz> 0) are not yet available.
In the local universe, results on the stellar mass function (MF) of galaxieswere published
using the new generation of wide-angle surveys in the optical (Sloan DigitalSky Survey;
SDSS, York et al. 2000; 2dF, Colless et al. 2001) and near-infrared(Two Micron All Sky
Survey; 2MASS, Skrutskie et al. 1997). Cole et al. (2001) combined data from 2MASS and
2dF to derive the local stellar MF, Bell et al. (2003) used the SDSS and 2MASS to the same
end.
At z > 0, a number of authors studied the stellar mass density as a function of redshift
(Brinchmann & Ellis (2000); Drory et al. (2001a); Cohen (2002); Dickinson et al. (2003),
Fontana et al. (2003a); Rudnick et al. (2003)) reachingz∼ 3. It appears that byz∼ 3, about
30% of the local stellar mass density has been assembled in galaxies, and atz ∼ 1, roughly
half of the local stellar mass density is in place. This seems to be in broad agreement with
measurements of the star formation rate density over the same redshift range.
Others investigated the evolution of the MF of galaxies (Drory et al. 2004a;Fontana et al.
2004) toz ∼ 1.5, finding a similar decline in the normalization of the MF. However, it is
possible that galaxies evolve differently in number density depending on their morphology.
We present a measurement of the evolution of the stellar mass function (MF) of galaxies and
the evolution of the total stellar mass density at 0< z< 5, extending previous measurements
to higher redshift and fainter magnitudes (and lower masses). We use deep multicolor data in
the Fors Deep Field (FDF;I -selected reachingIAB ∼ 26.8) and the GOODS-S/CDFS region
(K-selected reachingKAB ∼ 25.4) to estimate stellar masses based on fits to composite
stellar population models for 5557 and 3367 sources, respectively. TheMF of objects from
the K-selected GOODS-S sample is very similar to that of theI -s lected FDF down to the
completeness limit of the GOODS-S sample. Near-IR selected surveys hencedete t the more
massive objects of the same principal population as doI -selected surveys. We find that the
most massive galaxies harbor the oldest stellar populations at all redshifts. At low z, our
MF follows the local MF very well, extending the local MF down by a decade to108 M⊙.
Furthermore, the faint end slope is consistent with the local value ofα ∼ 1.1 at least up to
z ∼ 1.5. Our MF also agrees very well with the MUNICS and K20 results atz . 2. The
MF seems to evolve in a regular way at least up toz ∼ 2 with the normalization decreasing
by 50% toz = 1 and by 70% toz = 2. Objects withM > 1010 M⊙which are the likely
progenitors of todaysL > L∗ galaxies are found in much smaller numbers abovez ∼ 2.
However, we note that massive galaxies withM > 1011 M⊙are present even to the largest
redshift we probe. Beyondz∼ 2 the evolution of the mass function becomes more rapid. We
find that the total stellar mass density atz= 1 is 50% of the local value. Atz= 2, 25% of the
local mass density is assembled, and atz = 3 andz= 5 we find that at least 15% and 5% of
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Figure 6.8: Stellar masses vs. redshift in the FDF (squares) and in GOODS-S (triangles).
The luminosity-weighted mean ages of the stellar populations as determined by the CSP fit
are coded by colors ranging from red for old populations (age& 5 Gyr) to blue for young
populations (age. 1.5 Gyr).
the mass in stars is in place, respectively. The number density of galaxies withM > 1011 M⊙
evolves very similarly to the evolution at lower masses. It decreases by 0.4 dex toz ∼ 1, by
0.6 dex toz∼ 2, and by 1 dex toz∼ 4.
In Fig.6.8 we show the distribution of galaxies in the mass vs. redshift plane for the FDF
(squares) and GOODS-S (triangles). In addition, we code the age of each galaxy (using the
best-fitting model) in colors ranging from blue for young (age. 1.5 Gyr) to red for old
stellar populations (age& 5 Gyr).
The distribution of objects from theK-selected GOODS-S sample is very similar to the
distribution of theI -selected FDF down to the completeness limit of the GOODS-S sample,
which is∼ 1 dex shallower in limiting mass. This indicates that present optical and near-IR
surveys are unlikely to have missed a substantial population of massive objects, with the
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Figure 6.9: The stellar mass function (MF) as a function of redshift. Thelocal MF of
Bell et al. (2003) and Cole et al. (2001) are shown in all redshift bins for comparison. Re-
sults from the MUNICS survey (Drory et al. 2004a) and the K20 survey (Fontana et al.
2004) atz. 2 are also shown.
possible exception of heavily dust-enshrouded sources which may escape detection in both
optical and near-IR surveys.
A striking feature of Fig.6.8 is that the most massive galaxies harbor the oldest stellar
populations at all redshifts. There always exist galaxies which are old (relative to the age of
the universe at each redshift) but less massive, yet the most massive objects at each redshift
are never among the youngest.
6.5.1 The stellar mass function
Fig. 6.9 shows theVmax-weighted mass function in seven redshift bins fromz = 0.25 to
z = 5. For comparison, we also show the local mass function (Bell et al. 2003;Cole et al.
2001) and the MFs toz ∼ 1.2 of MUNICS (Drory et al. 2004a) and toz ∼ 2 by the K20
survey (Fontana et al. 2004).
The MF of objects from theK-selected GOODS-S sample is very similar to that of the
I -selected FDF down to the completeness limit of the GOODS-S sample (with the exception
of a possible slightly lower normalization atz & 2.5 by about 10% to 20%). This shows
that near-IR selected surveys at high redshift essentially detect the more assive objects
of the same principal population as do optically (I -band) selected surveys (see also Sect. 3
and Fig. 1 in Gabasch et al. 2004a). It remains to be seen what fraction of massive galaxies
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(and total stellar mass density) might be hidden in dusty starbursts which appear as sub-mm
galaxies.
In our lowest redshift bin,z ∼ 0.5, the MF follows the local MF very well. The depth of
the FDF (I ∼ 26.8) allows us to extend the faint end of the MF down to 108 M⊙, a decade
lower in mass than in Bell et al. (2003), with no change of slope. Furthermor, the faint end
slope is consistent with the local value ofα ∼ 1.1 at least toz∼ 1.5. Our mass function also
agrees very well with the MUNICS and K20 results atz. 2.
The MF seems to evolve in a regular way at least up toz ∼ 2 with the normalization
decreasing by 50% toz = 1 and by 70% toz = 2, with the largest change occurring at
masses ofM 1010 M⊙. These likely progenitors of todaysL > L∗ galaxies are found in much
smaller numbers abovez∼ 2. However, we note that massive galaxies withM > 1011 M⊙are
present even to the largest redshift we probe (albeit in smaller numbers). Beyondz ∼ 2 the
evolution becomes more rapid.
It is hard to say whether the difference between the FDF and the GOODS-S field visible
at z ∼ 3 in Fig. 6.9 is significant. In fact, ) find not much difference in the rest-frame UV
luminosity function in the very same dataset. We think it might be related to the shallower
near-IR data in the FDF compared to GOODS-S. Less reliable information on the rest-frame
optical colors at young mean ages might in fact lead to an overestimation of thestellar mass.
This would also explain why the two MFs become similar again at even higherz when the
near-IR data in GOODS-S reach their limit, too. This would mean that the mass denity in
the FDF atz& 2.5 might be overestimated (see below).
6.5.2 Stellar mass density and number densities
As shown in Figure 1.9 in chapter 1, this work extends the available data (Coleet al. (2001);
Brinchmann & Ellis (2000); Drory et al. (2001a); Cohen (2002); Dickinso et al. (2003),
Fontana et al. (2003a, 2004); Drory et al. (2004a)) on the evolution of the total stellar mass
density out toz∼ 5 .
We compute the total stellar mass density by directly summing up contributions from all
objects in both fields (we obtain very similar values by means of fitting Schechterfunctions
to the data in Fig. 6.9). We find that the stellar mass density atz= 1 is 50% of the local value
as determined by Cole et al. (2001). Atz = 2, 25% of the local mass density is assembled,
and atz = 3 andz = 5 we find that at least 15% and 5% of the mass in stars is in place,
respectively.
We also show the integral of the star formation rate determined by Steidel et al.(1999) as
a dotted line. Furthermore, the dashed line shows the same quantity determined from the
rest-frame UV luminosity function in the same dataset used here (Gabasch etal. 2004a). We
find these measurements in agreement with each other, and with the mass densities derived
here and in the literature before. However, the mass densities do show considerable scatter
especially at redshifts abovez ∼ 1.5. However, as discussed above, the mass density in
the FDF might be overestimated, hence reducing the scatter between our two fields. The
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shown.
FDF also lies above the average literature values in the redshift range in qustion, while the
GOODS-S data seem to be in better agreement with previous measurements.
The fact that the stellar mass densities and the integrated star formation rates give consis-
tent results is encouraging. However, dust-enshrouded starbursts at high redshift would be
missing from both the SFR and the MF. However, if the number density of massive ub-mm
galaxies derived by Tecza et al. (2004) of 8.9+5.3
−3.3 × 10
−6 Mpc−3 at 1.8 < z< 3.6 is typical of
these systems, they do not contribute significantly to the mass density at these redshifts (see
below and Fig.6.10).
Finally, Fig. 6.10 addresses the number density of massive systems as a function of red-
shift. We show the numbers of systems withM > 1010 M⊙ and M > 1011 M⊙ as full and
open symbols, respectively. The number density of massive sub-mm galaxies estimated by
Tecza et al. (2004) is also shown. The most striking features of Fig. 6.10is that the number
density of the most massive systems shows evolution which is very similar to the evolution
of the number density at lower masses over this very large redhsift range. Massive systems
are present at all redshifts we probe, their number density decreasingby 0.4 ± 0.2 dex to
z∼ 1, by 0.6± 0.3 dex toz∼ 2, and by 1± 0.45 dex toz∼ 4.
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6.6 The supermassive black hole in NGC 4486a
Adapted from N. Nowak et al. 2007, “The supermassive black hole in NGC4486a detected
with SINFONI at the VLT, MNRAS, in press
NGC 4486a is a low-luminosity elliptical galaxy in the Virgo cluster, close to M87. It
contains an almost edge-on nuclear disc of stars and dust (Kormendy etal. 2005). The bright
star∼ 2.5′′ away from the centre makes it impossible to obtain undisturbed spectra with con-
ventional ground-based longslit spectroscopy. However, it is one ofthe extremely rare cases,
where an inactive, low-luminosity galaxy can be observed at diffraction limited resolution
using adaptive optics with a natural guide star (NGS). This feature made NGC 4486a one
of the most attractive targets during the years between the commissioning of SINFONI and
similar instruments and the installation of laser guide stars (LGS). NGC 4486a is the first of
our sample of galaxies observed or planned to be observed using near-infrared integral-field
spectroscopy with the goal to tighten the slope of theM•-σ relation in the low-σ regime
(∼< 120 km s
−1) and for pseudobulge galaxies.
To derive the black hole mass in NGC 4486a, it is essential to determine the gravitational
potential made up by the stellar component by deprojecting the surface brightness distribu-
tion. As NGC 4486a consists both kinematically and photometrically of two components
with possibly different mass-to-light ratiosΥ, we deproject bulge and disc separately.
To decompose the two components, we considered the HST images in the broad-band
F850LP filter, with 2 ACS/WFC pointings of 560 seconds exposure each. The two dithers
have no shift in spatial coordinates. The data were reduced by the ST-ECF On-The-Fly
Recalibration system, seehttp://archive.eso.org/archive/hst for detailed informa-
tion.
Moreover, we use the package (Peng et al. 2002) to fit PSF convolved analytic pro-
files to the two-dimensional surface brightness of the galaxy. The code determines the best
fit by comparing the convolved models with the science data using a Levenberg-Marquardt
downhill gradient algorithm to minimize theχ2 of the fit. The saturated star close to the
galaxy centre has been masked out from the modelling. The observing strategy, i.e. the
adopted no spatial shift between the two dithers, has allowed us to obtain a careful descrip-
tion of the PSF by using the TT2 code.
We modelled the galaxy light with a double S´ rsic model with indicesn = 2.19 for the
bulge andn = 1.67 for the disc. In Fig. 6.11 we show the ACS image that was analysed, the
bulge+disc GALFIT model and the residual image. The saturated star pops prominently up
in the residual image as it was expected.
Bulge and disc were then deprojected separately using the program of Mag rrian (1999)
under the assumption that both components are edge-on and axisymmetric. The stellar mass
2http://www.stsci.edu/software/tinytim/tinytim
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Figure 6.11: Top: the ACS F850LP image of NGC4486; middle: the bulge+disc GALFIT
best model; bottom: the residual image. The star near the galaxy core pops up, as due, in
the residual image.
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density then can be modelled as in Davies et al. (2006) viaρ∗ = Υbulge · νbulge+ Υdisc · νdisc,
whereν is the luminosity density obtained from the deprojection and the ACSz-band mass-
to-light ratioΥ is assumed to be constant with radius for both components.
The mass of the black hole in NGC 4486a was determined based on the Schwarzschild
(1979) orbit superposition technique, using the code of Gebhardt et al. (2000); Gebhardt et al.
(2003) in the version of Thomas et al. (2004). The dynamical mass-to-light ratios of disc and
bulge agree with an old and metal-rich stellar population (Maraston 1998, 2005). Υdisc tends
to be larger thanΥbulge which is probably due to the presence of dust in the disc.
The total stellar mass within 1 sphere of influence, where the imprint of the black hole is
strongest, isM∗ = 9.84× 106 M⊙. If the additional mass ofM• = 1.25× 107 M⊙ was solely
composed of stars, this would increase the mass-to-light ratio toΥdisc ≈ 9.1 (6.6 if we take
into account the dust-absorption), a region which is excluded by stellar population models
or at least requires unrealistic high stellar ages.
Our result is in good agreement with the prediction of theM•-σ relation (1.26+0.49−0.35 ×
107 M⊙ using the result of Tremaine et al. 2002) and strengthens it in the low-σ regime
(∼< 120 km s
−1), where, besides several upper limits, up to now only three black hole masses
were measured with stellar kinematics (Milky Way, Schödel et al. 2002; M32, Verolme et al.
2002; NGC 7457, Gebhardt et al. 2003).
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Table 6.1: Table of galaxy properties from fitting cluster galaxies with a Sersic profile. The
parameters of the 80 most massive galaxies are tabulated.
RA Dec mAB1 nser Re2 (kpc) 1− b/a PA(◦) σest3 (km/s)
13:11:25.53 -1:20:37.0 17.13± 0.15 3.1± 0.3 8.1± 0.5 0.37± 0.02 10± 1 178 (224/141)
13:11:25.28 -1:19:31.1 19.09± 0.10 6.0± 0.1 2.2± 0.1 0.06± 0.01 70± 3 108 (136/86)
13:11:28.19 -1:18:43.8 18.75± 0.14 2.6± 0.1 2.5± 0.1 0.57± 0.03 32± 1 115 (144/91)
13:11:26.09 -1:19:51.9 18.39± 0.13 3.9± 0.2 2.5± 0.1 0.23± 0.01 79± 1 144 (181/114)
13:11:26.67 -1:19:03.8 19.64± 0.14 3.2± 0.1 1.8± 0.1 0.38± 0.01 79± 1 80 (100/63)
13:11:26.38 -1:19:56.5 18.33± 0.14 3.4± 0.1 1.7± 0.1 0.35± 0.01 34± 1 181 (228/144)
13:11:27.06 -1:19:36.8 18.25± 0.01 6.0± 0.1 4.9± 0.1 0.17± 0.01 5± 1 147 (185/117)
13:11:24.62 -1:21:11.1 18.24± 0.13 4.4± 0.3 2.1± 0.1 0.55± 0.03 136± 1 170 (215/135)
13:11:25.55 -1:20:17.2 19.17± 0.10 6.0± 0.1 2.6± 0.1 0.15± 0.02 96± 3 97 (122/77)
13:11:27.30 -1:19:05.1 19.62± 0.15 3.8± 0.1 1.7± 0.2 0.33± 0.01 171± 2 81 (102/64)
13:11:28.50 -1:18:44.8 18.64± 0.09 3.9± 0.1 3.0± 0.2 0.56± 0.03 179± 1 115 (144/91)
13:11:29.55 -1:18:34.6 18.25± 0.13 4.1± 0.2 2.0± 0.1 0.41± 0.01 172± 1 175 (221/139)
13:11:25.27 -1:20:02.9 19.65± 0.12 1.0± 0.1 1.7± 0.1 0.78± 0.01 93± 1 81 (102/65)
13:11:27.56 -1:20:02.5 17. 4± 0.01 8.9± 0.1 8.0± 0.1 0.15± 0.01 57± 1 147 (185/116)
13:11:26.62 -1:19:47.9 19.69± 0.01 3.5± 0.1 2.4± 0.1 0.35± 0.01 165± 1 75 (95/60)
13:11:24.36 -1:21:07.5 18. 3± 0.12 6.1± 0.2 1.5± 0.1 0.11± 0.02 173± 7 138 (174/110)
13:11:28.27 -1:19:31.5 18.38± 0.14 6.0± 0.1 2.4± 0.2 0.32± 0.02 148± 1 149 (188/119)
13:11:27.99 -1:20:07.7 17.66± 0.01 5.3± 0.1 3.8± 0.1 0.06± 0.01 176± 1 205 (259/163)
13:11:28.90 -1:19:02.5 19.00± 0.14 5.1± 0.1 3.6± 0.3 0.42± 0.01 84± 1 83 (105/66)
13:11:29.47 -1:19:16.5 18.77± 0.13 4.0± 0.1 1.0± 0.1 0.58± 0.02 56± 1 174 (220/139)
13:11:28.52 -1:19:58.4 18.27± 0.14 3.3± 0.1 2.6± 0.1 0.42± 0.02 159± 1 153 (192/121)
13:11:31.57 -1:19:32.7 17.04± 0.01 2.3± 0.1 4.9± 0.1 0.20± 0.01 150± 1 258 (325/205)
13:11:28.38 -1:20:43.4 17. 5± 0.01 5.6± 0.1 7.6± 0.1 0.12± 0.01 17± 1 177 (223/140)
13:11:27.29 -1:20:58.4 19.06± 0.12 1.3± 0.1 2.4± 0.1 0.44± 0.03 169± 1 97 (123/77)
13:11:29.24 -1:19:46.9 19.53± 0.14 4.7± 0.4 0.6± 0.1 0.60± 0.02 142± 1 140 (176/111)
13:11:30.91 -1:18:52.5 20.28± 0.14 4.3± 0.1 0.7± 0.1 0.45± 0.01 104± 1 84 (106/67)
13:11:31.68 -1:19:24.6 18. 2± 0.10 4.1± 0.1 3.4± 0.1 0.43± 0.04 90± 1 96 (121/77)
13:11:28.62 -1:20:25.1 18.41± 0.01 6.0± 0.1 2.7± 0.1 0.09± 0.01 24± 1 136 (172/108)
13:11:30.23 -1:20:42.7 17.11± 0.01 3.1± 0.1 5.7± 0.1 0.16± 0.01 83± 1 255 (321/202)
13:11:28.78 -1:20:26.5 18.38± 0.02 4.8± 0.1 7.2± 0.2 0.44± 0.05 50± 2 94 (119/75)
1 Total F775W AB magnitude obtained from the surface brightness profile fitting
2 Circularized physical half light radius in units of kpc
3 Estimated galaxy velocity dispersion, see text for details, and the corresponding 1σ range
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Table 6.1: – continued.
RA Dec mAB1 nser Re2 (kpc) 1− b/a PA(◦) σest3 (km/s)
13:11:30.44 -1:20:29.1 17.62± 0.02 2.6± 0.1 1.9± 0.1 0.10± 0.02 65± 3 238 (299/189)
13:11:29.66 -1:20:27.8 16.39± 0.01 1.2± 0.1 10.1± 0.1 0.14± 0.01 144± 1 303 (382/241)
13:11:28.08 -1:21:36.6 18.76± 0.16 3.8± 0.5 1.9± 0.3 0.57± 0.03 175± 1 132 (166/105)
13:11:32.03 -1:18:53.6 19.06± 0.17 4.5± 0.3 3.5± 0.5 0.05± 0.01 167± 6 82 (103/65)
13:11:32.88 -1:19:31.4 16.36± 0.02 5.5± 0.1 10.1± 0.2 0.29± 0.01 61± 1 233 (293/185)
13:11:30.11 -1:19:55.9 18.72± 0.14 2.9± 0.1 1.9± 0.1 0.07± 0.01 107± 1 135 (170/107)
13:11:28.02 -1:21:12.9 18.90± 0.18 4.7± 0.4 2.6± 0.4 0.20± 0.01 95± 1 104 (131/83)
13:11:30.15 -1:20:40.1 17.66± 0.01 2.5± 0.1 5.3± 0.1 0.36± 0.01 52± 1 180 (227/143)
13:11:30.40 -1:20:51.6 17.64± 0.01 6.0± 0.1 6.0± 0.1 0.15± 0.01 89± 1 192 (241/152)
13:11:32.28 -1:19:46.7 17.59± 0.01 5.2± 0.1 4.4± 0.1 0.04± 0.01 144± 1 215 (271/171)
13:11:32.15 -1:19:24.2 18.26± 0.13 4.4± 0.4 2.5± 0.1 0.19± 0.01 24± 3 156 (196/124)
13:11:30.20 -1:20:28.4 17.54± 0.01 2.5± 0.1 3.2± 0.1 0.13± 0.01 125± 6 197 (248/156)
13:11:29.18 -1:21:16.6 17.99± 0.01 4.6± 0.1 4.6± 0.1 0.10± 0.01 178± 1 176 (222/140)
13:11:30.04 -1:20:15.1 19.02± 0.01 3.8± 0.1 2.7± 0.1 0.37± 0.02 116± 1 86 (109/69)
13:11:30.18 -1:20:17.2 19.50± 0.01 6.0± 0.1 1.3± 0.1 0.41± 0.01 59± 1 108 (136/86)
13:11:29.17 -1:20:53.8 18.95± 0.12 2.7± 0.1 1.0± 0.1 0.19± 0.01 178± 1 160 (201/127)
13:11:32.83 -1:19:58.5 16.15± 0.01 4.6± 0.1 8.3± 0.1 0.31± 0.01 22± 1 292 (370/230)
13:11:29.93 -1:21:00.5 18. 4± 0.01 5.2± 0.1 1.9± 0.1 0.12± 0.01 25± 1 114 (143/90)
13:11:32.26 -1:19:36.4 18.92± 0.01 4.8± 0.1 3.5± 0.1 0.36± 0.01 39± 6 81 (102/64)
13:11:30.75 -1:20:43.6 17.82± 0.01 3.5± 0.1 4.2± 0.1 0.12± 0.01 174± 1 185 (233/147)
13:11:30.56 -1:20:34.8 18.97± 0.02 3.5± 0.1 1.4± 0.1 0.35± 0.01 70± 6 124 (153/100)
13:11:30.56 -1:20:45.3 18.13± 0.01 4.3± 0.1 2.0± 0.1 0.12± 0.02 92± 3 173 (213/135)
13:11:29.49 -1:21:05.4 19.82± 0.01 3.0± 0.1 0.8± 0.1 0.24± 0.01 179± 1 77 (98/62)
13:11:29.26 -1:21:37.3 18.77± 0.09 3.1± 0.1 1.9± 0.1 0.53± 0.03 118± 1 131 (165/104)
13:11:29.30 -1:21:55.1 18.45± 0.01 4.1± 0.1 3.1± 0.1 0.28± 0.01 144± 1 146 (184/116)
13:11:33.36 -1:19:16.8 20.81± 0.02 2.7± 0.1 0.5± 0.1 0.06± 0.01 167± 5 77 (96/61)
13:11:33.49 -1:19:42.8 18.76± 0.15 5.3± 0.1 2.9± 0.3 0.10± 0.03 17± 2 107 (135/85)
13:11:31.31 -1:21:25.0 17. 9± 0.01 5.0± 0.1 6.3± 0.2 0.09± 0.01 65± 2 145 (179/116)
13:11:30.21 -1:21:18.0 19.40± 0.01 3.3± 0.1 0.9± 0.1 0.27± 0.01 171± 1 135 (170/107)
13:11:31.27 -1:21:27.7 18.25± 0.01 3.5± 0.1 1.7± 0.1 0.25± 0.03 61± 2 175 (220/139)
1 Total F775W AB magnitude obtained from the surface brightness profile fitting
2 Circularized physical half light radius in units of kpc
3 Estimated galaxy velocity dispersion, see text for details, and the corresponding 1σ range
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Table 6.1: – continued.
RA Dec mAB1 nser Re2 (kpc) 1− b/a PA(◦) σest3 (km/s)
13:11:31.26 -1:20:52.4 18.52± 0.16 5.5± 0.1 1.8± 0.3 0.07± 0.01 41± 8 156 (196/124)
13:11:31.32 -1:20:44.0 19.58± 0.02 5.7± 0.2 0.9± 0.1 0.04± 0.07 18± 2 121 (149/97)
13:11:31.17 -1:21:27.7 19.16± 0.01 3.2± 0.1 1.6± 0.1 0.17± 0.02 138± 1 102 (130/82)
13:11:30.22 -1:21:42.9 18.65± 0.15 5.3± 0.1 1.4± 0.2 0.51± 0.02 24± 1 165 (207/131)
13:11:34.93 -1:19:24.3 18.69± 0.15 5.1± 0.1 2.6± 0.2 0.13± 0.01 2± 1 117 (148/93)
13:11:31.97 -1:20:58.5 18.54± 0.01 5.8± 0.1 5.1± 0.2 0.06± 0.01 24± 2 86 (109/68)
13:11:34.23 -1:21:01.7 18.01± 0.07 2.3± 0.2 3.1± 0.3 0.61± 0.02 177± 2 164 (207/130)
13:11:35.76 -1:20:12.0 18.16± 0.02 1.9± 0.1 5.1± 0.2 0.13± 0.01 15± 2 111 (140/88)
13:11:35.03 -1:20:04.2 18.75± 0.03 4.6± 0.1 2.9± 0.2 0.31± 0.05 11± 3 100 (127/79)
13:11:32.28 -1:21:37.9 18.26± 0.02 4.4± 0.1 3.4± 0.1 0.27± 0.01 120± 1 146 (183/116)
13:11:32.38 -1:22:10.6 18.11± 0.01 5.5± 0.1 4.1± 0.1 0.20± 0.01 63± 3 146 (180/115)
13:11:34.26 -1:21:18.5 19.03± 0.12 3.1± 0.1 1.8± 0.1 0.53± 0.02 90± 1 113 (143/90)
13:11:35.37 -1:21:18.8 18. 5± 0.14 3.9± 0.1 1.7± 0.1 0.24± 0.01 66± 1 129 (163/103)
13:11:35.72 -1:21:09.0 19.00± 0.15 6.1± 0.3 2.8± 0.3 0.19± 0.01 167± 2 95 (119/75)
13:11:34.94 -1:20:58.9 18.29± 0.13 3.8± 0.2 2.5± 0.1 0.31± 0.01 117± 1 152 (192/121)
13:11:36.79 -1:19:42.4 19.17± 0.13 2.8± 0.1 3.0± 0.1 0.15± 0.05 43± 6 82 (104/65)
13:11:36.01 -1:19:57.2 19.72± 0.11 3.1± 0.3 1.3± 0.1 0.38± 0.01 170± 1 86 (109/69)
13:11:35.55 -1:20:42.5 18.58± 0.16 5.0± 0.2 2.2± 0.2 0.05± 0.01 90± 1 137 (173/109)
13:11:33.45 -1:21:53.2 18.12± 0.01 2.8± 0.1 1.4± 0.1 0.32± 0.01 15± 1 73 (92/58)
13:11:35.34 -1:21:12.5 19.33± 0.14 2.9± 0.2 1.8± 0.1 0.25± 0.01 24± 1 94 (118/75)
1 Total F775W AB magnitude obtained from the surface brightness profile fitting
2 Circularized physical half light radius in units of kpc
3 Estimated galaxy velocity dispersion, see text for details, and the corresponding 1σ range
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Fellowships and Grants
Sept 2005 to date Research contract at the Max-Planck Institute for Extraterrestrial
Physics, Garching
Sept 2002 - Aug 2005 PhD fellowship of theInternational Max-Planck Research School
(IMPRS) on Astrophysics
Jan 2001 - Aug 2002 Research contract at the Astronomical Observatory
of Capodimonte, Naples, in the VST Science Group
Schools
September 2004 International Summer School “Data Analysis in Cosmology”,
Valencia (Spain)
September 2002 - March 2004 International Max-Plank Research School on Astrophysics,
Garching (Germany)
September 2002 Italian National School of Astrophysics: Cosmology and Relativistic
Astrophysics, Asiago (Italy)
September 2000 Italian National School of Astronomical Technologies,
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Conferences
2006 Galaxies and Structures through Cosmic Times,
March 26-31, Venice, Italy; poster
MPE Dark Energy Meeting,
February 27 - March 1, Ringberg Castle, Germany;
2005 From Simulations to Surveys,
June 26 - July 1, Ringberg Castle, Germany; contributed talk
Stellar Populations, a Rosetta Stone for Galaxy Formation,
July 4-8, Ringberg Castle, Germany;
The Origin of the Hubble Sequence,
June 6-12, Vulcano Island, Italy; contributed talk
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Talks
2006 Max-Planck Institute for Extraterrestrial Physics, Garching, Germany:
Bulges and Disks over the last 8 Gyrs, Jun 29
2005 “From Simulations to Surveys” conference, Ringberg Castle, Germany:
The contribution of bulges and disks to the stellar mass density evolution up to z∼1, Jun 27
“The Origin of the Hubble Sequence” conference, Vulcano Island, Italy:
Looking at the shaping of the Hubble fork up to z∼1, Jun 15
2003 Max-Planck Institute for Extraterrestrial Physics, Garching, Germany:
Intracluster Stellar Population properties from N-Body Cosmological Simulations, Feb 6
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from 2006 Peer Reviewer forMonthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society
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Stellar Populations, a Rosetta Stone for Galaxy Formation,
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Phase II ESO-Service Mode WFI@2.2m and VIMOSMOS@VLT
Telescope Instrument Reduction task
HST ACS/WFPC2 Good experience with the MULTIDRIZZLE task
VLT VIMOS imaging/MOS Fair experience with the VIPGI reduction package
VLT FORS imaging/MXU Good experience with standard IRAF reduction packages
2.2m ESO WFI imaging Good experience withmscred/MVM-ESO pipeline
NTT EMMI imaging/MOS Good experience with standard IRAF reduction packages
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1 Presence of dust with a UV bump in massive, star-forming galaxies at 1< z< 2.5,
Noll, S., Pierini, D.,Pannella, M., Savaglio, S., 2007arXiv0707.0684N
2 The supermassive black hole in NGC4486a detected with SINFONI at the VLT,
Nowak, N., Saglia, R. P., Thomas, J., Bender, R.,Pannella, M.,
Gebhardt, K., Davies, R. I., 2007arXiv0705.1758N
3 The Galactic halo stellar density distribution from photometric survey data:
results of a pilot study,Cignoni, M., Ripepi, V., Marconi, M., Alcal, J. M., Capaccioli, M.,
Pannella, M., Silvotti, R., 2007A&A...463..975C
4 The Sizes of Galaxy Halos in Galaxy Cluster Abell 1689,
Halkola, A., Seitz, S.,Pannella, M., 2007ApJ...656..739H
5 The Evolution of Galaxy Dust Properties for 1<z<2.5,
Noll, Stefan, Pierini, Daniele, Pannella, Maurilio, Savaglio, Sandra, 2006astro.ph.12080N
6 Parametric strong gravitational lensing analysis of Abell 1689,
Halkola, A., Seitz, S.,Pannella, M., 2006MNRAS.372.1425H
7 The Evolution of Galaxies in the FORS Deep and GOODS-S Fields,
Drory, N., Bender, R., Feulner, G., Gabasch, A., Hopp, U., Noll, S.,
Pannella, M., Saglia, R. P., Salvato, M. 2006Msngr.125...15D
8 The Evolution of the Mass Function Split by Morphology up to Redshift 1
in the FORS Deep and the GOODS-S Fields,Pannella, M., Hopp, U., Saglia, R. P.,
Bender, R., Drory, N., Salvato, M., Gabasch, A., Feulner, G., 2006ApJ...639L...1P
9 The Stellar Mass Function of Galaxies to z 5 in the FORS Deep and GOODS-South Fields,
Drory, N., Salvato, M., Gabasch, A., Bender, R., Hopp, U., Feulner, G.,Pannella, M.,
2005ApJ...619L.131D
10 The Star Formation Rate History in the FORS Deep and GOODS-South Fields2004,
Gabasch, A., Salvato, M., Saglia, R. P., Bender, R., Hopp, U., Seitz, S., Feulner, G.,
Pannella, M., Drory, N., Schirmer, M., Erben, T., ApJ...616L..83G
11 The Capodimonte Deep Field. Presentation of the survey and first follow-up studies,
Alcal, J. M.,Pannella, M., Puddu, E., Radovich, M., Silvotti, et al., 2004A&A...428..339A
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12 Capodimonte Deep Field (Alcala+, 2004),
Alcala, J. M.,Pannella, M., Puddu, E., Radovich, M., Silvotti, R.,et al., 2004yCat..34280339A
13 Intracluster Stellar Population Properties from N-Body Cosmological Simulations.
I. Constraints at z= 0, Napolitano, Nicola R.,Pannella, Maurilio, et al., 2003ApJ...594..172N
14 CSL-1: chance projection eff ct or serendipitous discovery of a gravitational lens
induced by a cosmic string?,Sazhin, M., Longo, G., Capaccioli, M., Alcalá, J. M.,
Silvotti, R., Covone, G., Khovanskaya, O., Pavlov, M.,Pannella, M.,
Radovich, M., Testa, V., 2003MNRAS.343..353S
15 Optical and near-infrared observations of the GRB020405 afterglow,
Masetti, N., Palazzi, E., Pian, et al., 2003A&A...404..465M
16 Narrowband Imaging in [O III] and Hα to Search for Intracluster
Planetary Nebulae in the Virgo Cluster,Arnaboldi, M., Freeman, K. C., Okamura,
S., Yasuda, N., Gerhard, O., Napolitano, N. R.,Pannella, M., et al., 2003AJ....125..514A
17 The Capodimonte Deep Field: research projects,
Capaccioli, M., Alcaĺa, J. M., Radovich, M., Silvotti, R.,
Pannella, M., Arnaboldi, M., Puddu, E., et al., 2003MmSAI..74..452C
18 Data reduction and astrometry strategies for wide-field images:
an application to the Capodimonte Deep Field,Alcalá, J. M., Radovich, M., Silvotti, R.,
Pannella, M., et al. 2002SPIE.4836..406A
19 Candidates for Intracluster Planetary Nebulae in the Virgo Cluster
based on the Suprime-Cam Narrow-Band Imaging in [OIII] and Hα,
Okamura, Sadanori, Yasuda, Naoki, et al., PASJ...54..883O
20 A Ks-band selected galaxy sample in GOODS-S
M. Salvato, A. Gabasch, N. Drory, G. Feulner, U. Hopp,
M. Pannella, A. Rau, S. Seitz, R. Bender, A&A submitted
21 A deep galaxy catalogue in the COSMOS field
A. Gabasch, Y. Goranova , U. Hopp, S. Noll,M. Pannella, MNRAS submitted
22 Bulges and disks in the COSMOS during the last 8 Gyrs
M. Pannella, A. Gabasch , Y. Goranova, N. Drory, U. Hopp, S. Noll,
R.P. Saglia, R. Bender, A&A submitted
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